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Disability: An Investigation of Cross-Cultural 
Patterns in Non-Western Societies 
With significant exceptions disabled persons and their 
disabilities have rarely been considered a topic of study by 
anthropologists. In fact, references to the disabled are dif-
ficult to locate in anthropological literature. Specific dis-
abilities, such as deafness, have been researched by Kuschel: 
(1973); Shuman (1980); and Groce (1983). Nevertheless, anthro-
pologists have not focused on the disabled as a separate entity 
in society. Goffman's (1963) work on stigma and · the disabled 
remains an exception; important as the study is, it deals with 
only one aspect of disability. Unti~ the disabled and their 
relationship with society is studied holistically by anthro-
pologists and other social scientists, there will be a gap in 
the study of man and his culture. 
Moreover, few if any theories about the disabled and dis-
ability have been developed, other than those dealing With spe-
cific handicaps. However, there are general theories such as 
man's adaptation to his environment and the dependence and in-
terdependence of man as well as social systems that are appli-
cable to the disabled. Those theories are too broad. Again, 
the formulation of specific theories on the subject of dis-
ability represents another challenge to anthropologists. 
This investigation of cross-cultural patterns of the dis-
abled in non-Western societies is an attempt to locate infor-
mation in the anthropological record on the disabled and the 
problems caused by disabilit~es; to determine if the avail-
able information forms a pattern when analyzed; and last, to 
see if any similarities exist between cultures. This study, 
then, is experimental and exploratory in nature, and as such, 
requires methodological adjustments. 
Generally, when research is conducted, the researcher 
states the problem to be solved, asks him or herself questions 
about what he or she wishes to accomplish, reviews previous an-
thropological research material on the subject, and then forms 
a working hypothesis which may be modified as the study pro-
gresses. Terms and the population to be studied are defined; 
an accepted sampling procedure is decided upo~; and a time 
frame with limits is set. The student formulates the metho-
dology to be used. Then the research is conducted; the data 
is analyzed, and conclusions supporting or rejecting the hy-
pothesis are reached. 
Since this is an exploratory study, the research process 
has not proceeded as smoothly as the one described above. In 
the first place there are few anthropological studies to use 
as guides. There is little organized data on the subject of 
disability and the disabled, and the data tends to be frag-
mented. These difficulties were pointed out to the student 
by the faculty of the Anthropology Department at Rhode Island 
College when permission to conduct the study was requested. 
The Department's realistic approach and warning prevented this 
researcher from building up false hopes about uncovering great 
amounts of data that would be easy to analyze and to form into 
a report. 
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The general goal of the research has been to study the 
disabled, their position, status, and role in non-Western so-
cieties. Ideally, the period covered would have been that 
time in the history of non-Western peoples when they had just 
been discovered by ethnologists and before those unique groups 
had been touched by outside influences. However, it was de-
cided that the scarcity of information dictated that "no good 
data should be excluded arbitrarily." (Epple . (l984; Fidler 
(1985). Whenever possible, the earliest ethnological study 
has been cited by the researcher. 
As a starting point the student was asked to identify the 
disabled? Who are they? The following working definition has 
been used: 
A handicapped person is one who has a physi-
cal, mental, or emotional impairment or dis-
ability which together with the existing en-
vironment and prevailing social conditions, 
substantially limits that person's life acti-
vities. (Rhode Island College Task Force Re-
port of the Physically Handicapped, October 17, 
1978). . 
In this study additional criteria are used. Disabilities may 
be hidden or obvious, long-term or permanent. A person may 
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be born with a disability, or he or ·she may acuire a disability ~ 
during his . or her lifetime. Disabilities may be caused by 
genetic factors, disease, epidemics, accidents, war, old age, 
punishment or mutilation. Further, disabilities cover a wide 
variety of conditions: blindness, deafness, physical immobil-
ity, shortness of breath, extreme weakness, disfigurement such 
4 
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as harelip, webbed fingers, additional fingers and or toes. 
Albinos are considered disabled by some societies. Insanity, 
madness, mental illness, mental retardation, and epilepsy all 
fall under the inclusive term of disability. When Simmons 
studied the aged in society, he found that different societies 
viewed old age from different perspectives, and he stated that, 
"The simplest and safest rule to follow was to consider a per-
son as 'old' whenever he was so regarded by his contemporaries" 
(1945:1). The same criteria has been followed in identifying 
the disabled in this research. 
Since the aim of this research is to learn more about the 
position, the status and role of the disabled in society, the 
student prepared questions about the research problem that 
would lead to the formulation of a hypothesis. For example, 
l. To what extent are persons with disabilities accep-
ted and integrated into their societies? What determines ac-
ceptance or rejection? Is acceptance or rejection dependent . 
solely on the disabled individual and his or her aims and de-
sires, or is acceptance or rejection based on the perceptions, 
feelings, attitudes, beliefs, and traditions of the society 
to which they belong? 
2. Is acceptability or non-acceptability based on the 
availability of resources to the individual, the family, the 
community? :That is, do opportunities for the disabled to be 
born, to grow up, to learn skills, depend on the resources 
that are available to him or to her? Further, do very poor 
.:! • 
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societies who achieve bare subsistence for their group find 
the disabled more of a burden than societies with more re-
sources at their disposal? Resources means availability of 
food, clothing, and shelter according to the needs of the soci-
ety as well as opportunities for the individual with the dis-
ability to achieve his or her potential. Or, are there other 
reasons--social, environmental, or ideological--why societies 
and the able-bodied in them accept or reject the disabled? 
If so, what are the reasons? 
One critical distinction between the disabled that af-
fects acceptance and rejection is whether the disabled in-
dividual is born with a disability~ or whether he or she ac-
quires a disability sometime during his or her life. Some 
non-Western societies practice infanticide; this is done for 
various reasons. For this research it is important to learn 
whether the society practices infanticide to rid itself of 
infants with obvious disabilities according to the definition 
of the society, or whether infanticide is practiced on able-
bodied infants as well. If a disabled infant is allowed to 
live, is he or she integrated into the society, and if so, 
how? Do minimal subsistence societies practice infanticide 
more often than societies with higher standards of living? 
J. If an individual acquires a disability, how does 
her 
his or/society react? Does the group continue to accept the 
individual or do they reject him or her? This leads one to 
ask whether some disabilities are more acceptable to a par-
ticular group than other disabilities? If so, how is accept-
. ·, :. ,· 6 
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ance or non-acceptance indicated by the group? 
4. Other questions deal with the opportunities provided 
to the disabled by their society? Are opportunities based on 
social position or economic wealth according to the ways those 
terms are defined by the society? 0~ have societies, regard-
less of their means of subsistence and resources, found ways 
to assist dependent persons within their group, formally or 
informally? 
Formulation of hypothesis: The questions listed above 
have led to the formulation of the hypothesis: ·There is 
a direct relationship between a society's well-being and the 
ability of the disabled to achieve self sufficiency. In this 
instance self-sufficiency means that the disabled, through in-
or 
dividual, farnily,jgroup assistance is able to attain some con-
trol over his or her life, to participate in family and group 
activities to some extent, and to be of some use to his or her 
society. Self-sufficiency, then, is defined by the group as 
well as the family and the individual. The society's well-be-
ing means the subsistence level as well as the resources of 
the group. The inference is that the higher the subsistence 
level, the greater the resources, the more likely it ·would 
be for the disabled to achieve self-sufficiency. 
Validity: The following measures of validity were 
chosen because infanticide, invalidicide, senilicide, mar-
riage; special statuses and roles for the disabled; opportun-
ities for individuals with disabilties, and isolation of the 
.. ··· .. 
disabled provide some indication, and are a rough measure, of 
how persons with disabilties are accepted by their groups . and 
of the position of the disabled in the~r society. 
1'<1easures of validity: 
l. Infanticide: Infanticide is the practice of killing 
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an infant, usually new-born, but the procedure does not necess-
arily take place immediately. For this research it is impor-
tant to determine whether infanticide is practiced on able-
bodied infants as well as disabled infants or whether it is 
practiced on the able-bodied or disabled infants exclusively. 
This measure can be tested according to the resources of the 
society. If resources are scarce--food, clothing, and shelter7-
as defined by a particular society, the likelihood that infan-
ticide is practiced may be greater than for a society that has 
an abundance of resources according to their needs. 
"X," the independent variable indicates the resources or 
subsistence level of a society; "Y," is the dep~ndent variable; 
in this instance, it is infanticide. "X,'' causes "Y," that is, 
the subsistence level of the society determines whether a soci-
ety practices infanticide or the degree that infanticide is 
practiced. Thus, a group who barely has enough to sustain it 
is more likely to practice infanticide or to practice infanti-
cide more often than a group with more resources and provisions. 
2. Invalidicide and senilicide are similar types of meas-
ures. Does the society abandon the sick, the disabled, and 
the aged infirm? Is there a custom within the group that 
.. .. . ( .. . ... .. 
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permits either the individual or the group to kill persons 
who are no longer of use to their society? Again, do prac-
tices of senilicide and invalidicide occur more often in soci-
eties with the lowest levels of subsistence or do groups with 
more resources practice senilicide and invalidicide too, and 
to the same extent? 
3. Marriage: Are the disabled integrated into societies 
to the extent that they marry .and bear children? This ques-
tion is related more closely to individuals who were born with 
disabilities, because persons who acquire disabilties may be 
married. In that case the critical question would be, did his 
or her spouse remain with the disabled individual, leave him 
or her, or obtain a divorce? Are individuals with specific 
disabilities such as leprosy, albinism, epilepsy, and others 
prevented from marrying more often than persons with disabili-
ties such as blindness or deafness? 
4. Special statuses and roles: Do minimal subsistence 
societies have special statuses or roles for the disabled among 
them? Or, are special statuses and roles provided only by so-
cieties with wealth and resources? Does the complexity of a 
society determine a wider variety of roles for the disabled? 
5. Are opportunities for the disabled institutionalized 
in any way or ways? Do all societies provide care and sus-
tenance to dependent persons, or again, is such care depen-
dent on the ·resources of the society? 
6. Isolation: Are all persons with disabilities iso-
lated from the able-bodied in the society? Or, do persons 
with particular types of disabilities experience isolation? 
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I·~ethodology: Disabled persons in non-Western societies 
are the population under study. The Human Relations Area Files 
(HRAF) are being used to define and categorize the widespread 
population. The Files divide the world into eight "major world 
areasf" seven of the areas have been used in this study. Eu-
rope was excl~ded because the study is limited to non-Western 
societies. North American Indian tribes and Eskimos were in-
eluded, because prior to Conquest, those societies had non-
Western cultures. "Culture Units,'' that is, individual groups 
within the Culture Areas are listed 'in this paper under the ap-
propriate Culture area for purposes of convenience and clarity. 
HRAF 
/Code numbers for Culture Areas . and Culture Units have been used 
throughout, even for non-HRAF references; this was done for pur-
poses of simplification and clarity. 
Although the HRAF Outline of World Cultures contains an 
tensive listing of world Culture Units, not all the Culture 
Units are to be found in the microfiche Files, because informa-
tion for some Culture Units is not "available yet." 
HRAF fileswere not the only source consulted; books, jour-
nals, newspapers, and other information have been used also. 
References within books, journals, HRAF files as well as bi-
liographies in those sources led to information on the .dis-
abled and disability. 
Sampling: Obtaining a random sample of the widespread 
J 
heterogenous population presented a dilemma, bu~ - the HRAF 
Files provided a solution to the issue. The Files recommend 
that a researcher utilize the "HRAF Probability Sample Files, 
a special selection of sixty Files." If the researcher is not 
able to complete the entire sample of sixty Files, it is possi-
ble to "select randomly thirty or forty cultural Files from the 
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total of sixty," while maintaining 11roughly the same proportion-
ate representation of the major world areas ••• 11 (Legace, 1974:7). 
The HRAF sample guide was followed as closely as possible 
with the following exceptions: 
1. It was impossible to cover the sixty cultures listed 
in the HRAF Probability Sample; a smaller sample was decided 
upon in accordance with the procedures outlined in 11Nature and 
Use of the HRAF Files, A Research and Teaching Guide," noted 
above. Forty-seven cultures make up the sample. A copy of 
"Table l. List of HRAF Files by Major World Areas1 " is in-
eluded in the Appendix of this paper; the culture units cov-
ered by this research are underlined in red. 
2. Information on the Dinka in the Sudan, the Barabaig 
in East Africa, the Besongye people of the Eastern Kasai Region, 
Republic of Zaire, the Woddabe Fulani of Bornu, Northern Nigeria, 
the Bantu of North Kavirondo, the Tharus of Uttar Predesh, India, 
the City of Peking, China, the .City .of Timbuctoo, Mali, .t'fubia, 
r~aun, Botswana, and others are not available in .the Files. Re-.· 
ferences, some of which are sparse, came from other sources. 
Additional information ·would have been welcome and useful, but 
the data was retained even when incomplete, because it either 
reenforced information about social institutions or was sig-
nificant in itself. 
Inclusion of the culture units listed in the preceding 
paragraph distorts the sample to some extent. 
Obtaining the data: As noted previously, HRAF data is 
not always complete; some files are not available; other files 
ll 
have references for some categories and no references for others. 
In addition,HRAF data tends to be processed slowly and does not 
include the latest information from anthropological literature. 
Whenever possible, this researcher supplemented HRAF data with 
information from books, journal articles, bibliographical re-
ferences, and other materials. 
The HRAF files require practice to use efficiently; infor-
mation on how to use the Files is scattered throughout the Adams 
Library at the College. Reference librarians are most helpful 
and cooperative in every way, but if the researcher does not 
know what he or she is looking for, it is impossible for the 
librarian to help a student. For example, a booklet, "Nature 
and Use of the HRAF, Research and Teaching Guide," is kept in 
the files of the reference librarian's office . and not with 
HRAF material in the Reference Section of the Library or on 
top of the microfiche cabinet in the Microfiche Room. This re-
in research 
searcher was months along/before the informational booklet was 
discovered. 
The HRAF files are categorized by subject; this~student 
used HRAF categories to locate as much information as possi-
ble in the Files, and as _ a way of locati~g information out-
side the Files. The HRAF categories consulted are: 
l. 101, Identification; 158 incidence of insanity; 164, 
Incidence of Organic Disease. 
201, sign language; 220, Food Quest. 
304, Mutilation. 
429, Guardianship; 481, aids to locomotion. 
681, Punishment; 682, Offenses against Life. 
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729, Care of Veterans; 732, Defectives, 734, Invalid-
ism; 735, Begging; 736, Dependency; 737, Care of 
the Aged; 742, Medical Research; 750, Sickness; 
752, · Bodily Injuries; 753, Theory of Disease, 754, 
Sorcery, 755, Magical and Mental Therapy; 756, 
Physiotherapists, Shamans; 757, Medical Therapy; 
758, Care of the Insane. 
Interpretation of Physical Abnormalities; 828, 
Interpretation of Mental Disorders; 845, Unusual 
and Difficult Births; and 847, Infanticide and 
Abortion. 
References to specific disabilties such as blindness, deafness, 
crippling conditions, and others are located in the HRAF cate-
gory, 732, Defectives. 
As the research proceeded categories such as marriage, 
birth, rituals, and others were added. 
In general, data on the disabled and the subject of dis-
ability is difficult to find. Many times the student found 
no obvious references to disability related topics in indexes, 
and tables of contents of books, but found, by chance, sig-
nificant information about the disabled under other titles. 
For example, Chagnon (1977) has no references indicating dis-
ability in either the index or the table of contents of his 
book, Yanomamo, The Fierce People. However, there is an ex-
' " 
' . 
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cellent passage about a young · man who lost a leg from snake 
{ \' 
bite. · The reference in the index is under "snakebite," which 
is now included as an important category for disability. A 
similar reference about "crippled, deformed, and demented girls," 
was found under "marriage" in The Barabaig: East Africa Cattle 
Herders, (Klima, 1970). 
Order of Data: Data from references has been condensed 
and placed on "Group~' and "Individual" forms in the Appendix. 
The Group form provides general information about the disabled 
in each culture unit researched. The Individual form is an 
abbreviated case study of noteworthy. individuals with disabil-
ities. Group and individual information varies from a consid-
erable amount to very small items. 
The information on individuals is a measure, an indica-
tion, of how· an individual with a disability is actually per-
ceived and treated in a particular society. It also provides 
information about the ways that disabled persons with disabil-
ities handle their particular problems and function in a com-
munity. 
Completed group forms are to be found in the Appendix 
under the major culture areas: Asia, Africa, Middle East, 
North America, Oceania, Russia, and South America. Identifi-
cation of culture units may be found in the upper right hand 
corner of the form. For analytical purposes, culture units 
are classified according to subsistence levels: hunters and 
gatherers, horticulturalists, pastoralists, intensive agri-
culturalists, and industrial societies. There may be some 
question about the classification of groups by modes of sub-
sistence; some societies are not easily categorized. 
Case studies, some are not deserving of the title, are 
the last category in the Appendix. They are filed according 
to the HRAF culture unit code, noted in ' the upper right hand 
corner of the form. 
1't~.s;te: s '"l. Q.--Ad. ?, • 
Analysis of Data~Infanticide, invalidicide and senili-
cide, marriage, attention to the disabled--positive and nega-
tive--social irtstitutions, statuses and roles, are the major 
categories of the data analyzed. 
Infanticide: The nuclear family, especially the mother, 
the extended family, and/or the community in non-Western so-
cieties decide whether a disabled, deformed, disfigured·, or 
otherwise unusual infant should live. This analysis attempted 
to differentiate between .infants who were unwanted because of 
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pressures on the mother or the group. For example: Hunting 
and gathering societies carry their worldly goods with them. 
Parents, especially . the mother, carry their children. In addi-
tion, the mother generally nurses her infant from three to five 
years. If an infant is born, with or without a disability, 
while the mother is still nursing her previous child, the new-
born infant is put to death; the mother can neither nurse 
nor carry two infants at the same time. "Unwanted infants" 
come under this category. (Table 3, Appendix) The second 
category, "Selective, other than disabled" includes infants 
who are killed because they are female, male, illegitimate, 
either one, or both, twins, or albinos. The third category 
"disabled," is provided for the killing of infants because 
they are disabled, deformed, or otherwise impaired according 
to the definitions of the community. 
The data indicates that in the forty-seven societies re-
searched, thirteen groups practiced infanticide on unwanted 
infants; ten groups practiced infanticide because of sex,of 
the infant, illegitimacy, twins, or other reasons. Thirteen 
groups killed disabled infants. Some . groups practiced infan-
ticide for more than Dne reason. There was no information 
regarding the practice or non-practice of infanticide in the 
remaining societies. 
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In a · fe1.; instances there is a difference of opinion among 
ethnologists on whether infanticide was or was not practiced. 
In that case the researcher listed the society as having prac-
ticed infanticide. Groups who practiced infanticide in the 
past may not be doing so now, but tho~e groups were counted as 
practicing infanticide because the earlier data gives a truer 
picture of the society prior to acculturation. 
Limited as it is. the data indicates that infanticide was 
pra cticed more often among hunters and gatherers and horticul-
turalists than among intensive agritulturalists and industrial 
societies. However, fewer communities in the last two . categor-
ies were researched which is a significant defect in the sample. 
It is also possible that the student, after prolonged delibera-
tion, placed a culture unit in the incorrect subsistence category. 
Interesting facts about the practice of infanticide on 
disabled infants have been noted. The Bantu of North Kavirondo 
in the Nyanza Province of Kenya kill deformed infants, not be-
cause of pressures on the mother or group, but because it is 
believed that deformed infants are the result of an incestuous 
relationship on the part of the mother. In such an event the 
mother goes through a purification ceremony and is regarded 
with some disfavor by her community. (Wagner, 1956:297) The 
Dog on believe that ''malformed children" are caused "by the 
union, perhaps involuntary on the part of the woman, with a 
spirit of the bush. (Paulme, 1940:410) The Besonyge are the 
only society encountered \'Tho do not kill disabled infants im-
mediately; the death is postponed until the matter is brought 
before the council v1ho generally suggests that time may cure 
the problem.. Sometimes the children are advanced in ·age be-
f ore being put to death. (Merriam, 1974:208) 
It is significant that the Siriono of Bolivia, hunters 
and gatherers under harsh environmental conditions, do not 
practice infanticide,and abortion appears to be equally un-
known. (Holmberg, 1950: HRAF : 847) 
Senilicide and invalidicide: The senilicide category 
is divided into the "infirm," .and "dependent." (Table 3, 
Appendix). The two categories were combined under the term 
"senilicide" for purposes of convenience, but "dependent" per-
sons could be any age. Exposure to Christianity and to \ves-
t ern thoughtalso has affected groups who for.merly practiced 
16 
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senilicide, but do not do so now, are categorized as practic-
ing senilicide for the same reason as given above. There are 
conflicts within societies concerning the practice of senili-
cide. The Caingang, a hunting and gathering society in Brazil 
and Argentina, have been known to abandon the aged infirm when 
they moved their camp; (Henry, 1941:116) however, the author 
notes that the Caingang "carried the aged infirm on their backs 
when they were unable to walk or to walk fast enough:' 
In their book on The Native Tribes of Aboriginal Australia, 
Spencer and Gillen (1968:51) state that, "There is no such thing 
as doing away with aged or infirm people, " but Blainey ( 1976: 
98, 101-102) disagrees with the British authors when he writes, 
"that infanticide, invalidicide and senilicide occurred, and 
he attributesthe killing of infants, dependents, and the aged 
to other than environmental and personal reasons. He claims, 
"Heartless pressures were also at work." 
Table 3, Senilicide, does shovt that twenty-three socie-
ties practiced some ·form of senilicide. The sole agricultur-
al community investigated, who practiced senilicide, are the 
Dinka of Sudan. The author states.that the reasons for doing 
so w~re "in part to avoid the degrading consequences of senil-
ity in old age ••• Dinka chiefs were not allowed to die natur-
ally, but were buried alive when too old to function or when 
they thought themselves near death." (Deng, 1971:121) There 
is a close relationship between the aged and disability, be-
cause a pignificant percentage of the aged acquire disabilities. 
Marriage: Data on persons with disabilities who either 
allowed or not allowed to marry is also fragmentary~ Thirty 
societies of the · forty-seven res~arched failed to have any 
information about the disabled and marriage in their communi-
ties. I'Jlarriage is a significant measure of how completely 
1$ 
the disabled were integrated into non-Western communities, 
because, generally, marriage in such societies is important. 
Examples of two deaf men _in widely separated localities, pro-
vide some insight to the situation. Lorenzo, of Nohya Vill-
age, Central Yucatan, and Kangobai , Rennell Island, British 
Solomons, have much in common. Both men were the first per-
sons born in their respective communities who were totally 
deaf and mute. Since Lorenzo's birth in 1933, eleven other 
deaf persons have been born in his village, but according to 
the oral history of Rennell Island, Kangobai, was the only 
deaf person in twenty-four generations. Both ,men taught them-
selves sign language, although some persons say that Lorenzo's 
sister taught him. There was no one on Rennell Island who 
knew sign language; there are no words for "deaf-mute" or 
"sign language" in the Rennelese language. (Kuschel, 1973:4) 
Lorenzo is described as being "Alert and intelligent, . . . 
a tireless worker whose labors show extreme attention to de-
tail and more than a hint of perfectionism. (Shuman; 1980: 
361) Lorenzo is a talented artist; weaver, basket .and ham-
mock maker. The community is proud , of his artistic talents, 
and he is highly respected. 
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The same is true of Kangobai. He is an excellent worker; 
males in his society are expected to be good gardners and fish-
erman, and he does both well. So well, that he has an abund-
ance of fish and produce which .he shares with his family and 
friends. Kangobai, like Lorenzo, belongs to a "high status" 
family which the author cites as one reason for Kangobai's 
successful integration into the society; another reason is 
"his own creativity and imagination." Citizens of both towns 
have learned sign language in order to communicate with the 
two men. Both societies stress the importance of marriage, 
yet both men remain single. In Nohya, the institution of 
godparentship, compadrazgo, is practiced, but Lorenzo has 
never been asked to fiil this important role. Similarly, 
Kangobai's unusual abilities are not recognized by all per-
sons in his community. (Kuscl).el: 6-7) · The Wodaabe Fulani of 
Bornu do not all0\'1 the sick, disabled, and especially the in-
sane to marry, become betrothed, or own cattle; in addition, 
there is a social stigma attached to disability. (Stenning, 
1959:126) 
Other persons with disabilities do marry; Kawina Liwema 
is one. He lives in the village of Chokolatwe. in Zaire, and 
works under the tutelage of Sanjolombo, a master woodcarver. 
Liwema is married and has two children. (Crowley, 1973:221-247) 
Embree reports that there .. was a deaf and dumb woman in Suye 
Mura who had been married two times. "(she) runs her house-
hold remarkably well. Attends all buraka functions, and talks 
to her friends by making graphic signs. She even dances at 
the drinking parties." (1939:129) Obviously, she is inte-
grated into her society and self-sufficient. 
20 
Special Attention to the Disabled (Positive and Negative): 
Under the "Positive" category , support systems such as family, 
comm~ity, institutional, and other types of systems have been 
included. Nearly all groups or communities, depending on their 
social structure, have ways, formal and informal, to assist and 
care for dependent persons. 
!Kung Bushmen have informal support systems; the family is 
responsible for the care of dependents. LameiGao contracted a 
bone disease when he VIaS a child; one leg WaS Withered 1 and he 
walked with a cane. After LameiGao became crippled, N/aoka, 
his mother, carried him on her back for years. (Marshall, 1976: 
288). However, LameiGao was able to stalk and kill a buck, and 
thus became a man according to Bushman pra~tice; he also mar-
ried. 
The Blind Guild, a formal type of support system, devel-
oped in Peking, China. The blind have their own Guild which 
serves them professionally and socially. The members belong 
to entertaining professions and are musicians, and storytellers. 
The Guild has strict rules for its members and maintains high 
professional standards. I·Jlembers are required to serve appren-
ticeships and are subject to fines (in earlier times to beat-
ings) if they did not comply with Guild regulations. At the 
Guild meetings blind men form queues, holding on to one an-
other's pigtail, thus finding their way around the Guild hall. 
(Burgess, 1966:103,105, 131, 137, 160) 
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The .Migiurtini of Somali and the Kanuri of Bornu assume 
responsibility for the behavior of their tribesmen who cause 
disability to another; these two groups pay the injured per-
son 50-she camels if one of their members has "blinded an eye" 
or "cut off a foot or hand." (Cerulli, l964:94)(Cohen, 1967: 
HRAF: 682) 
Islam provides a support system too; Moslems are expected 
to share their wealth with the less fortunate~-poor, sick, and 
disabled--by giving alms for their support. This system pre-
vails throughout the lfuddle East; although it is probably 
practiced more strictly in some places than in others. 
Negative Attention to the Disabled: Ridicule, isolation, 
and discrimination in its many forms is included in this cate-
gory. Priesthood, for instance, is denied "lepers, madmen and 
epileptics, and the deformed on the Island of Bali. (Covar-
rubias, 1938:303) In addition, "Tabooed for sexual relations 
are albinos, idiots, lepers, and in general the sick and de-
formed" on the Island of Truk. (144) On Truk Island .Gladwin 
and Sarason (1953; 153-154) describe a situation where a 
"crippled boy was taunted and teased and ridiculed by children." 
Marshall reported that the !Kung Bushmen ridicule crippled per-
sons. "!Kung children mimic peculiarities of posture and move-
ment, " and they, both children and adults, laugh when a crip-
pled person falls and fail to help him up. (1976:288) In 
Phenix Village, South China, Kulp (1925:54) says that depen-
dents or persons with disabilities are set apart from the lar-
ger community. "In addition to the dependence 
they suffer feelings of inferiority that develop in them ab-
normal psychic traits ••• Especially true of marginal cases 
such as cripples, people with harelip, and the otherwise phys-
ically abnormal. Landor (lS9.3:vii) noted that the mentally 
disabled v1ere not treated well by the Ainu, "the unfortunate 
creature, thus afflicted seems to lose not only the respect, 
but also the pity, as well as· care of all other$ and is treated 
by them as a worthless animal." 
Special Statuses and Roles: Over time societies have de-
veloped special roles for the disabled; some serve as sorcer-
ers for the Ojibwa, a very difficult ·role (Jenness, 1959:$4) 
The Iban of Sarawak have a vocation for persons with disa-
bilities, called .l\1anang. In a complex manner of reasoning, 
the blind are associated vli th darkness, thus the spirit world 
and are thus eligible, along with others, to prepare them 
selves for the vocation. (Jensen, 1974:144-145) Geidam, an 
urban center for the Kanuri of Bornu, has a special section 
of the town reserved for blind persons who make rope; they 
elect their own officials. (Rosman, 1962:129) Islam has in-
stitutionalized the role of beggar for persons with disabili-
ties, and in Rowanduz, a Kurdish town, harmless eccentrics may 
become Danfishes, a role that provides them with a "channelled 
experience for personal peculiarities that might otherwise 
prove dangerous. (Ivlasters, 195.3:.321) The town of Suye Mura, 
Japan, has a long tradition of blind priests, called Kitoshi, 
and in Nubia, elderly blind Holy men teach .the Koran to young 
students. (Kennedy, 1977: 26); (Embree, 19.39:190) 
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Other valuable information about the disabled has sur-
faced. In addition, tp social institutions and roles, there 
are myths and rituals related to the disabled and disability. 
The Hausa, as well as other non-v/estern societies have a well-
documented folk-lore tradition which gives considerable in-
sight, although it requires much further study, to the way a 
society observes the disabled. Tremearne (1913:60) cites 
games and riddles, .and myths about persons with various types 
of disabilities; the author describes a Bori dance, no longer 
allowed, in which persons with disabilities are portrayed, , 
deaf-mute called Bebe, .was one. The Bori dance was originally 
intended to help the insane, "the idea. being that those who 
were really mad would be thereby less likely to commit acts 
of violence. • • • u ( 146) . 
Lambrecht (1932, 1941-1955:95) describes the "U-Lap rites," 
an exorcism ritual to cure persons afflicted with sudden blind-
ness. The Arunta know the whereabouts of a "blind tree," \'lhere 
a hunter may go if · he wishes blindness on an enemy, and in Suye 
Mur a , persons who are deaf . or becoming deaf, collect a certain 
type of stone and add it to piles of wayside stones (stones are 
deaf) and present them to "Jizo."(Spencer and Baldwin, 1968:552-
553)and (Embree, 1939:246-247) 
At least nine of the groups investigated believe that dis-
ability is caused by witchcraft or evil spirits. People such 
as the H6pi Indians attribute crippling conditions to an illi-
cit love affair, and albinism to to the theft of a sacred doll. 
(Titiev, 1971, 1972: 88, 159) 
There appear to be pockets of similar disabilities in 
various parts of the world. Both the Aymara and the Siriono 
Indians in South America have a high incidence of clubfooted-
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ness. Holmberg estimated that, "This trait appears in 15 per-
cent of the (Siriono) population." (1950:9). Chabot (1950: 
160) reported that he found a large number of unmarried people 
at Makassar, and the author attributes the situation to an 
equally high number of deaf mutes there. Albinism is preval-
the 
ent among the Cuna Indians of/San Blas Islp.nds. It can be 
argued that albinism is not a disability, but there are de-
grees of disability,an~ the people of San Blas assign albinos 
a special status because there is a myth that albinos occupy 
a special place in heaven, and people want to keep in their 
good graces. Albinos are not e~pected to work as hard as 
other persons, and the men, particularly, are restricted from 
marrying. However, albino men serve on councils and are highly 
respected. (Marshall, 1950: HRAF categories 116,143,826). 
Analysis of Individuals with Disabilities: These accounts 
are to be found in the last section of the Appendix. 
Ogotemmele, a respected man and hunter in Dogon, lost one 
eye when he had smallpox as a child; he lost the other eye when 
his gun exploded in his face. Ogotemme~used his time after he 
became blind to study the complexities of the Dogon religion 
and to become an expert on the subject. He realized that his 
religion should be shared with the world . and made arrangements 
to meet with the French anthropologist, Marcel Griaule, to ex-
plain Dogon precepts to the Frenchman and his companions •. 
The first conversation took place in October, 1946; the ses-
sions continued for about a month. Griaule wrote about his 
"Conversations" with Ogotemmele in 1965. · Ogot.emmele prob-
ably was not self-sufficient in that he cooked his own meals, 
cared for his clothing, or performed daily chores. His high 
status ensured that others performed those tasks for him. 
His contributions were ideological; he served his people as 
a spiritual leader and guide. He became famous in Dogon and 
throughout the World. (Griaule, 1965:14-15) 
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!Kham, a Bushman of the Nyae Nyae area, was crippled. he 
\"'alked 'fv"i th "two forked sticks. 11 He was married and the father 
of four children. However, he and his wife, Be, occupied a 
somewhat marginal position among the Bushmen because he was 
crippled and could not hunt, and because he and Be, had few 
family to assist them. However, !Kham and Be made themselves 
useful to other Bushmen by carrying messages, gifts, news and 
goss~ip from one band to another. In exchange, the groups he 
and his family visited, provided him and his family with meat. 
Be gathered for them. However, he and Be were constantly on 
the move so as not to stay with one group too long. This is 
an example of the way reciprocity works in a hunting and ga-
thering society. (Marshall, 1976: 187) 
Hajji Mustafa, a citizen of the Kurd town of Rowanduz, 
is portrayed as a slightly eccentric, but harmless individual. 
He was considered the "worst barb~r in town;" however, he was 
a "colorful town figure" and "beloved by the children." Haggi 
Musta fa became a Darwish, which gave him a social status and 
an outlet for his emotional needs. In line with Islamic 
precepts, Hajji and his family were, for all practical pur-
poses, cared for by the house of~~kir Effendi who gave 
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"gifts of food and money." However, Darwishes "charmed .snakes" 
and swallov'led large pebbles to entertain and amuse the public. 
(Masters, 1935: 321, 329) 
As pointed out earlier, persons may be born with disabili-
ties or may acquire them. Two men in Azande, in different times, 
were accused of adultery and mutilated by having their hands and 
genitals cut off. One of them, Bitarangba,was photographed and 
described by Evans-Pritchard. The mutilated man was cared for 
by his blood brothers. · (Evans-Pritchard, 1933: HRAF:736) The 
Ainu punished thieves by cutting. off poth or one hand. The heel 
tendons were cut of murderers; the operation left the victim 
completely crippled. (Batchelor, 1927:38-39) 
Conclusions: The hypothesis that, "There is a direct re-
lationship between a society '.s well-being and the ability of 
the disabled to achieve self-sufficiency has not been proven 
or disproven. As noted, the data are not complete; some are 
not comparable. There are some indications that hunting and 
gathering societies and ·horticultural societies practiced in-
fanticide more than pastoral, agricultural, or industrial so-
cieties. From the amount of data available, it appears that 
hunters and gatherers and horticulturalists practiced senil-
icide and invalidicide more frequently than pastoralists, 
agriculturalists, and industrial societies. It will be in-
teresting to see if these slight trends hold up when a lar-
ger and more complete sample is obtained. 
With the limitations of the data in mind, marriage of 
the disabled appears to occur more often, especially among 
hunters . and .gatherers, horticulturalists and pastoralists, 
than one might expect. 
The last category, "Special Attention to the Disabled" 
indicates that there are a great many systems, formal and 
informal, that are used by non-Western societies to assist 
dependent persons in their communities. As noted, some at-
tention that persons with -disabilities receive is of a nega-
tive nature. 
One goal of this research. was to determine the extent 
of information about the disabled in the anthropological re-
cord. Although the data is difficult to locate, information 
is available, and with more practice the student should be 
able to obtain material more efficiently. Another goal was 
to analyze the data in the hope of discerning trends or pat-
terns. This aim has not been realized, but a beginning has 
been made. After further research it may be that a more re-
presentative sample may be obtained . and compared with this 
first data. The last goal, to see if similarities between 
cultures exist, appears to be confirmed to s9me extent. 
This student considers this project as a basis for the 
research that is to follow. If a graduate study were to be 
conducted, the procedure outlined previously would be used 
with some modification. 
The HRAF files would be used but would be supplemented 
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with other research material. The most effective way to find 
every possible reference on disability would be to read en-
tire books rather than trying to locate information in the 
HRAF files, indexes, and tables of contents. Bibliographies 
have proved excellent sources for references; the articles 
on Lorenzo, the Mayan deaf man, and Kangobai of the Rennell 
Islands were found in this way. Ogotemmele was found by 
chance. Studying disability may be like studying the aged; 
the researcher may have to use every available scrap of in-
formation, regardless of what it does to the sample, because 
the material is frag~ented. 
It is important that further study of the disabled 
should focus on them in the entire society. In order to 
achieve this goal, more will have to be learned about mar-
riage, institutions, special statuses and roles, punish-
ment, modes of subsistence--in short all about a culture--
so that the disabled may be better understood in a social 
context. 
Abstract Proposal: Despite the difficulties inherent 
in undertaking a study of the disabled and the subject of 
dis ability in non-Western societies, such research is essen-
ti al in order to obtain a fuller understan~'l·r the status 
and role of the disabled in society. As noted, little work 
has been done in the field of Anthropology. This undertak-
ing would be a general. study, rather than an ~nvestigation 
of specific disabilities; however, this research would in-
corporate material from studies of particular disabilities 
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In addition, the study would focus .on cross cultural pat-
terns of disability among non-Western p~oples, preferably 
prior to Western acculturation . 
The working hypothesis would be that there is a direct 
relationship between the society's well-being and the abil-
ity of the disabled to achieve a satisfactory status in a . 
partic~lar society. The research would be conducted accord-
s~ ~~ ~~ 
ing to prescribeo/,utilizing as much of this work as possible. 
HRAF recommendations would be followed , but may not be the 
same as those followed for this paper. The student would 
like to investigate as many societies as possible, and it 
may be that a different sampling procedure will have to be 
worked out. Statistical analysis of the data would be used. 
By using the methods mentioned above, it is hoped that 
generalizations may be made about the disabled, that patterns 
will become apparent, and that similarities between societies 
will become more pronounced. Such a study would provide 
useful information about the disabled and hopefully give 
insight to the ways that society perceives and interacts 
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HRAF Code: AB6 Card: 047 Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Ainu 
Location of group, society, cuiture: Hokkaido Island 





Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Fishing , hunting, gathering 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not given . 
Types: mad persons 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: "Ty_ ·ing up vli th cords and be ating was the most common 
method of punishing offenders . .The mad were sometimes treated in 
this way . 11 ( )$?) 
General :I:nfanticide/Sen1lcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: 
ther Punishment resultint:?; in__£:hs_abili ty: l) "for breaking into a gran-
c.ry (second offense) 11 sometimes the tip of the nose or the lobes of the 
e ars were cut off .::md the offender 1,vas driven out of the villaz;e and bo:. 
catted." (.33?) 2) "For murder it was customary to cut the tendons of t 
feet, thus maiming the culprit for life. The tendons were severed close 
to the heels . This was a terrible punishment for a person~ .. could noi 
possibly do any work or 60 hunting . He vlas a burden both to himself anl 
to his friends ... I saw one man •.. he had to crawl about on his hand ~ 
and knees."( .38-.3 9?) 
·Author: 4:Landor T-5 l,)isability A.B6 
and 3: Hitchcock Qroup Data Asia Reference: Japan 
047 ( Hit chcock ) Ainu 
HRAF Code: AB6 Card: 048 Category: 732, 847 
No.me of Culture Unit: Ainu 
Location of group, society, cuiture: 
Villages of Uparenai •.• Memuro-puto , 
Time Frame: ( ca. 1890) ~893 (Landor) 
Hokkaida Island, Japan 
Ottoinnai, Kinney ,and N!i.t\t!ft~ ' 
(1 88~) 1891) (Hitchcock) 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: fishing, hunting ( Hitchcock: 
467) 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned; 
Types: "Abnormal formations are sometimes transmitted to many members 
of one tribe (author ascribes to intermarriage) .•• the harelip and 
webbed fingers of which deformities twor or thr~e specimens could be 
found in a small village numbering fifteen to twenty houses ."(267) 
Malformation of the umbilicus is common ••• " Lepro}O:y, common. (270) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: Mentally disabled not treated well; "the unfortunate crea~ 
ture, thus afflicted seems to lose not only the respect, but also the 
pity, as well as care of all the others, and is treated by them as a 
worthless animal." (vii) · 
General Infanticide/Sen'ilcide: Author mentions a lot of abortion bu t 
does not mention infanticide. (29~) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Other than lepro~y, 
omments: The abnormalities mentioneo by the author are not necesaarily 
disabling unless considered to be so by the Ainu. A hare-lip may be 
considered a disfigurement in the West, but is it considered to be sue} 
elsewhere? 
ther 




HRAF Code: AB6 Card: 060 Category: 847 





Location o£ group, society, culture: Hokkaido Island , Japan 
Time Frame: ( 1895-1905) ~910 
Type o£ Society: Means o£ Subsistence: Hunting , gathering , fishing 
Number and/or Type o£ disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General Xnfanticide/Sen1lcide: Ainu kill their twins 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: 
ther 
·Author: Munro, Neil G. 
Reference: Ainu , Creed 
o.nd Cult 










Location of group, society, culture: Hokkaido Island , J apan 
Time Frame: 1930's to 19/+0 ' s -i 1' · 1 '~J· 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: hunt in.:;, fi shin~ , ~.:;.t~1erin3 
1 ._,, te r·· ( L.:.re s;;_t.s i .·· !':,.:;; t C (~ ·~-~:r i ClJ.l t·.;Jr l:.; ) (xi) 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Number not menti'oned 
E:pidemi cs from measles , whoopin;s cou2;11 , · smallpox , typhoid cause dis a-
bilities and are mentioned, but none of the dis abled. (49) Uncon-
s ciousness or sudden seizure mentioned. (49) Deaf and dumb are men-
tioned , not spe cifically, but caused from not following proper marri ai:· 
patterns. (149 ) Psychoneurosis (161 ) 
Spe:cial Attention to Disabl~d_ : 
Positive: Speci al prayvers , exorcism used to help victims of dis-
dease , a ccidents, childbirth that might have resulted in disabilities. 
Negative: If marri age regulations not followed, it was believed th2 
chilaren from the marriage would have some misfortune: de af and dumb 
in one case and a child with a harelip in another (l49) "the bre <J. ch of 
matrilineal exogamy" would have been "punished by death in the old day 
(14$ ) 
General :I:nfanticide/Sen1lcide: I l) fat!ticide/senilicide not men-
tioned, but does not seem probable . \ ~l ; Elders respected. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Explanation of dl.s abilities/disease/misfortune.:. "Paralysis and rheu-
matism were generally attributed to a cantankerous de ad person. Small-
pox the most dreaded of plagues, though ch~efly inflicted br.(Pakqro Kan 




·Author: 7: Munro and 
Seligman 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: AB6 Card: 
~isability . 
Group Data 
046 Category: 755 





Location of group, society, culture: Hokkaida Island, Japan 
Time Frame: (1900-42) 1963 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting , gathering, fishing 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: not mentioned~ ' 




Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: 
ther Cause of Disability: 'IT,IJhere there is serious illness, mind or bod 
(the Ainu) are quick to suspect the action of a cantankerous or evil 
spirit) . Purification (exorcism) is necessary for the expulsion of sue 
spirits, or their influence, from humans, places, or things.~' 
·Author: Etter , Carl ui sabilit y 
Reference: Ainu Folklore Group Data 
Tr aditions-and Culture of the Vanishing Ab~rigines of Japan 
HRAF Code: AB6 Card: Category: 




Location of group, society, culture: Kurile Islands , and Saghalien 
Ti me Frame: c . 1949 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting , gathering , fishing 
woman ( a maid in the house ) Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 1/mentioned who had baen 
burned w/ a pressure cooker (138 ) · 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: Burned woman fe ared that the scars (disfigurement r ather 
than a disability) "woul d prevent her from becoming a bride.'' "If the 
scars were noti ceable , the Japanese boy~s would think she was possessec by a demon . " 
General Xnfanticide/Senllcide: 




Author: EmbreP. 1 tTohn I;-- . 
ne3fere~lrcc: J aEane?~ .. -~~-~~_!3;ge_ .u.Y.e. f'~u_r_a_ 




Nume of Culture Unit: Village of Suya Mura 
Asia 




Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: c. 1940' s 
Suye i\1ura Villae;e, Xuma County; 
Japan, Kyushu Island. 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Agriculture 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: "There .- are< a ,few cripples ar 
f eebleminded i n :3uya l'-1ura ; One dea f and dumb'..'WOman and "a feeble-
minded boy, more handicapped by blindness than a weak mind ••• "(129 ) 
"l·1any cases of insanity and most of hysteri are clearly due to sexual 
maladjustments."(l75-l76) 
Spex:ial Attention to Disabled: "Physical malformation does not necessc.: 
ly disgualify one from a~ notm~l life in Suye; there is a blind priest 
Positive: Deaf and dumb woman "runs her household remarkably well. 
he had had two successfve husbands, attends all buraka functions, and 
alks with friends by means of graphic hand signs. She even dances at 
he drinking parties. The blind/feebleminded boy has been given job as 
ermanent nursemaid in his household. ( 5-. 
'he blind pr.iesit ( ki toshi) is the most popular and influenti al one in 2 ~ Tna.roLe.b!' prle~t may oe consldered an npproprlate ror Ollno men. Su,( ~egatlve: The villagers believe in witchcraft and~presumably J 
could bring sickness and death or disability; the latter was not 
specifically mentioned. (192) 
. * General lnfanticide/Senilcide: "There is practicallv no known infqn-
ticide in the Mura ; last case occurred with an "insane 1' mother. ( 1·;.w;J 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Does not appear to be. 
Religious Practices: "Wayside Ston~s. The stone Jizo is one of the co; 
monest of roadside images ••• Jizo being a stone is deaf ••• He is co1 
sidered to be a god who can cure deafness. If a man is deaf or growin 
eaf, he should collect particular kinds of stone and present them to J i 
Comments: and he will be cured of deafness. l-Lft.,- "2-...1') 
Kitoshi are he aling priests and"is usually the keeper of a small shrine 
or temple; they may be either Shinto or Buddhist.(l87) "In Suye them, 
popular Kitoshi is a blind one ••• in Oade .(l88) ~he temple is one o ~ 
ten surviving from an original 16 in i\uma County and is said to be JOO 
yenrs old. Formerly these temples had only blind priests, but more re-
Other cently seeing priests have come in. The keeper of the Oade templ ~ 
was adopted by the former blind priest as that priest did not have a 
blind son, but the present heir apparent is the blind priest's son who 
is not blind."( 189) 
*l6JJ: Tokugawa Regime; l aws passed to prohibit infanticide,"but eco-
nomic necessity continued stronger than lav1 or parental love. "(4-6) 
"Peasant farmers had a very rough time" during that period. 
~lderly pra ctice sanc~ion of ~'ridicul~; , elderly not subject to ridicule 
after man or woman r~~cnes Slx~y-one, ne or she does and says pretty 
much what he or she .llkes."(l72) argument against pract~ce of senilcidc 
j Author: Embree, John F. Disability 
·Reference: Japanese Villag_~, Group Data 
Suye ~1ura 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 





Location of group, society, culture: Suye Mura Village, Kuma County, 
Kyushu Island, J apan 
Time Frame: c. 1940's (field work: 8-1935 to 12-1936) 
Ar;rmculture 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: rural, farming district 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Number not known. In Suye Mur 
healing priests are known as Ki toshi; "In Suye by far the .{!lOSt pppuL 
and influential kitoshi is a blind one in the little Tendai temple i n 
Oade."(l88) "Formerly these temples had only blind prie.ats~ but more 
recentl~ seeing ~rirsts have.come in. The keeper of the Oade temple ~frngct~5~:d. b!"tr39;ormer b.LJ.nd prJ.est as that priest dJ.d not nave a Spe~ial Attention to Disabl~d: 
Positive: Suye or Japanese village society have made a role for the 
blind and it is appropriate for them to serve as Ritoshi; "The blin 
priest is so busy at his business that he follows no other occupa-
tion;" some of the other priests are farmers. The Kitoshi do not 




Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: The Buddhist religion followed by the villagers allows them 
to designate \'iayside stones to protect the villagers from harm. "The 
stone Jizo is one of the commonest roadside images ••• Jizo, being oJ' 
stone is deaf ••• He is considered to be a god who can cure deafness. 
If a man is deaf or growing deaf, he should collect stones with holes 
them and present them to some particular Jizo--not all Jizo will do--
Other and he will be cured of his deafness. "( 184) 
*"The temple is one of ten surviving from an original sixteen in Kum 
County and is said to be three hundred years old. Formerly these temp 
had only blind priests ••• "**This leads one to believe that there 
were a large number of blind persons in the Kuma area. 
**( 189) 
·Author: Burgess, John S. 
The Guilds of Peking 
FreTerencG: 




Name of Culture Unit: Guilds for blind in Peking 
Location of group, society, cuiture: Peking, China 
'rime Frame: Spring, 1919. 




Number and/or Type of disabled persons: .Ntunber not known, but the ex-
ecutive council was composed of 4$ men. Gild of Blind was composed o ' 
blind persons who made their living by singing, story telling and en-
tertaining. ( 10.3 ) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: Singing, story telling and entertaini 
were evidently considered appropria~e roles for the blind. 
Positive: Establishment of gild for blind persons; It was a highly 
organized group, in fact "the most complicated and detailed of any guj 
in the city."(l0.3) The gild conducted business, held court, soci aA~Z E. 
at their meetings; helped its members who were in economic trouble7vThc 
"have received unjust injury inflicted by others."(l.3l) Gild reg_uired 
members to serve apprenticeship and had high standards.(l.37,160) 
Negative: The master was not responsible for accidents that appren-
tices might suffer such as"being run down in the streets."(l60) 
"In the olden days, the gilds used to punish their younger members Wh( 
convicted of violating the important rules of the associati'on, by sen-
tencing them to 50, 70 or · lOO strokes of the bamboo, a ccording to the 
degree of their guilt. The older members were punished by a fine.''( l . 
General [nfanticide/Senilcide: 




l: jAuthor;!Kulp, Daniel H. l)isubility 
1 f Group ~-.~,ta He · erencc: Country Life in u-... 
South China 
HRAF Code: AFl7 Card: 002 Category: 84 7, 8$$ 




Location of groupA ~ociety 1 cuitur~: Phen~x village o~tside city of Chaochan, South lih~na (Pukien Prov~nces) h.wuntung, Ch~na. 
Time Frame : c. 1925 (1918-19) 
Type of Society: 1Vleans of Subsistence: ~h . fUvVd"~J a j'A~uPs b-V-p;gs 
s eep'herc ~ng, 1Jon~e , j.. • 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: "Nearly 55~ of the total popul 
tion are defective and leprous. (see attached chart) 
(cripples, w/harelip, phys. abnorma . 
Spe:cial Attention to Disabled: "They/are set off from the rest of the 
population by their physical pecul~arities and marked for spec. attn. 
Positive: Evidently, there is some sort of community system for (5 l 
caring for dependent persons. 
Negative: Dependents or persons with physical disabilities are set 
apart from the lar~er community. 
"In addition to the dependence they suffer because of the degree of t . 
inadequ acy, they suffer.feelings of inferiority that devel<!>p in thetr1 
abnormal psychic traits . . Especially ••• true of the marginal cases 
such as criJ?ples, people with harelip, and the otherwise physically al 
normal . (5L~o) 
General Infanticide/Senilcide: nolt mentioned "No cases of in-
fanticide in Phenix Village known: no senilicide* 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): not mentioned 
Comments: *"Old age is one of the chief family values; every attention 
is showered on the aged so that their lives may be long among the~r 
children. They are considered an honor not a burden." (200) 
ther 
;Author: Srivastava, S.K. 
I 
IHeference: .Tham~, A Study 
in Cultural Dynamics 












Location of group, society, cuiture: The(Tar~i~ Government Estate in 
the Naini Tal district of Utt ar Pradesh INdla) 
Time Frame: c. 1950's 
~pe of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting, fishing, collecting or}st fruits and roots, stock-raising and a crude form of agriculture J~er and/or Type of disabled persons: Not mentioned. (number) 
Type: deformed infants; the fillagers experience many diseases and 
and epidemics some of vlhich could lead to disability, providing the 
victims survive. Epidemics such as smallpox often result in deafne2 
blindness, or both; the author does not mention such disabilities. 
He does mention that adults suffer from eye diseases.(222) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabl~d: 
Positive: I'IJ:ore often than. previously the Tharus are acceptin medic; 
treatment provided at the Estate dispensaries of Khatima , Sitarganj ~1 
Nanakmata , but they are still afraid of inoculations and other method~ 
of prevention and cure. (233) 
Negative: "Abnormal births among the Tharus are of rare occurrence 
1) but whenever they occur they create consternation not only the fami -
ly but in the neighbourhood."(l29 Superstitions about abnormal 
births cause the inf~t to be neglecte·d so it will die. ' 
2) In arranging marri ages· an intermediary is hired to determine among 
other things whether "members of either family is sufferrlmg from lepro!:' 
that they are not inflicted with evil spirits, and that the tirl and tl: 
boy to be engaged do n7ot suffer fro~cJ.J(f~~cal disability." 141) General Infanticide Senilcide: .Author states tat unnatu1 
al vices ••• infanticide are very unusual , non-existent among them.(2 4 
In fan ti cide/senilicide (disabled only): "The death of such a child 
hastened by sho\'Ting to it every possible neglect. The mother does no 
give her milk . ~d does not keep the child with her. Sometimes the 
child is even buried alive in an earthen pot. They believe that if i • 
allowed to live some disaster vlill follow ••• · such events are a "rare 
occurrence and ••• are guarded with utmost secrecy."(l~O) p.247- ~ne autnor ment1ons that irr1·anticide is very unusual, rattier non-existc 
Comments: "The common belief is that the evil spirits affect the child 
in the womb, deform it and fill it with their own demoniac qualitie ~ 
and so the child comes to have the name of RAksa which means demon. ' 
( 130) 
Other The Tharus trace disease and epidemics to evil spirts who punish 
thepeople for any untoward behavior. Different deities cause differe1 
things:"Sitala is responsible for small-pox; Purwa causes insanity, 
which is r are."(224-225) 
"Indigenous prescriptions cited by the author prove the prevalence of d . 
abled persons: For Paralysis ••• they tie up the paralysad limbs with 7 
ropes; they mix the roots of tobacco, white brinjal and 'ghunghuchi' f c 
the patient to drink."( 232) 
Note : ~idently author does not consider extreme neglect of abnormal infant 
a.s infanticide . 
l) 
·Author: 2: Wiser and Wiser ~isability i).\'Jl 9 
Reference: Group Data Asia India 
Uttar HRAF Code: AW19 Card: Category: 732 Pradesh 
Nrune of Culture Unit: Village of Karimpur 
Location of group, society, culture: United Provinces, a village e a~ 
of Agr a in~orth India 
Time Frame: (c. 1925-19~0) 1930 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: l mentioned. · 
Blind girl . 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: Kept with family who tried to find a husband for her, 
which parents considered ·"the·ir greatest obligation to her. " ( 121) 
Negative: Missionaries wanted to send child to blind school, but 
parents refused in the event they might find husband for her. 
Tv'lhen a prospective husban~ was found; it waa found that he was a thief 
and was sent to jail. 
Difficult to marry Shanti ·w~th "her disfigurement." (sightless eyes) 
2) elderly widow \'lho "would no longer work, cast off." ( 83) 
General Inf'anticide/Sen1lcide: Not mentioned. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: l) Caste system in India might dete~mine how infants and el-
derly treated ; elderly widows with no male relatives may have a diffi 
cult time: 1 missionaries knew of only "one widow who had been cast o 





·Author: Man , H. 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: AZ2 Card: 





Location of group, society, culture: Andaman Islands 




Type o£ Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunters, gatherers, fishers 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: "Two or three cases of hunch-
a ck or lateral uuru.a-oure of the spine. • ."(14) 
"Pathology.--1. No idiots, maniacs , or lunatics have ever yet been ob-
served among them, and this is not because those too affli cted are 
killed or confined by their fellows ••• "(14) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: The aged , s~ck,. helpless are evidently cared for by the 
society. (i.4) 
"Their method of treating epilepsy is to sprinkle the patient with col1 
water and then scarify his brow.'~l1~ot persecuted or isolated) 
Negative: 
General :rnfanticide/Sez:iilcide :. No i~fantici9-e/senilicidE? because the 
"greatest care and attentlon are lnvarlably pald to the slck, aged , an . 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only):helpless."(l4) 
"It seems hardly necessary to add that the unnatural custJUm of infanti c 
is unknown to the And~mcnese ••• lavish attentions bestowed on the lit 
ones by their ignorant but well-intentioned elders."( 109) 
omments: 
ther 




HRAF Code: AZ2 Card: 014 Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Andamans 
Location of group, society, culture: Andaman: Islands 




Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunters, gatherers, fisher . 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not cited. 
Types : "epileptics are recogni zed. " · 
"Idiocy, insanity and natural deformities are r are among them." 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
. . 
Positive: · :· . •' -l', .! - .. ·~ '. 
Negative: 
General Infanticide/Sen'ilcide: 












HRAF Code: AZ2 Card: 014 Category: 156, 787, 732, 847, 734, 75?.-, 
462 No.me of Culture Unit: Andamans, Onges 
Location of group 1 society 1 culture: Andamans, <l..fl.~ -ds 
Time Frame: (1951-1955).1966 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunters and gatherers, fisher . 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 
mentioned (15) 
Epileptics ( 495) 
"two cases of incipient lameness, a _young 
"lease of dementia in a woman." ( 495) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabl~~: 
"two cases of· abnormalities" 
man and a yonng woman."( 491) 
Positive: Rather than qeing persecuted, "Epileptics are considered ;-
'possessed by spirits who s~eak through their mouths, and respectuflly 
question them like the oracle ."·( 495) 
'Women assume men's work (hunting and fishing) during severe illness oi 
of the husband. Similar help given in care of aged or if wife or mothe 
ill; food is ptovided for them."(49 
Negative: 
General !l:nf'anticide/Sen1lcide: No 1 c"t\v~ns are gladly. • • accepted, s eager are the Onges to have children. ' 15) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Author,i thinks so. "pre-
mature births are common so are malformations and other anomalies. Im--
perfect infants are quickly eliminated by their parents ••• There are 
no blind, and deaf and dumb people in little Andaman ••• ".(,491) 
omments: There is a difference of opinion about practice of infantici cl 
between l'iJ:an and Ci triani, but even if infanticide is practiced, the na-
tives could acquire disabilities from polio, smallpox, measles or other 
epidemics. (19) 
Qipriani argues thot t_nfanticide prob.;tbly oc.c1.1rred because "Feq.r of be-
lhg held responsib_t_e 1"or disasters wh1ch bera_t__t_ t!le group carr1es great 
ther weight ••• "(15) 
.U"WP ts•:» ll~l~l~l~).1~60) -AF17 Soudl Olina AF17 . ·"'" :~~~~~~ 
i 
e._;z.-.-A. C! ch..... \ 
. 
COUNTRY LIFE IN SOUTH CHINA 
• 
tions; in short, a decadence of familism and a forsaken 
struggle against environment constitute the main dis-
adv~tageous tendencies arising from emigration. That 
they are increasingly costly can readily be admitted; 
that they can be offset through trained village leader-
ship wisely exerted is without question.~ With such 
leadership, emigration could be turned from a curse 
. 
into a blessing. 
HEALTH AND SANITATION 
711 .. ~nc of the first avenues for improvement in village 
life could be created by making more sanitary all parts 

























?31sanitation-or lack ~f it-it will be of interest to note 
types and distribution of infirmities recognized by the 
villagers to exist in their midst. 
Nearly five per cent of the total population are defec-




HRAF Code: FA16 
Name of Culture 
017 









Category: 847 ,732, 887-888,22~ 
Ogol 
Location of group 1 society, cuiture: Dggon, Lower Ogo, l'1lali, W. Afri c 
Time Ji'rame: (1935) 1940 ~ f:irst conversation, October 1946 
KQrticulturalists 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: r~sh~ng, nunt~ng, stock raisin 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned. 
Types : malfo~me~ children; since elderly are held with great respect , 
aged ~nf~rm weuld be cared for. (not spe cifically ment.-ioned ) 
iepro~y, smallpox (which leadeto disabling conditions) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: Aged infirm probably cared for. 
Negative: Infanticide of malformed infants. 
General [nfanticide/Sen'ilcide: II. • ~bortion and infanticide ; althOU' 
f , ~ , , t . *** st j t 1 oro~ aen oy cus ·,om are common r a e c s . • . " . 
'tnfariticide senilicide (disabled only): •tfnfant:i.cide ~s also prac-
ticed,openly, on malformed children, wh?se birth wou~d be due, accord-
ing to a very general belief, to the un~on, perhaps ~nvoluntary, of th 
woman with a spirit of the bush."(410) 
Senilicide not mentioned and probably not practicedbbecause old men 
held property for group, were respected~and revered.* 
Comments: A possible explanation for~ractice of abortion/infanticide 
despite social disapproval; is ,i){z(i/;t)1¢'ii"rigid convention that birth b( 
regular," that infant be legitimate. "If pregnant and unmarried, woman 
suffers scorn/ cruel humiliation." 
Other *later research: " .in former times the abandonment of old or 
infirm individuals was not an unknown practice in the region, and 
in Sanga people mentioned the case of an old woman who had died 
of starvation in this way only a few years ago in the village of 
Koundou. "(/89 cont/ 
***Infanticide rllegitimacy "(if woman) unable to bring about an aborti 
in the required time, the matrons who assist her during her delivery 
smother the newborn child immediately."(/433 cont/) 









Name of Culture Unit; Dogon , Lower Ogol, ethmllic groups--Bandiagora, ouentz a , Mali, West Africa . 
Location of group, society, cuiture; Lower Ogol , Mali , West Africa 
Time Frame: First conver.sation; October 1946 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 




hunting , fishing , stock rais-
ing 




; Author: Griaule, Marcel 
Heference: gg~versations 
with Ogote . rer. . . 









Location of group, society, cuiture: Dogon Country, Lower Ogol, West 
Africa . 
Time Frame: October 1949 (time of first conversation between OgoternmeJ 
and I11arcel Gri aule); conversations continued for 33 successive da) 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Horticulturalists ( 2) 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Ogotemmeli, one of Dogon's 
elders, a blind man. 
Spex:ial Attention to Disabled: Ogote~li 's high rank and status test:i 
fy that the Dqgon recognize· that som~ of the disabled have unusllal. 
Positive: ab~ll.tie ; 
Negative: 
General 3:nfanticide/Senilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: The purposes of the conversations between Ogoternm~li and 
Gr1aule were to a cquaint Europeans with important Dogon institutions: 
customs, and rituals, especially "cosmogony, a metaphysic, and a reli-
gion which put them on a par with the peoples of antiquity, and v;hich 










J FJ12 Afri c,:. 
Reference: 1) Dermg : The Di~l~§: Group Data Sudan 
q_f the Su~an 2) Deng : Traditism and Moderni zation ••. Dinkaa 
_) ' 11 1 ~J. .... ...., J . .J .1. 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Dinka of Sudan, Ngok, southern tribe 
Location of group, society, culture: see map ( attached) 
Time Frame: c~ntemporary, but with historical/traditional information 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 
and mainstay of society), cultivators, 
Pastoralists 
Cattle raisers (dairy produc1 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not giveri 
Types: epileptic, crippled, blind, drastically deformed (15 6 :TraditioL 
leprosy, tuberculosis(223:Traditinn), 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: consent is give~ to marry: epileptic, crippled, blind or 
drastically deformed persons (considered sp~xitually dangerous to obje c 
to marria$e ••• as it may inflict a curse on the re:Cusing kin. )(156: 
Traditions): · · · · 
"A sick, aged, 1or otherwise needy person must be taken care of by his r e ~tt~~@e~$.~r~~~B§d o~hreElpr6eity.·~fi~ef~ii!tnij~p.to neighbors and even 
s N'"e~atJ. ve: ".rviortal disease. . . tuberculosis and lepro:sy. are "seventh 
cause for divorse"(l80: Traditions) Husband usually persuaded against di 
vorce in that disease is an "Act of God."( HW). Another obsta cle imput i 
disease ••• considered defamatory."(l80) Parents usually urgEf children 
not to marry tubercular or .leperous persons; to investigate individual' E 
background(223: ~raditions) 
"physical wholeness. is highly valued and deformity miserably degr ading, 
hunchback is among the most dreaded disease of infancy."(43: Tradition) 
Gener~l Infanticide/Sen1lcide;. Infanti c:i,de: yes i :Llligi:fuumne chil<;ire1 ~f¥.q~t~i~Bs~ai5"-r~g1Y :hey pray ~or the1r death anu bab1~s usually d1e. 
!nan l.CJ.de~enJ.lJ.cJ.de (disabled only): ?ofiCHibls not: no mention. 
but twins are allowed to live with an elaborate ceremony(ies) connected 
with them. The Dinka associate having twins ''with merlta l abnormalities'l 
thus "There would seem to be a link between the fact that it is abnormal 
to have twins, that such abnormality implies a religi ous and ritual sta-
tus, that mental dis~rd~~s are normally associat~d with 9imilar religiou. ~~mre~rl status ••. '1.. Jt J ::>arne may be true or dlsabled. ~The Dink a : 3'1) 
If a "disease (child's) considered curable becomes fat al or uncon:trollab ' 
moral wrong is attributed to adult relatives or to an envious evil eye." 
(43: The~IDin~a~~ . 
therCmmpensation is made for bodily injuries(eyes, limbs, teeth)in cour : 
(298 )Traditions. 
Dinka believe in curers, diviners; "The magici an came. He was a bulky, 
short, and crooked-looking man who must have been born defective and was 
deformed in alrn0t:.t every way. "(129)(Dinka) 
** Senili ci·de: \'lhen elderly become senile "Such old persons, if they are fro? 
modest backgrounds with no extra requirements for respect, run the risk 
of being viewed as idiots in whom people, especiall-y children, find amus 
ment ••• many reasons for the custom ••• in part to avoid the degrading 
c9nsequences of senility in old age that Dinka Chiefs were pot allowed t . 
a1e naturallyh but were buried ali~~ when too old to funct1on or when 
. they thought t emselves near death. '1..121: Dinka) , ' 
?., f'ri, ''] Li' •. ( f .. , . .. ,, , ,'\\;_! ::·,J .t .. '.r,, . I, '; , , · ,.< .... ~\( ..... . C[ll .1 • . ifl r"\,•), • ,,.., .... ( 
I i 
jAuthor: ·wagner, Gunter .. 
'Reference: The Bantu of 
North Kavironuo 




Name of Culture Unit: Bantu Kavirondo 
Afrlca 
Dantu of No 
Kavirondo 
FL4 
(Nyanza Provin ( 
of Kenya ) 
Location of group, society, cuiture: Kavirondo is situated to t he nort 
east of Lake Victoria on either side of the Equator, part of Kenya •• 
Time Frame: c. 1940's . 
Type of Society: lVleans of Subsistence: Most fertile are a in Kenya. 
Extensive farming, herd goats/sheep; large scale cash crops. 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: No numbers mentioned. 
Types: epilepsy, leprosy, serious ulcers, eye diseases, and 
accidents. 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Ihfanticide of deformed infants. 
Negative:; A man can be "rejected as a suitor" (marriage) "by the 
people who know him" if he suffers from a disability; in that 
case he looks for a wife from a territory distant from his own. 
Other diseaseas such as epilepsy, leprosy, serious ulc~rs ••• 
are a "bar against marriage." Such persons "often have to live 
by themselves in the bush at a safe distance from other homesteads . 
()92) Epilepsy thought to be contagious like leprosy; insist on such persons be1ng 1solated. 
General J:nfanticide/Sen'ilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Yes. "D!ificiences or major 
abnormalities in a child are commonly attributed to incestuous inter-
course. If it is beyond doubt that the marital relationship between hu 
band wife does not infringe the lm·1s of exogamy, the birth of an abnor= 
mal child is quite logically attributed to incestuous adultery on t he 
part of the vnfe. The child in that case is §ut to de ath ~d the wire-· ~part rom be1ng severe~y 5lamed for ner a~~e ed m1scondu~ --has to ~* Comments: A diviner is consulted in situatio s in wti1cfi udden and 
violent illness ••• eye diseases ••• sudden possession or insanity 
••• or accidents 11 occur~(22l-222) 
No senilicide since the elders are respected and are leaders. Senili-
cide not menioned. (76-77) 
ther **undergo a purification ceremony, and a s acrifice is made for her 
before her husband resumes sexual rel ations with her. A miscarri age 
which occurs suddenly and without causing much pain to the woman is re-
garded as the consequence of an act of adultery commftted by the wife 
during her pregnancy . It is s aid in that case that the child was killc 
in the womb by 'the thighs of her lover. '(29_7) 
1) 
2) 
3) ( 87) 
!Author: Klima, George J. Disability 
I f Group Data ~e · erence: The Barabaig: 
East African Cattle Herders 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 




Location of group, society, cuiture: Tanzania, East Africa 
Time Frame: c. 1970 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: "Cattle complex" cattle-herders (pas toral) 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Specific number of disabled 
not mentioned, but author stresses that infants are born into a "disea ::: 
ridden environment" and even if it rea ches adulthood, an individual wil 
never experience good health. Blindnessc is pr~valent; "bl~nd children 
remain in the Kraal and never go out un~ompanled."(52) B~1ndne~s occur 
amon~ .~eo~te of all ages. and maY be due to venerab ~pf~ct1on, m~sease .c arr~1 g 1e:;;.or mecnq.nlCCJ.l noras1on and trauma. \.)2) ~pe~ia A en~1on to D1sabLed: 
Positive: ·E-lders who reach their ·fifties are "accorded special ~­
:.ti:ml consideration.and deference," which infers that the aged infirm 
are cared for. (46) 
Blind children (and adults) appear to be cared for too.(52) 
"I n crises of sickness and dise ase ••• the neighborhood council of men 
assembles to cfis cuss the issue and arrive at aome consensus about actio. 
Negative: Their world (of a blind child) is restricted to the con-
fines of the Kraal and a small area outside the gate."(52) 
General !nfanticide/Sen1lcide: Infanticide/senilicide not mentioned; 
as father loses part of herd to sons at their marriages he also loses* 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): • ' 
*authority over li~s sons and some of his own power and prestige as 
cattle owner; th1s may result in less attention and care as he a 
becomes aged and ·infirm, but no mention is made of this possibifr~;.or 
C~mme~ts: ~he high infan~ morta~ity rate due to being f ed on r aw cow' s 
m1lk lmme?lately_ after.b~rth, d1seases and epidemics, may argue against 
t he pract1~e of 1n!ant1c1d~ · because every infant may be valued, (48) 
and the weaK and d1s abled 1nfant~ probably don't survive. 
Other_ i\Jlarriage: _" Every Bar abaig girl must marry, whether or not she is 
phys1c~lly. des1rable. Crippled, deformed, and demented girls must have ;l~~~~dnTe alntheordekr. ftorhth~m to b~ eligi?l~ to we ar the hanan( )wend a 
.. r s~1r av1ng maglco-rel1g1ous ~ s' ·· ' 
There are no unmarried women in Barabaig society."( 64) lgnlflcance • . H.~ •• 




HRAF Code: F07 Card: 145 Category: 752 , 847 
Name of Culture Unit: Azande 
Location of group, society, culture: Faradje , 




Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Horticulturalists 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Number not mentl.oned; 
Disability through mutilation: a man (Babandara, (son of Delaw) 
who "lost his genitals and both hands. His testicles had been cut 
off, as well as his penis ••• the mutilated arm stumps ••• "( 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: Adultery punished severely by mutilating the adulterer. 
General In:fanticide/Sen1lcide: Not mentioned~ "abortion prevalent" 
"Even natives consider abortion a punishable offence." 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Not mentioned 
.. 
omments: Since legi timac¥ of linh.fhllts is so important(' tO the Azande , 
(but abortion is practiced), that unwanted infants are prevented from 
reaching the birth stage; they are disposed of through abortion in the 




·Author :13 £vans-Pritchard ( 73 6) 0isabili ty 
21: Evans-Pritchard (8$R) 
Reference:also: O:FJVlL 75 'Group Data 




Nrune o£ Cult~re UnicY.: Azande Location0 Azande r~gion bounded by parallels 23 and 30 Longitude E. and 2 50' and 6 Latitude North. 
Location of group, society, cu~ture: Uorticulturaliqt$ cultivate soi 
cill animals and f1sh , coliect w1ld fru1ts, roots, and 1~sects. 
Time Frame: (1926-1929 ) 1937 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence:(see above) 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned. 
Type· "Occasionally a man is largely dependent on his blood brothers for the 
necessities of life. Such a case if that of the mutilated man Bitara~ 
II ' 
. . . 
Also,"congenital abnormalities as harelip" 
The social institution of 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: "Blood bvothevs" provides a method of 
caring ~or persons with disabilities who were dependent. 
l) Posl. tl. ve: B1 tarangba "-lived with one of his blood bvothers. • • (he) 
2* had exchanged blood with severa l other neighbours and was always a wel·· 
come guest at theit meals. Being physically helpless, he nad made a 
point of contracting alliances ofblood with two or three influential mr 
of the nmmghbourhood who were able to assist him through their influenc 
at court and ~y their authority in the locality." He wa~ r+ot on. "good 
Negative: terms w;relat1ves. 
35: 
Practice of mutilation 
General !l:nfanticide/Sen1lcide: . Infanticide not mentioned, wi tchcra1 
combined with age "contrive to put an end to an old man." 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): senilicide of aged infirm 
attributed to w/craft insome instances. Azande•not sad about old 
people who h~ve lived to be'elderly; they say they have eaten their 
share, etc ••• " 
ans-Pritcn2r d (l9o6-1930) 1932 cardc 184 category 847 
" . . a man would sometiTes kill a male child if it were illi r.: i temate b1.· 1.·roul d spare a tema.le cfi1 e1 to ~et her marr1 age spears wnen sne grev-1 up. 
omments: Azande attribute sicKenes~, disease, accidents ••. to witch-
craft except in "diseases which only attack infants. Congenital ab-
normalities as harelip, constitute exceptions to this general rule in 
that they are attributed to Mbori (Supreme Being) and recognized as 
incurable." (0: FML 75; category 753: Theory of Disease) 
2) ther "I·:Iutilated individuals, invalids, the impoverished, the aged, and 
so on, are cared for by the immediate family or by members of the sib. 
The institution of blood brotherhood absorbs many of these cases •.• " 
(card 135: category 73 - ~Fl'-1.1 
Author: 10: Anderson 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: F07 Card: 
Name of Culture Unit: Azande 
Disability 
Group Data 
Category: 732, 75J(O:FML 75) 
Location of group, society, culture: 




Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: llorticulturalists 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned. 
author mentioned: "A supplementary fifth finger or first toe are 
surprisingly common among these savages who are usually proud of the 
addition. Acquired disabilities: umbilical hernia in children and 
prepate!lar bursae in women from kneeling; scar deformities are most 
frequently met . vvi th. 11 




In£anticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: "Bodily injuries" "According to Anderson , surgical tech-
niques among the Azande are few in number~ •. splints applied 
to fractures , snakebites scarred and sucked. "Severe wounds 
caused by mutilation were treaH,0cttwith burning palm oil." This statement leads one to believe that/ser•riously disabled persons 
f1fobq.blv died at birth, .when accident occurred, or sickness/disease 
~eve~oped. . tE;~lanations for disability: In addition to bause of accident or d~s­
dease Azande attribute problem to witchcraft and sorcery. ~f the ln-d·v·d~al had an accident, the a ccident occurred because of Wltchcraft 
0~ ~orcery 2nd not because the individual fell or whatever. 




HRAF Code: F07 Card: £8l Category: 158, 481 
N o.me of Culture Unit: Az an de 
Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: (-c. 1925) 1926 





Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned; 
Types: Exogamy and imbreeding practicea"(only forbidden relation is 
child of the same mother) Author states: Perhaps owing to imbreeding 
greater proportion of imbeciles ••• stammering common among them." (category: 158) 




Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: A'uther mentions a variety of can~:-. and crJches, "walking-
sticks," some ornamented -and of interesting shapes "grotesquely ex-
aggerated and twisted." Au~hor did not say if they were used by able-
bodied of population or the disabled. Were the canes, crutches, etc., 
used as . an aid in walking or as some type of status symbol? 
ther 




HRAF Code: *F07 Card: 145 Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Azande 
Location of group, society, culture: 





Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Horti culturalists 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned. 
Types : harelip, "Hima-Kura, a sickness · that results in paralysis and 
slow death; "abanamuku;' presence of hysterical symptoms in women." 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: .. _ 
Negative: 
General Infanticide/Senilcide: 




uthor: ) u : JJoxter 
3 : Lago.e 
Reference: 
.c Jutt uisability 
Group Data 
Afri C:l · 
FOt7 
Azande 
HRAF Code: F07 Card: 164 Category: Blt5, 848 
Name of Culture Unit: Azande 
Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: (no d:lte) 195,3 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: horticulturalists 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not cited. 
Type : misshapen children 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
. . 
Positive: "I'•:Iisshapen children are treasured like sound ones."( 72) 
· ·- (Baxter anti Butt) 
Negative: 
General In:fanticide/Sen1lcide: "Fqrmerly a male child, born of 
adultery, was generally killed by the nus band of the guilty vwman. It 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
the only cas e I kn ow of the murder of a newborn chird • . It is not the 





j Author: Merriam, Alan P. ~isabil~ ~: 
Heferencc: An African World uroup Data 
The Besongye Village of Lupup~ Ngye. 
- r-coae: Card: Category: 




Location of group 1 soci_ety 1 ~u~ture: Bes~ngbe V~lfia~e 6gf Luplf~a1 Ngse E. Kas c. i Region, Republ1c of ~a1re ; ~g~g~4z t~t 27~ e~st. para e s ou . Time Frame: c. 1959 (July) to l960(JuiyJ 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Horticulturalists (60) 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned. 
Types: albinos, deformed child, and so-called deviants. 
extra fingers and/or toes 
insanity 
Spe:cial Attention to Disabled: The disabled or deviant given "useful 
role in village life, that of musician." 
Positive: The term deviant may or may not refer to persons with 
physical disabili:ties, but it does mention physical weakness of 
persons who were labeled deviant and who served as musicians." The:: 
people are allowed a place in their society ••• "music is a vital 
necessity i;n Lupupa Ngye, and their musicians are at a premium!' (310 
I 
Negative: Although allowed a role and a niche, the deviant/disablec (?), some are ridiculed and "the constant butt of jokes about his 
physical weakness." (318) 
Albinos considered to be witches and possibly malevolent'which could 
be negative. (151) (210) 
Gener~l J:nfanticide/Senilcide : not practiced/at birth but pr acticed 
after b1rth. Yes all malformed children 
In fan ticide/senilicide (disabled only): }OOiliaBI~:xn.u. "No child is 
killed at birth, even those who are terribly deformed; oreof the 
bantasha once saw a child born wi~hou~ a ~outh, and.it was allowed to 
die naturally."( 208) ''\IJhile no ch1ld 1s k1lled at b1rth the pract1 ce o 
Of killing Children hapDened in past and may COntinU~ today 0 II c"f!1al-) 
formed ch1ldren, Mongoloid, a dwarf,• all have spec1al terms. 209 
Comments: "Albinos are automati cally considered to be witches."(l5l) 
"Because of their ability _ ~o capture men's spirits, and because of 
their malevolent abilities, witches are the subject of much discussi01 
and action in Lupupa Ngye, and means of recognition of them is a fre-
quent topic of converse.tion. "( 151) 
ther "I n cases of insanity, Mongoloidis m, or oth~r h~ghly. visible mal-
unction the father requests permission to expla1n s1t~at1on; not~bles 
usually'ask him to wait to see if condition improves, 1f not, f ather pc 
tions them a..,.ain · child is killed .( 209) "This kind of killing may exten 
to children ~f c~nsiderable age."( 2~0) .T'-'li d~ets, ,., 






' Author: Crowley, Daniel J • Disability 
/ReJe.ren.ce· Aesihetic V~l~~ Group Data 
an .t'rotessiona Ism IIII and personal letter. 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Born in Katanga Chokolatwe 1 probably. in the Altc Zambeze Province of Angola; moved to the Congo, D1lolo Terr1tory * 
Location of group, society, cuiture: Two brothers moved, -go 'adf.ri "-ot.ner 
members of Chokwe tribe 
Time Ii'rame: J anuary to August 1960. 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 
Horticulturalists 
Agricultural community 
and a wood carver* * 
N~mber and/or Type of disabled persons: one crippled man, Kawina L~wema,"he was a !ounger brother an~ sid~kick of Sanjolombo, possibly 
h1s maternal cous1n rather than a b1olog1caL brother since they use 
the same term for both." 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
. cul-z.t>+a ~ f.-(u~.-h._,_ J 
Positive: Kawina Liwema lived !i.n/.Sanjolombo'sjvillage ••• he was in 
every way a full.member of the community ••• (letter) 
Kawina Liwema was married and had two children 
Negative: --
General :I:nfanticide/Senilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: **-So.njolombo is village chief and cons idered "dean of Kattmga 
Chokwe s ongi \carvers) in t~e Dilolo territory."(236) 
ther * "The Chokwe region form the southern boi.mdaries of the sculptur 
producing area of Africa stretching northwestward to the Gambi o (222) 
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Ms. Sara w. Weiss 
42 Walnut Street 
Newport, RI 02840 
De~r Ms. Weiss, 
DAVIS, CALIF OR NIA 95616 
June 19, 1984 
Your project sounds excellent, something I'd long wished 
someone would do. Dr. Epple will have told you that we share 
more than anthropological training, i.e. polio. 
As for bibliographic references, I can't help much. Have 
you had a chance to see if the Human Relations Area Files references 
disabi!d people. Its headquarters is at Yale Library, so maybe 
you could find out by phone. If they have it, you'd get a long 
and useful list of bibliographical items. 
As for Kawina Liwema, he was a younger brother and sidekick 
of Sanjolombo, possibly his maternal cousin rather than biological 
brother since they use the term for both. He walked with both 
knees slightly bent and legs stiff, possibly from an injury. He 
lived in Sanjolombo's village, since villages are family af fairs in 
Zaire, and he carved, helped Sanjolombo in the fields, and was in 
every way a full member of the community even though he couldn't do 
stoop labor or hard harvesting. Remember women do the planting and 
weeding and most harvesting there. Chokwe like most Africans are 
very family-oriented and cooperative. • 
In that line, Liwema was able to do almost everything ne e ded. 
More seriously disabled Africans do have special roles. In Islam, the 
blind are professional beggars led by a child, and it is the duty of 
believers and non-believers to give alms. The beg~ars clamor around 
and shout until you give them something, "baksheesh," a nd you soon learn 
to carry plenty of local change. In Zaire the lepers all came on 
Saturday morning after the market, some walking, some sliding on wheeled 
boards, some ringing warning bells, and each household was supposed to 
put money into a bowl the y 'd put in the yard. Quite a si ght! In 
Trinidad, the blind also go around together, one's hand on anothe r 's 
shoulder, and beg at each market st~ll or street shop, and t hey get 
a few coins at every place to divide among them. It's bad luck not to 
contribute, and worse for business. 
On a recent committee, I discovere d that disabled people are 
almost never sent to Education Abroad programs, and of course getting 
around is very di ~ficult in European, African, and Asian cities, but 
the countryside is easier. One blind student found Ghanaians afraid 
o f his seeing-eye dog. 
/ 
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Deaf and learning-disabilities people have much more trouble 
both here and in the Third World, because people don't understand 
their problems. An mr girl about 12 in Zaire kept running awaj 
from the nuns where the govt. had sent her, and since she always 
took off her clothes, everyone vas afraid she'd get raped and 
pregnant. The amount of effort expended on keeping that girl out 
of trouble vas impressive. Of course "the village idiot" is a standard 
character, the most poignant one being in the opera Boris Godounow. 
Physically disabled men tend to .be pushed toward carving or 
arrow making or other technically-skilled jobs if their arms and 
hands are funct·iohing. Similar women become weavers and basketmakers, 
but ceramics usually takes more agility. Music is the realm of the 
blind, not only Stevie Wonder and George Shearing, but also in many 
other societies such as calypsonians Blind Blake in Bahamas and 
King Radio in Trinidad. 
I am very conscious of being treated differently in different 
countries. The British act like I'm sick and coming to England for 
treatment, and just hang over me, offering all kinds of unneeded help. 
The French act like I should know better and stay home, and actually 
give me shoves when I'm negotiating a high curb--really the worst! 
Most people are just intensely curious--! stop conversations dead when 
I enter a restaurant, though I hardly notice it anymore. I almost enjoy 
the ploys of those trying to find out what happened to me, what my 
private life is like, whether my kids were test tube babies, etc. 
In Aruba nobody would help me or push my wheelchair, "infra dig." 
Finally I found a Portuguese kid working in a kitche~ and hired him. 
Aruba is Netherlands West Indies. In Brazilian Carnivals, the samba 
schools have am putees, wheelchair-bound "dancers," and blind members, 
and this year special seating for wheelchair cases. I was kissed by 
a minimum of 20,000 drunken Black ladies in a two-night period, a record 
even by my standards. 
I'm afraid much of this is beside your point, but the subject 
certainly needs research. · I think it'd get Foundation supnort too. 
So if you decide to go on, by all means count on my supnort. And 
even if jou're in a wheelchair, do plan on doing fieldwork abroad. 
Being disabled is a kind of protection, since we obviously are trusting 
them not to hurt us, since we obviously can't run away. 
Tell Dr. Epple it's nice to hear of him, and to know he is 
"mekin' style" as Chair, and even getting paid for it. Pearl and I 
were back in La Trinitee last March, and I had a few days there in 
November as well. This summer we're hoping to do Iceland, Greenland, 
Lapland, the Soviet Baltic, the trans-Siberian Railway, Outer Mongolia, 
and maybe Korea, but nothing definite yet, and maybe Carnival next Feb. 
in ex-Portuguese Goa sout~ of .Bombay. 
Keep in touch! 
Dr. Daniel J. Crmvley 
Department of Anthropology 
University of California, Davis 
Davis, California 95616 
Dear Dr. Crowley, 
42 'dalnut Street 
Ne\•Tport, l~hode Island 02840 
June 7, 1984 
Dr. George ~pple, Anthropology Dep~rtment Chair, Rhode 
Island Colleg e, Providence, Rhode Island, is my advisor for 
an honors paper. He suggested that I vvri te you because he 
thought that you might be able to direct me toward some bib-
liographical references on my topic. Also, he told me to re-
mind you that you and he had wor~(ed together in Trinidad. 
The sub.jec;t of my paper concerns persons with disabili-
ties in the non-western world with the exception of the Ameri-
can Indian. As you know, persons v;i th disabil ties are accented 
or not accepted in society. Dr. Epple and I have discussed-how 
som~ persons occupy particular or specific niches1n th~ir soci-
ety, ! that is, they have a special status and role while other 
societies assimilate persons with disabilities rather easily and 
m~ce any necessary provisions to assist them. 
My first objective is to compile a bibliography of all such 
references in Anthropologic-al literature and then to see i f the 
data indicates that the presence of persons with disabilties tends 
to follow any particulc>.r pattern . 
1 In an article you wrote , "Aesthetic Value e.nd ProfessionaJ.-
,· < J ism in African Art : Three Cases from the KatEmga Ci1o ~·~v1e," in The 
/'.~ ~-J" Traditional Artist in African Societies, editect~by \Jarren L. -
\)·J ,, .... ? · d'Azevedo, you mention that iiSanjoT.omoo ••• and his crippled younger 
A\i ,Jv). .. ~ brother :ce.win.::J. Liv1ema decided to emigrate to the Congo." (p. 23 6) 
\tv~ ~ - "' The reference reflects the presence of persons 'tli th disability in 
vl' ,.\!.:' \_t•• A~~,' • f l f h 0 b ' 
1 ... • , the society, and it in ers o.cceptcmce, at e.::.st rom lS rot.1er. F"'' , 1":- _r_}- ~ \\' •• If it would not be too inconvenient for you, would it be possible 
, \. .-. v~· v.. "~ > • ) for you to give me a little more detail abo·ut Kav-rinc:-, Li~.-vema, that 
r' __ .... ·\ ~ ~, · •. y i s ., hm·1 he survives and supports himself, or whether his family 
,r · . r-· 1• ... •• ~ or t:1e society does this for him? In addition, I ••T2.S vTondE":ring ~,~··O, _ ,r , t..i ... ~; _ if you have encountered any J?ersons in ¥'o~tr travels and ~re~e~rch 
•• 1- )~ -1 ~'- ..J ~·· ·vTho a re . encouraged to be artlsts or muslclaYls because 01 t 11elr 
, ·.,:·"\ t\ ~--; '/ .... . ~ disabil ty, or 2.nything else? 1 . :_ · · , • • 
t · \_r'-' ,~· • 
.. 1 t•· 
0 . t . ~ 
v" ..... 
-~ ., ~ The su~ject of disability is of interes t to me because I ~~;_~.d,.th -- erutchGS JbeC .J.USe Of polio. and as an i\nthropolo~y major 1 t strucl~ me that there is little or no research on the subject, 
"--\ ··.t-- { J, ,..__ .. ' . ·.: . _, , .. , t ·~ \..., .... '- ' '- •:l _ t "":. \~ .... ,· .. · T _~ ._. ._, L-~ (1 . · . .. ~. \ .. : : ... ,, 
' . r ' 
I lmm'i that you are a very busy person, so ple c:se do not in-
convenience yourself . It would be great to hear from you, though. 
V~r::t truly 1xo;ars :·.-· }· .: ~ tt/1'{/£41..., 
Sa ~a VI . ·\·Jeiss 
·Author: Evans, Meryle Disability 
Reference: "In Botswana, Group Data 
Recipes from Rochester" in New York Times, S-15-54 
FVl 
Botswana 
HRAF Code: FVl Card: Category: no HRAF data available 
Name of Culture Unit: safari lodge, Maun, Botswana 
Location of group, society, cuiture: Maun, Botswana 
Time Frame: August 19~4 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: gardening and other sources 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: l blind man 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: Blind man works as gardene~.~in small safari lodge 
Negative: 
General [nfanticide/Sen'ilcide: unknown 
Infanticide/senilicide (di~abled only): unknown 
omments: Information indicates that a blind man was able to 
obtain employment and h~d developed skills as a gardener. 
ther 
f l ' ' " 
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..... / .. \·i. . .' 1 :· .. ,.·; .,.• .. _f • • '· • • • • F Ita; 
, ,'. ,j;/ ' 1 I, ·• •' !4' \~ ( i• I , o ' • • 1 J, , , .' ~ 1 n· J?Qt~.~ari~~~~~.~iPe,~~Rrot::rp;Rochester . 
·:. ~(·.~ -~ ..... :; '~ · . :~·\~i ~.w:·~ .·:: ~ ~~ '? l:.:( · .\:~::~:· .. ·r~ . 1 ·,~: ·t: ·r' .. r· ·· ·.-~ 
: _BfMERYLEEVANS ' 
.. , , ,,t,~. 
. .. ~~.·t·~. 
\ ' ~ . ~ f.l~ 
·. \ ~ · .. MAuN, Botswana~/~ 
ACH evening at 8 a rhyth!lliC drum roll \ · 
summons guests to dinner at San-ta-wani, · •. 
a small safari lodge on the Okovanggo ,~: 
River iri the middle of this south-central '~· 
rican country. As the drums beat the candles are ' 
hted in the boma, a row1d, roofless enclosure • 
1de of tightly .woven reeds , high enough to dis-
lrage an inquisitive giraffe from peering over at ·;· 
! semicfrcle of tables arranged around a crack- !.t 
•g fire . , ·. \ · ' ·•. 
When the diners have taken their seats under a '· '~ 
.nopy of brilliant stars, two waitresses of the n, 
llawana tribe from a nearby village serve bowls •:,\ 
steaming mushroom soup and pass thick slices · ~.; 
fragrant freshly baked white and whole-whearf': 
ead. At </- sideboard across the boma, Bruce~:;· 
uller carves a succulent roast leg of lamb and i 1 
.ns, "Come on up and bring your napkins- the ' .1 
tles are hot!" There is mint sauce and gravy, an · 
·ortment of fresh vegetables - braised yams, s\ · 
·ans , baked stuffed summer squash- and tossed ,; r 
·lad with crisp lettuce and ripe tomatoes. . 
Other culinary surprises await guests at this de- : 
~htful outpost in the wilderness, but the biggest} 
rprise of all is the cook: a young American from·; ;' 
!Chester. How did Nanette Ebersol, a soft-spoken · 
.tory-psychology major at the University of · ·. 
·:hester come to ~an-ta-wani? And how did she ' ,· 
.. :Tt to cope with such problems as marauding l,i_ 
Jnkeys and temperamental gas ·generators? ~ ~ ~~~~~;:.},i 
·ace Corps training is the·answer. · ' t 
'Ever. since high school," the 25-year-old Miss ~ ·· ·. 
•>ersol e:"plained, "l had wanted to _join the corps, 
l ,applled· and. was accepted dunng my senior 
ar at college." Assigned to a school in the mining · 
wn of ~obatsi, .Botswana, she taught mathemat- .. • ·• "·"~'·" ~,, 
; and science to 55 students aged 12 to 23. Si•·•...,....,~;.o;;;...,..,....,....,. ... .,....,.._......., 
ly no .scientific equipment was available, only 
,v;kboard, so she made do with ingenuity and per-
verence and was awarded a coveted commenda- · 
'n in December 1983, at the end· of the two-year 
ogram . . ,,., . : · : · '! '' 
During ·a 'Christm_as va~tion, when M.iss Eber· "F~ ·;t .1 . . , ·.\, ;·•·.1 ,_t\·· ., ··','··',. 1 ·. , · .; · • l'sparents,twoslsters¥t<!brothercamefor~ ~·~ ;:: , ;>,.,'·, ·· i;'., _; •.. ; • ' 
ISit, t11e family Spent a W~k in Botswana'S vast, ,; ·,· cullnary ·surpr1ses 
1spoiled W\lQlife reserves, Their photographic sa- :1 ~. . . '; 
.ri w~s ~rranged by Gam!ftrackers International, ·: .::; · . · · . · · · • 
consort1um of local compiUlies.and the Botswana · 1 · ·d · d 
1vernment, which operates four camps in remote :· ! ~prepare eep ln 
r-msrMiss. Ebersolloved th~ ~a.tmosphere at the . ·. ~ . . .~ .'. 
1nps, so, after completing per stint in the Peace L :A£ • " ·: b · ·· £ 
ort)s, 'she applied to Gametrackers for a job and ··. r1ca y a ormer . 
. as i>ffere(fthat of caterer-housekeeper at San-ta- . waterways, while the caterer-housekeeper s l< 
ani1 .!'I had never had the least interest in cook- ;:1. c· . . • d · behind to supervise the staff, plan meals and ch• 
,g,'·' :she . a~knowledges, ' "but l came' ,from a;}\i,Peace orps al e ~ '• supplies. Culinary. staples are brought by tn 
1mily .of exc~llent cooks." Soon letters were flying :;~. •I • . . . • . :. • . • . . ; , • , ~- · ,{.i;, from Maun, a 70-:mile trip over rough dirt roads. 
'lCk an~ fortll ~tween Botswana and 'Rochester .;·l · ·, iA\ ~ :~ .:'\11 . · ·· , . !< ,.1,. Some fresh cluckens arrive, and when the glll 
lith requests' for favorite recipes and re~liesJrom .' 1 ·. \ ''t·;- 1r·(· r .. •1' · • .. .' ' :~ return at 1 P.M. there is chicken stew with c1 
ermoth1~r, Rita Ebersol. · :,.r:,. 1 .' and peppers, shn .. •<hled carrot salad and coles! 
There was also on-the-spot assistance from .·'· tossed with pineapple cubes. There is also a gr 
ess, a nat~ve of the area, who, though blind . . 1: . • :.~ · deal of animated table conversation - a Tl 
irth, tends a flourishing vegetable garden Gamljtracker camps with fresh produce. · "'~/· · drawl _mixing with German and New York ace 
.1e kitchen. Walking barefoot, Witness 1 Like other perishables, including egg'J and the .\" a~d cl1pped New Zealand English- as the gr 
umber of steps between the rows of Stilton, Camembert and cheddar servea for des- :. . discusses the herds of zebra, mating lions, 
ggplants, cabbages and beans he has . s.ert at lunch, the vegetables are transported (when . triches and crocodiles seen lazing in the sun. 
=m point out each variety, and by gently •'. there is space) in the single-engine Cessna that .: After lunch everyone- evcuthe staff- h; 
•le tops of the plants he knows wheJ} to pull up '' flies guests to the camps. Haphazard airborne · nap. Dut by. teatime Miss Ebersol has bal\, 
>Jts and onions. His _garden, protected by a strong 1 deliveries are a minor inconvenience for Miss batch of rais~ cookies. They ~isappear as qui 
:nce1 f{Om ., Ule , hippopotam~es that .lumber,! Ebersol. The havoc wrought by hungry hyenas is . ., ~t Sa~1-ta-waru as they would mthe family kit' 
tro::ugli ·san-ta-wani at night, '' supplies ' all the . more of an annqyance. Each dawn she checks to mHochester.·· 
- - • o4 ._., -'<'~ • ~~-~ '' -· ---~-:.:...-...,... -...--..: ~-- --- ::-:.:.:... ·=...---~ -- • :: ~ _ 
iAuthor: Marshall , Lorna 
·He feren.ce: The ! Kung of 
Nyae Nyae 







Name of Culture Unit: The Kung of !Nyae Nyae, Kalahari Desert, Africa 
Location of group, society, culture: Kalahari Desert, Africa, Nyae Ny· 
area . 
Time Frame: · Contemporarx~ field trips: (Marshall :lu) 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 
1951,1952,1953,1955,195 9 ,1~61 
Hunting and gathering 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 1) childtess old blind woman, 
Band 9 , N/aoka; Di//khao and an old great-grandmother ••. only gathered 
occasionally (aged infirm?)(97) 2) Short QYi who lost his leg when 
he was bitten by a puff adder.(l42:7n); 3)! Kham crippled by bone dis-
ease and Lame~Gao another cripple;(l86-187); 
S,Pe:Cial Attention to Disabled:.When person becomes dependent ••• His 
1.rewoo.d Y"'oulbe_ brought; meat g1. ven, som.eone would gather for him."( 97) 
Pos1.t1.ve:'When a person becomes genu1.nely dependent because of age 
or disability or. is . . temporarily sick, he is provided for by close rela-· 
tives ••• The foremost responsibility belongs to relatives ••• spouses, par 
ents, and offspring, parents-in-law and son- or daughter-in-law, and si 
lings in that order." (98) Mothers carry sick or .:. lamE? childre!f for dar 
even years. (288) Disabled accepted by band. (187) ~is?~led g1.ven mea · 
Negative: Infanticide and possibily senilicide. Ridicule of lame 
.. and crippled persons. (288) Kung children mimic "peculiarities of pos-
ture and movement." (315) They do not help the crippled person to get 
p i.'£cand:1w9en:-J:J,;.ey fall. ( 288 J* , 
*This may be Marshall's own interpretation and biaa; even in Western so--
ciety, many disabled prefer to reject assistance unless absolutely 
necessary. 
General Infantic~de/Sen'ilcide: The Kung practi.ce ~ i.'nfantfcide wrum (~gr:~wg~ld be two 1.nfants to nurse at the same t1.me, possibly senilicid 
tn~ticide/senilicide (disabled only): The Kung.practice general 
infanticide so it -~s· l:i'kely-~"ithat 'l:abrioriaa£ ~ infants are not allowed to 
live because they. could not be ex~ected to be strong enough to keep up 
i th the band; th'e Kung nurse their infants until 3-4 years of age to 
rovide them with strong legs and base their practice of infanticide on 
the necessity of providing mother's milk for their babies. (188:2660 
Comments: Family and kinship ties are the imost important factor for the 
!Kung, especially for the disabled; without families the disabled are 
more vulnerable, but they are given meat when unable to hunt; appeared 
to be welcome visitors; (187) and have found ways of making themselves 
useful to the band. (187 ). 
Other 
~ Author: Thomas, Eiizabeth M. Disability 
Reference: The Harmless 
People 
HRAF Code: FXlO Card: 
Group Data 
Category: 




Location of group, society, culture: Southwest Africa, Gautscha Pan 
in N.\11. corner, Kalahari Desert. 
'rime Frame: 1958-1959 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunters ~and gatherers. 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Lame boy mentioned; man who 
had lost an eye; Short Kwi who had lost part of his leg when bitten 
by a pu~f adder. (197,229,231,238,239) Tu's brPther, the lame boy.(l97 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: Family, near relatives, band (to some 
extent care f .or disablEd and provide .for them • 
. Positive: Bushmen do oot-. "~b~don cripples or people who are old or 
sJ.ck or who cannot. .trave.L. "( 2;Y) 
I 
Negative: Infanticide. If unable to hunt, not eligible to inherit 
headmanship. (197) In Bushman practice a boy does not become a man 
until he has shot his first animal and killed it; then he is initiated 
by being scarified with a paste made from the animal's mea~ (in this 
case, a Kudo), and becomes a man. Thus, unless the kill takes place, 
he is not looked on an an· adult. Ne~ative attitude; depressed about anyone who be9omes disabled. (246) 
Disabled shunned/avoiaed by their "remote" kin. l246) 
General :Infanticide/Senilcide: General infanticide ( 163) Senilicid• 
not mentioned. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): InfantiGide of deformed 







HRAF Code: r-1A · ..11 Card: 034 Category: 735 
Name of Culture Unit: Kurd, Rowanduz 
Location of group, society, culture: Rowanduz 




Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Industrial, heterogeneous 
population, administrative town, eoonmmic. specialties, ¥e~~{lg §Ocial 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned.e 




Spe~ial Attention to DisAbled: Eccentric ~emb~rs of community allowed 
o become darwi§hes, a re~igious mendicant ~l77J 
Positive: "· •• abberrant members of any community whose eccentrici 
ties have been actjudged harmless to others ••• are absorbed into the 
darwish movement, because ••• it offers social status of an extraordin 
ary sort, and ••• a channelled expression for personal peculiarities 
which might otherwise prove dangerous."(32l) Most darwishes become sna 
charmers o.r svmllow large pebbles for aliJlS. ) 
Deforme~ infants loved and kept at home.\255 Negatl.ve: 
Alms and charity to beggars/men&icants/other disabled persons part of 
Moslem religion; Muslims are expected to give part of earning, income 
to the poor in alms. ( 303) · We@.::h.thy families sometimes suppor,t "slightly 
demented" persons and thei.r families. ( 329) 
General :rnfanticide/Sen'ilcide: Evidently not. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): "Deformed infants, if they 
survive, are kept within the 'house and their parents 'thank God for 
them' just as :with other normal children," which leads one to believ" 




·Author: 4 :Hansen Disability 
Reference: ool -&B~up Data 
037-----~-------S47(infanticide) 
HRAF Code: Iv1A 11 Card: 034 Category: 735 




Location of group, society, culture: 
to the West of Rovmnduz 
"aristocratic home in 
village of Top awa'(l4S) 
and in "Sulaimani"(l4S) 
Time Frame: 1950's 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: not known 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: "Two beggars, the younger of 
whom being blind, was led by his hand being placed on the shoulder of 
the other , both had sug~r and flour poured into their begging bags, ~· 
invalid women ••• on crutches. Deformed feebleminded girl deposited 
at "entrance to the mosque" with a bowl between her deformed hands. 
S~'al Attention to Disabled: Muslim practice of giving a~s tQ be~~< 
"It was said that a.Lthough there was a gub.L~c 1.nst1.tut.1.on ror ti t E:t:.':C:J..a~~,e,~.Pr- oeggars ment1.onea, vney were a .Le to mc.na~e oet ter on fi ~~; alms ob.Ligation .ordained by the Coran thMn ~hey wou.Ld if 
they entered the-institution ••• "(14$~149) 
Begging for alms, an a cceptable social institution, and a method of 
social responsibility to the poor and disabled. Keeps the disabled in 
sight, rather than hidden, but are objects of pity. 
; 
Negative: Almsgiving not rehabilitative; disabled objects of pity 
rather than seen as individuals with specific needs. 
General Infanticide/Sen'ilcide: (Evidently not; see Masters:255) 
No birth control permitted; many births; many natural abortions. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disa~led only): See above . 
Comments: Hansen describes the g1.v~ng of alms to the disabled sick and 
poor at the "aristocratic village home at Top ara and at the entrance 
to the ·mosque in Sulaimani ·and in the street there. 
ther 
·Author: Sweet, Louise 
Reference: Tell Togaan, 
_LSyrian VITl age 









Location of group, society, culture: See attached map. 
Time Frame: c. · 1950's 
Type of Society: 
pastoralists and 
Means of Subsistence: sedentarized pastoralists, 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: ~.' 
Types: 11Several members of one family showed marked dwarfism or spinal 
curvature. One boy from another family suffered from a deformed hip, 
s o he was only able to hobble with a stick ••• There was one smmll 
child ••• who was unable to sit up and was quite unresponsive."* (Thi s 
is out of a population of 319 permanent residents).(23-24) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: .The little boy who used. a stick for a crutch "crawled mos 
of the time or was carried about the village by lliis older cousins or by 
playmates which indicates that he was included in village activities an• 
not left to himself. 
Negative: ·-The "possessed" woman was "tolerated amicably," but 
~he "slept wherever she found shelter ••• begged or scavenged enough 
to keep herself alive."(23) 
General :I:nfanticide/Sen"ilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: *Another boy was hunchbacked." One woman in the village, de-
cribed as majnuunii, "possessed" was irrational." (23) 
ther Religious "rituals 11 are resorted to in times of illness and 















Nume of Culture Unit: Mig±urtini, a Somali group or tribe 
Location of group 1 society, cuiture: 
Time Frame: (1916) 195.9 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Pastoralists, camel camps , 
nomaclic .hamlet or important elder residents li~e in towns and movebet 
Number and/or Trpe of disabled persons: Numb~s nne m~~tioned. 
Types : abnorma births and demented persons. 
27:Cerulli --blind, cut off nose, one hand or foot (94 cont) 
reparation for the fingers 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
·· - . 
Positive: "If a ~~igiurtino, because of mental infirmity, is unable t l 
administer his pr-0perty, ••• paternal relatives assume responsibility. 
to assume the administration of incapacitated man's property." No men-
tion was made of incapacitated females. 
" ••• only have the obligation to feed the incapacitated man." 
. ' If no re~atives, the 'gems' addume responsibility. Negat1.ve: 
Since care is limited to administration of property and onlY. providing 
food for the mentally disabled, their other needs a~e not addressed. 
The family and-society se~ their function as purely~ as far 
the individuaiYconcerned and to care for economic resources; not re~ 
habilitative. . . 
*life sustaining; it is not even custod1al. 
- ~ 1 (other than disabled )Yes Generac:f; ~J'ffuttl.cide/Senilcid.e: JN~~"The child of a Somali wom<:- · 
2!la .Low-caste man 1s ldlJ.ed a t birth." (. 2 '/) No senilicide. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): "In fact• abnormal births 
were killed at once; thrown intb the sea by coastal populations, buried 
alive by inland peoples." 
abnormal children killed at birth.(27l 
comments• If an individual is disabled by another then compensations are 
paid, ,jif' because of the . blmv, he has blinded an eye, 50 she-camels; 
"If because of a wound , he · has cut off a hand or a foot, 50 she-camels. 
( 27: Cerulli / 94 cont/ . 
Heans of social insurance -reparat1on for lilis ability 
ther 
LS : Lewis 
·Author: Lewis 
18 : Levlis 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: r.1104 





M04 Group Data 
034,074--------62 ,492,689, 825,564,735 
Category:S29-S54 
Nume of Culture Unit: Somali (formerly Berbers) 
Location of group, society, cuiture: See map 
Time Frame: (no date) 1955 
Pastoralists 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Cattle grazing, animal husban( 
ry, agriculture depending on region (see map and descriptionr 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Not given 
Types: l) abnormal births--see infanticide; 2) respect for aged/woul 
include aged infirm; 3) mentions "mundanely helplesst' 4) prevalence of 
opthalmiatwhich can lead to blindness) in native population." (112, 113 
Hn i .197). 
Spex:ial Attention to Disabled: "Only rarely is a wounded person or 
crippled perso_:g. seen mounted on a ca~el."(62) 
Positive: l) aged infirm probably cared for since the aged are honor 
in Somalia society.{l97) · 
2) "Poverty and weakness in general are blessed in the sense that God 
is believed to accord special protection and help to the mundanely help 
less."(ll2) 
3) almsgivingi institutionali zed--informal method of caring for dependt· 
Negative: practice infanticide in event of abnormal birth. 
General lnfanticide/Sen'ilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Yes. ~Lewis, Cerulli) 
Infanticide considered rare by: 'Drake, Paulitschke) 
*Influent i al elders/sheikhs spend much of their ~ime. in the tovms, hold 
town pvoperty but"holds ties. with pastoral agnatlc klnsmen."(93) 
Comments: There is a conflict or contradiction he=e: Lewis speaks of 
how "poverty and weakness" ·?-re blessed, but on the other hand abnormal 
infants are thrown into the sea or buried alive. Cerruli studied the 
Sab groups (outcastes) who may have differed from other Somalies in the 
practice of ·infanticide; .however L~wis cited it too. 
ther "To refuse alms and kindness to the unprotected and helpless is un 
1tlise for tvro reasons. Those vrho are poor and defenceless are considere 
to enjoy the speci al protections of God ••. Acts of kindness to them ar 
re\'larded; acts of aggression punished. . • 2) The pov1er of cas ting a 
spell upon someone who refuses alms is generally described as gabrro an 
and the poor are SG.id to possess the evil-eye ( ' awri) which is associa-
ted with covetousness." Thus to the impoverished, and in a sense the 
underpriviliged, mystical power is attributed."(263) 
t /. t:" ·-~· , • - \.[ v·tt, ,.: ' .; . 1 ,. ·: , . ; , ) • j{ c L.. (, ~) 
·Author: Drake 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: r1104 Card: 
Disability 
Group Data 
Category: 847 (infanticide) 
Nume of Culture Unit: Somali 
104'-'Somali 
Middle East 
~88ation .~f ~r.ou:gh so_ciety, cu.i"t;ure: "inhqbit area o£ appr:ox. 1,000 t ~q. ffil e .~n t ~Horn or Ai'r~ca, 2° 1at~tud~ to ~2 1at~tude. East qundciry, n ~an Ocean; west and southwest boundary/Ethiop~a, J.\enya. 
T:[~r2 :rame: . (1902-1910) (see map) 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Cattle-grazing, animal hus-
bandrv~blit)ledagriculture~in northern region~1• 9~suthern.territories fi as ara Ie an,--cottQn ~ trQp~ca~ 1ru~~s. ~ ' descr~pt~on) 
Number and or rype o~ d~sa lea persons: neither mentioned. 
see infanticide 
Spex:ial Attention to Disabled: "old age is honored"(l47) which leads 
to assumption tbat aged infirm are cared for. 
Positive: 
Negative: Occasional practice of infanticide. · 
General :I:nfanticide/Senilcide: Author claims infanticide rat!e, only 
knew of one case in years he lived among Somali. " (147) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Infanticide{pnobably. 
(see Paulitschke (l$80) HRAF Mo4 Somali; category:847J and Levns, 
Cerulli. Cerulli dealt \'lith Sab tribes, "who are marketlly different 
• • • from the · rest of the population." ( Orientation--M04--l0( categor: 
Comments: 
ther 
PP . 6-7. 
i Author: Stenning, · Derrick J. J.)isabili ty 
Reference: Group Data 
Savannah Noll!lads 
HRAF Code: MSll Card: Category: 







Loca~ion o:( grqup 1 society 1 cuiture: Western Bornu · . Province, Norther Reg1.on, N1.ge:r1.a 
'rime Frame: c. 1950's 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Pastoral, Stenning refers to 
them as Savannah Nollllads an d semi-s edento.ry;combine farminb/stofn~alli~ 
Number und/or Type of disabled persons: No number mentioned. Typ~s: 
deformed infants, people who are crippled, congenitally infirm, con-
genitally insane. 
Impotent males .. are referred to as "a bent, withered, or maimed one." 
(a man's homestead may not be formed until he has begotten a child." 
( 163) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: The chronically sick, permanently de-
formed do not fit well in·to the pastoral life, seasonal movements. 
Positive; · ·.- f _,persons · 1 . . S1.ck, de ormeo/are sent to sedentary re at1.ves or fr1.ends 
"unless they can·get · around on crutches and move long distances seated 
on a donkey." (168) Sick children, or deformed ones ••• are given no 
preferential treatment and may die of what amounts to peglect." (168) 
f-Ioweve!:..z. \'lodu.abe Ful ani had o. sys tem to help the poor;unTortunate that 
hc:.d oeen deve'loped prior to I slam/Zo.ku.t( 62) 
Negative: Sick or deformed children ••• are given no preferential 
treatment and may die of what amounts to neglect." (168) 
"If the congenitally infirm or deformed survive the rigours of a child-
hood in Pastoral Fulru1i camps, they are not betrothed since their con-
dition carries with it a sort of moral stigma. This is particulary trl 
of those who are in some degree congenitally insane."(l26) Social con-
ventions are not applicable to them, they are not betrothed or married 
or allotted cattle. "(126) • 
General [nfanticide/Senilcide: not mentioned 
T;vv\-<-~ v. L . 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): If not ~ theory, then in 
practice. 
adults 
Comments: By not g1.v1.ng sick or deformed infants/special treatment the 
vJodaabe "recognize the operation of this natural selection when they 
state that if a child reaches the age of five, it will attain maturity. 
(168) 
Other "The harshness of the conditions under which Pastoral Fulani live 
1 is accompanied by an attitude which allows little sympathy for the 
congenitally deformed or for the sick, be they adult or immature."(l60 
, Q Stenning mentions "Zakat," the charitable fund of Islam for the poor 
and destitute, but he does not mention it in relation to the disabled . 




2 ), . 
·Author: Treme arne , A. J . N. uisabili ty 
Reference: Hausa Superst~~_ionsGroup Data 
c:.nd Customs , An lntr9dl..i:C'tlon to the Folk- Lore 
HRAF Code: l'-1S l2 Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: l-I aus a 




Location of group 1 society 1 cuiture: "i-Ls.usa St ates forming the gre ater 
P.art of what ishno¥ N~rt~ern:rl'J~§rrif+ J. "1 F reJ;\~h1Rossessions to r~,lest, and TJ.me Frame. ln er an s o u a vuu st . J -J 
• lst ed . 1913 ;- xRx±sgt&!aeNixti:: Field work : 1903-1909 ( 5) 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: "Primarily agri cul tur <J.l, with 
sh1 f ting 9Ultivation.t fJl}o~~ing ~ cr_ qp rotation , use of anima l manure an ~ n ~l s ome J.I7'l g~tlon." l 5 - LiuJ:aoc~:) . , 
Number and;or Type o J.~a led persons: numbers not cited . 
Types : Blind , idiots , deformed children , leper , de afness , mutilated 
pers ons w/one hand and foot , albinos, h alf-beings , deaf- mute , paralysi c 
dwarf, ins2nity, cripple , 
Spex:ial Attention to Disabl~d_ : disabled persons i n Hausalru 
P ' t' . There must be a care s-ystem for inforudl:ile "Although ' The OSJ. J.V'e ·- , ll ' ' · ' H h o legs of anotber (man) <J.re n o P'OOd for trave lng ln many cases , e w 
is carried does n.o.t .r.eali ze that. the town is f ar off . 1 " ( 62) 
Bori dancina- ori P" inally treat ment for the insane "the idea being that 
those who w~re r~ally mad would be thereby less likely to commit acts o~ 
violence • •. ~unatics are never shut up among~t P?g~ people but reg;rc 
as Reopl~ ~pecailly set aaprt by the goas .•• ll4b J 
NegatJ.ve: Punishment for theft , cutting off of a hand (left hand lst. 
or foot. ( 457) 
Au thor cites games and riddles : '!The Haus a is an inveterate gambler . • 
loaded cowries a re not unknown , for it is not only a blind ~al) who che <J. ~l 
(5 8 ) "The blind man cannot _see our bitter grapes , although Slnce he l ac 
eyes he says that eyes smell •. " ( 60 ) 
General :I:n:fanticide/Sen1lcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): "albinos once killed and 
eaten by an army before setting (?ff for war" • .. "fai rly widespread pro.c 
tice of throwing idiots and deformed children into the river (Zaria prov 
ince) . "( 93) (see storie,i ~ 73 ) . 
omments: "Blindness is very common · in Haus aland so is l ameness , the f e 
often being eaten away by lepro~y , or through the destruction of the toe 
by the 'jiggers. 1 "( 512) _ 
* ther The author describes the "Bori " d211ce which ·is "absolutely forbidd 
now . "(530) In the ;'Bori" there are dis <J.bled chara ct ers : "(12) Bebe--
De af Hute . • • (34) Inno.--Stuttering •.. (40) Kuruma--Deafness , (41) 1 ~uturu 
Leper" ( 57 ) h' h . d t -- --,-
ct aus a have a v.rell-developed sign l anguage 55- w l C lS use o commu 
ic ate with deaf-mutes . ( 49 ) 
*Bori--"is self-induced hysteri a . During possession by t he spirit$ , the 
p a~~~nt~ imitate certain persons o~ an~~als or ill-B~~at themselves . Th( 
sprrlt ls usual~expelled by sneezlng . ' ~ rrontlSpl ~- J 
•., 
·Author ;.l: I·1urdock 
Reference: 





Ml Middle East 
rJIS l2 Hausa 
Name o£ Culture Unit: Hausa (see attached identification) 
Location of group 1 society:, culture_: "inhabitants of former states of Bora ,. Daura , Goblr, Kano, h.atsena, Kebbi, Rano , Zamfara , and Zaria 
Time Frame: (No date) 19?8 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: agricultural, with shifting 
cultivation, f allowing , crop rotation, use of animal manure, irrigation 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 








·Author: 2: Greenberg 
Reference: 







Name o£ Culture Unit: Hausa 
Location o£ group, society, culture: See description/location attacl 
Time Frame: (1938-39) 1946 
f . . intensive Type 0 Soc~e.ty: . Means of Sl.;lb~~stence: agr,icul ture, gathering , shift 
!Hg 8~lr!¥fitn~~; keep chlcKens, cattle \ dairy proaucts) little hun 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: No number given.' 
Type: lameness, loss of soul 




Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: Spirits may be "malevolent or good" and can cause sickness 
there is a belief in witchcraft. 
One spirit, "Gurgu, who is/was a lame hunter and lives in the forest, 
. causes lameness. (p. 34) · 
ther 
·Author: 1 0 : Hassan ~C bhu a!i. bu uisability 
Reference: Group Data 
HRAF Code: 1'·1812 Card: 073 Category: 8471-
Nume o£ Culture Unit: Haus a , Abuj a 
Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: (ca. 1940 ) 1952 
rh ddle l!: as t 
l:ISl 2 
Hausa 
Type o£ Society: Means of Subsistence: agri cu1 ture , ga t hering 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not given 
no:_disab1ed 




General Infanticide/Senilc~de.: f !).duced . abortion ( (57 and
9
) 
in fan ticide by poison for l1llgetlmate lnfants . 58 or 5 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: 
ther 




MS12 Group Data 
007 , 073 
HRAF Code: MS12 Card;/019 Category: 133- 159 , 847, 8$8,753 
Name of Culture Unit: Hausa 
Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: (No .. date) 195,8 
see attached identification and 
location 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: agri cultural , gathering (15-1 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: no number mentioned. 
Types : madness, aged infirm (53, 155) · 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: '.'Hausa fathers own prop~rty until death"which ensures that 
they are cared for ; womeri ·not mentioned. (53) 
People who go ma·ct are cared for ; sometimes they are "bound" when they 
are violent or aggressive, but they are given "medicine" and returned 
to societ~ if 1their condition improves. 
Negative: 
General Xn:fanticide/Sen1lcide: Infanticide not mentioned. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: It is believed that men go mad if they fail "to give alms to 
the spirits, a bull and chickens ••• "(155) 
ther 
·Author: Ames, Davi'd VI . I .Uisability 
Reference: in: d ' Azevedo, Group Data 
\'larren L. The Traditional Artist in African So cieties 





Name of Culture Unit: MxwxxxENmmww±tiRz Zaria or Zazzau Filanin gid2 
Location of group society culture: settled in Hause·' communi ties 
I I . Z . 
. · ln arla 
Time Frame: Field work - 1963 and 1964 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: agriculture--basic economy(l2 
Z\ria City/lar ger towns - little farming;specialists in eco. pursuits. 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: reference to "blind beggars" 
v-rho "are also heard chanting in homes and markets ••• "(133) The autho 
lists them as "non-professional musicians."( 133) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled; Begging institutionali zed. 
Positive: Begging a method of social care of dependent persons . 
Negative: 
General :I:nfanticide/Senilcide: 









·Author ;_1 \;ohen, Ronald Disability 
::. : Rosman 
Reference: The Kanuri of Group Data 
Bornu ' 
HRAF Code: I·'IS14 Card: 0~~~ 03gategory: Guide, 




222, 304, 686 , 682 
farmers, villagers 
Location of group, society, culture: Bornu, Africa 
Time Frame: c~ 1960's (f~eld work: 1956-1957, 1964-1965) 
1: ( Rosman 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: household producers , small 
farmer.s in vi.llages with outlying farmers - · ag~iculturalists Keep she~p , ~o~ts , cows -
Number and; or Type of disabled persons: no number mentidned 
T~pes: aged infirm 
l:Cohen- mutilated persons (thieves have hands cut off) 
2 : Rosman- captured slaves- castrated 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: "Ideally in ~anuri culture a man should reach the golden 
years of h1s life in his old age ••• when he is very old and becoming 
increasingly inf±rm,- he lets many of (his) duties pass to mature mem-
bers of the group." But, the implication is that he is still cared. fOJ, 
If a man is Qhysica~ly injured by another grOUP., his f~ther ' s r~mily i 
responsible rdr pay1ng "blood money" to lnJurea person;fam1ly. b82) 
Negative: punishment : thieves have hands cut off 
c aptur~d slaves, castrated (6$1) 
General Infanticide/Sen'ilcide: There is no information in category 847 ( Infcnticide) in I-Ih.AF 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): senilicide not cited • 
.. 
omments: *3 ) 1: Cohen "Thus old women, like men, have a special place 
in society . It is not generally a position of great .J.Uthori ty , al thou~­
there are exceptions. Cer~ainly deference and respect for the aged is 
. a univers2.l aspect of good Kanuri manners."(72) category$$$ 
ther **See Kanuri in Geidam--rural and urban Kahuri 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: MSl4 Card: OJ 6 
U.lSability 
Group Data 
Category: 73 2, 563 , 




783 ,621 , 622 , 
Location of group ~ society 1 culture: Town of Geidam, adm. center of Geide:.m District, .t:wrnu 
Time Frame: (1956-1957) 1966 
Type o£ Society: Means of Subsistence: Tovm - severa l economic spec-
i al ties : tradesmen ; ropemakers(blind), tanners/dyers/craftsmen,beggar 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not mentioned. 
Type: blind 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: "The blind speciali ze in making rope, and live as an or-
gani zed sub-community in their quarter . They have their own head, callc 
t he Kai gama , becaus e he is t o the Shehu of the blind , who lives in 
~:Iaiduguri , as t he· ·real Kaigama is to the Shehu of Bornu . "( 129) 
Negative: 
General :I:nfanticide/Sen1lcide: not mentioned 




·Author: Minor, Horace 
Reference: The Primitive 
City of Tirrrrnl~ 
Disability 
Group Data 







HRAF Code: Card: Category: 
Nume of Culture Unit: City of Timbuctoo,Mali 
Location of group, society, cuiture: Mali, Africa 
Time Frame: 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Urban 
Number .:md/or 'rype of disabled persons: No numbers given. 
Type: blind mendicants 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabl~d: 
Positive: ··Almsgivers share their · wealth with the poor at "The end 
of Haome and ~h~ beginning of Ferme, ••• occasion for feasting,dan-
cing, and gaiety. • • ~· so the poor can celebrate too. Blind beg-
gars position themselves within a tomb and the donors give alms 
through a small open~ng; the Qeggars hand out sand which the donor 
sprinkles on his body. (133) 
Negative: "Blindness falls in a special category of belief concern-
ing the baraka of the blind and concepts concerning the evil eye. 
The affliction may simply be considered the will of Allah."(220) 
General J:nfanticide/Senilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: Explanations for blindness: Evil eye; will of Allah, or that 
if a pregnant woman"sees · certain objects or they are left in her pre-
sence for several days, 'so they may pass out of her heart.' Deforma-
tions are attributed to the aleone , to the breaking of Kabi restric-
tions, or - to natural causes such as a mother's fall." (220} 
Other 
·Author: Kennedy, John G/ uisability 
Reference· Struggle for ChangeGroup Data 
in a Nubi cm Community 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: 
Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: c. 1970's 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 
Middle East 
Egypt 
District of Nubia 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: no number mentio~ed 
Types: blind men 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
or aged · · 
Positive: .. 1;5linc;Y, locc3:l, ~oly men were hired by Egyptian government 
to teach in Koranic schools for children. (26) 
Negative: 
General :I:n:fanticide/Sen'ilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: 
ther 
·Author: 1: Jdnness 
040 Disability 29: Jenness1 cavd 





HRAF Code: ND$ Card:/ ~,~ Category: 171, 752, 166, 845, 847,753 
Name of Culture Unit: Copper Eskimo; relatively unacculturated until 
aoout 1910 
Location of group, society, culture: Coronation Gulf ~rea of the · 
CGl1adian North~;est 
Time Frame: (1913-1916).1922 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 'Caribou, seal, and fish were 
their mainstays" 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: No specific numbers mentionec 
Types: limbs were amputated if frozen. · 
defective child 
Spe:cial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: Tried to cur~, h~lp them according totheir limited 
medit:al· ·knowledge. 
Negative: "One woman exposed a child about three years old; it was be 
witched; she said, and only a burden to her. The child was probably de-
fective 1 for, though it had grovm .in size, it had not de'veloped properly 
and could neither stan<.l alone or walk." 
General :I:ni'anticide/Sen1lcide: Yes. "If twins are born one at least 
must be killed or given away ; boys are given preference to live. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disaqled only): • 
omments: The climate and conditions are so harsh that "an Eskimo woman 
could not possibly rear both children at the same time." Some times 
someone in the tribe adopts the unwanted infant or child. 
Sxpl.anation of disability : II. • • d.eath 1 accidents i 2.Ild sickness the 
Eskimo knows only one cause, the malignant activ~ties of evil spirits 
ther or of the shades of the dead." 
Accordincr' to author 'l'he Pe~le of the Tvlilight 1 the Eskimos were killed 
off by ex~osure to white men's diseases suc~as smallpox; some of those 
persons NRXR probably did not die from the disease but were left dis-
abled . 
..... . 
·Author / StefMsson 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: NDJ 
Disability 
Group Data 
Card: 072 Category: 731,736, 




Location of group, society, cuiture: Coronation Gulf area of the 
Canadicm Nor·thv.Test 
Time Frame: (1908-1912) 1914 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: "Caribou, seal, and fish 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned but 
examples given : 2 blind men; Avranna, Clouston Bay 
blind man, Prince Albert village 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: "C-are of Infirm. One man of about forty-five, Avranna, is 
totally blind [29.7].and has been 'for a long time.' He seems tenderly 
car~ for and goes walking about outside with his cane, guided by the 
shouts of grov~ people or children warning him of obstacles and telling 
him where to go."( category: 736) · 
Negative: Exposing of children and abandonment of aged, "it may be 
considered a direct result of the scarcity of food, for it is found 
r arely or not all in such prosper.ous, well-fed communites as those of 
Cape Smythe (Point Barrow). and the McKenzie Delta , while among all in-
landers it is so common as to scarcely induce comment."( cate'gory: 731) 
General :I:nfanticide/Senllcide: Yes , probably depends on location anc 
scarcity of food and harshness of environment. 




·Author: Be cker, Howard Disability 
Reference: Societies Around Group Data 
the Vlorld --
HRxr-code: Card: Category: 




Location of group society cuiture· Greenland--E. Greenland co~st ex· 
tending from o5th 1 to 68th degree of l~titude~ ar9U~d ~er~ilik , Ammasse 
T · F L.n.c::.C\..t ..... , 1930 , llk and 0ermlllgaK flords. lme •rame: c. ~ . s 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Nomadic; fmnhing, hunting, 
( look to . the sea fo r f ood,clthes,shelte;)gathering in season 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not mentioned 
disabled infants, adults, or aged infirm 
or practiced 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: The society ~ractices/infanticide, 
invalidicid~, senilicide'ahd suicide (105) 
Positive: 
Negative: Because of environmental conditions, the Eskimos practice 
or practiced invalidicide, senilicide, and suicide. (J-05) 
General Infanticide/Senilci.de: Yes, ~)female infanticide ~ not pra ctlced by Amass .~ bb 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Yes . This is based on 
"principle that only those may survive who are able (or potentially 
able) to contribute actively to the subsistence economy of the com-
munity." (105) · Mothers nurse children "two to four ye ars" which make s 
it impossible for a \'loman to have to infants a t one time; the "mobility 
of the :· tribe and "unceas ing effort of women's work" .nr:e ~: additional 
Cre aeons for the practices. ommen'ljs: 
The practice of senilicide· is based on the same reasons; sometimes the 
aged request death, if pot "others may decide that the day of an aged 
one is done •.• "(106~ Same applies to Ammasselik(70) 
*(Caribou Es kimo--live on barren .grounds of Huds on Bay ). 
ther These practices occurred in the past ; most modern day Eskimos 
were told about infanticide, invalidicide, or senilicide by their 
parents, but they have never witnessed or hear about it now. 
*live in long houses .in different places e ach winter in f amily/group un j 
in summer break up into indiv. family units; live in tents and move from 
pla ce to place . r-~g.b ili tv imp_ to them. Imoossi b}.ekto a ccumulate large amt 




·Author i 5Rinner 
Reference: 











Location of group 1 society 1 culture: Centered about upper Great Lake ~ ( Superior and Huron) in Canada and United States 
Time Frame: (1909} lli9~2 . 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Fishing (trolling ), hunting, 
gathering, later cultivation of ~1ild drui ts, berries, ~egetables 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not c.i te'd. 
Types: aged and infirm 
insane 
idiots 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: "aged and :!imfirm were well taken care of, but this was not 
always the· case according· to ine of the older observers." 
Negative: In earlier days "the aged men were sometimes killed by the j 
sons and when an old man was reluctant to die, his children would some-
times offer him the alternative of being put ashore on some island with 
a canoe and paddles, bow and arrows, and a bowl from which to drink, to 
run the risk of starving: •• old people usually preferred to be killed 
a ccording to custom" A "dog feast" was given, song sung (see quote) 
songs and dances fqllowed; 's·on killed f ather with a tomahawk." The body 
was prepared ·and buried a ccording to ritual.(l52) (Long quoted) · 
General Xnfanticide/Senllcide: Senilicide practiced in early times 
Infanticide/senilicide {disabled only): 
in early times 
Senilicide practiced 
" 
omments: Senilicide evidently not practiced around 1909. 
"Owing to the hard. life led by these people, cripples and deformed 
persons are frequent." (161) 
ther ·"idiots are throught to be possessed of devils and are accordingly 
killed by shooting or strangling and their bodies burned. Formerly, 
they were burned alive and it is strongly suspected that this is still 
occasionally done ••• (161)" Insane burned alived also. (167) 
.\uthor; J rant, .1-eter 
Reference: HRAF Guide 
uisability 
Group Data 
HRAF Code: NG6 Card: 115 Category: $$$ 




Locatio~ of gro~p, sqciety1 cuiture~ r Centebedtabout upper Great Lakes (Super1or and Huron) 1n Canada and un1ted ota es 
Time Frame: (1791-l$04) l$90 
(trolling) 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence:/fishing, hunting, gathering, 
later, cultivated or wild fruits, berries,vegetables 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not mentioned. 
Types : aged and infirm 
Spel:ial Attention to Disabled: If, "from extreme age or other infirmi t 
the become incapacitated to follow their encampments, they are considerc 
Positive: (:useless) "d,ead . to society" and are left behii..nd to die. ( 3( 
I 
Negative: Practice senilicide 
General :I:n:f'anticide/Sen"ilcide: Yes, 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Yes 
omments: "They respect their old men while they are of some use in 
society, but if, from extreme age or other infirmity, they become in-
capacited ••• they are considered de ad to society and their nearest re-
lations no longer think themselves bound to maintain them."(365) 
ther 




HRAF Code: NG6 Card: 061 Category: 683 , 732 
Name of Culture Unit: Eastern Ojibwa 
Location of group 1 society 1 culture: Perry Island, 





Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Fishing (trolling), hunting, 
gathering, later domestication/cultivation of vegetables, fruits, berri 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not cit~d. 
Types: cripples or persons who suffer from other infirmities (84) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: .Disabled g~ven .role of .sorcerer; this had po. sitive ef-
fect in that it provided them a place in their society. 
Negative: "Many sorcerers are cripples or suffer from some ~ther in-
firmity because their medicine power has turned against them." The 
author explains that "medicine" i:s given powers of its own; if a man is 
particularly successful, i't is because he possesses a medicirte that he 
is not sharing with others.. "\vi tchcraft is, therefore 1 a very danger-
ous profession." ". • • med.i cine power of a sorcerer or may be ll'Ji'. 
ployed for e~ther good or evil, but if he refrains altogethlr from its 
use, it will turn and kill either himself or his children." (84) 
General :I:ni'anticide/Sen'ilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: In earlier times sorcerers were put to death by the Indians 
when they believed that sorcers were not using their "medicine power" 
for the benefit of the tribe, group. "2This explains why cripples and 
other unfortunates v1ere particulary exposed to charges of sorcery 1 and 
suffered accordingly." (84) 
ther 
·Author: ·- : Landes 
8: LanGes 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: NG6 
Disability 
Group Data 
Card: 112 Category: $47 




Location of group, society, culture: Around Lakes Superior and Huron 
Time Frame: (1932-35) 19~7; ($: Landes; ca 1932) 1938 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: fishing, (trolling), hunting, 
gathering, la~er cultivation of berries, fruits, vegetables . 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not give~; one \voman 
cited. 
1) \'./oman "notorious for the aborti ve measures she practiced on herself;,. 
it was suspected that these abortions were actually murders, for she 
2 ) 11,carried 11her Rr~.2:r4.anciers through, or nearly· through, the full term.'c'54 nynro cep a~ous 1n1'ants '* 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
. . 
Positive: ( 8"! Landes) Women who loved their husb t..mds took care of 
t hem vrhen they were "incapacitated" in some way. "Marsh \'loman's husbanr 
\'las paralyzed by -sol"cery," after t\vo years of marri age and she had a 
baby . "He became pa ralyzed in his legs and one armt he was able to ·move 
just one arm . For ten years he suffered like that." Marsh woman workec 
~o suoDQr~ him ~d 6~neir ch~ldren; her parents helped some; her( qgq-in-J.awN ne~.ec.:. uer. ~ \1 b) r-1:aggle cared) for an as thmat1c husband. l 6b J 
ega~~ve: infanticide \ ~ : Landes 
General l:nfanticide/Sen'ilcide: 
In£anticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
"abortion" being practiced as la-te as 1932-35. 
Infanticide labeled 
omments: 'rhe author state s "There is very slight interest in birth 
control 
*The condition (hydrocephaly) was disagnosed by the 1'/Iedicine r-1an to be 
caused by "abnormal relation~ bet.v;een .:m ....1.un t anC::. h.::n· nJLece . ·:(54) 
ther Wives who cared for husbands with disabilities did not appear to 
be unusual ; it vwuld be interesting to know if this type of husband/ 
wife relationship existed in the early days . 




HRAF Code: NG6 Card: 110 Category: 826 , S43 
No.me of Culture Unit: Southern Ojibwa 
North Arr,~ric · 
NG6 ' 
Southern Ojibwa 
Location of group, society, culture: Around Lakes Superior and Huron 
Time Frame: (l91l4-l940) .1951 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Fishi~g (trolling), hunting, 
gathering and l ater cultivation of berries, vegetables, and fruits 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not c.i t~d. 
Types: large head and feeble limbs (infant) 
crippled, club-footed, pigeon-toed 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabl~d.: 
Positive: !~espect for older people, evidenced in speaking to them 
in a civil ·way and in listening to them attentively , was well impressed 
upon children •• ~Nother would ·tell us that if we met a blind man, to 
lead him; if a hungry man, to feed him; or if we found an old person. 
alone to help him." ( 98) 
I 
Negative: 
General lnfanticide/Senilcide: Senilicide seems to have died out 
by 1930's; inf~ticide ~. mentioned in the case of two 
Infanticide;senilicide (disabled only): illegitimate infants. 
author states: "Infanticide of ~ither illegitimate ·children or other 
children had not.been heard of by any informants, other than the two 
accounts given above (pp. 30,33)." 
omments: Author relates disabl!Lties caused from eating certain foods 
during pregnancy; information based on "Old Indian ·superstitions.) ( 7) 
vertebrate animal - child's head l arge and limb's feeble 
p0Fcupine - crippled, clubfooted, or pigeon-toed 
ther 
·Author: 1: l\1or~.:m 
2: I'-1or an 
Reference: HRA• Guide 
Disability 
Group Data 




Name of Culture_ Unit: Iroqois Vlhich included the r-iohawks , Oneidas, 
Ononand~gas, Gayugas , ana 0eneca tr~bes 
Location of group, society, culture: Northern New York and Southern 
Ontario, Canada 
Time Frame: ( 1844-1850 ). 1901 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Early times, roving tribes, b 
tflitfv~~~6fi~eration supplemented hunting and gathering , fishing with 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: No numbers cited. 
l) aged and infirm 
2 ) crippled \'loman 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
. . 
Positive: "roving tribe.s" probably ·practiced senilcide, but "at the 
epoch of the formation of the League, (the Iroqois) resided in x±tix8 
permanent villages,·which afforded a refuge for the aged." •• "their 
religftous leaders inculcated the duty of protecting their aged parents 
as divinely enjoyed." "'It is the will of the Great Spirit that you ' 
reverence . the I aged, even though they be as helpless as infants.'" 
Negative: Iroguois practices infanticide, invalidicmde, and senili-
cide ;· they put cripples to death if they were not mobile. 
General :I:nfanticide/Sen'ilcide: Senilici<;le: "The custom of putting 
to death the aged and helpless is widesprea~. It was intended as an act 
Infanticidefsenilicide (disabled only): of kindness , not as a crue l 
ty ••• Thus a cripple who could ~ot be carried on a journey would be de s 
patched as would.a young infant whose mother had died or an old person 
belonging to an indigent house. If the house were wealthy, the old woul 










HRAF Code: Nl\19 Card: 024 Category: 164 
North America 
Nfil9 t { 
Iro'1ois 
032 
Name of Culture Unit: Iroao'is incluolirm the IVlohawks, Oneidas, Onon-dagas, Cayugas, and Seneca ~ribes 
Locati9n of group, society, culture: Northern New York and Southern Ontar10 Canatia 
Time Frame: 1750's and efl.rlier; 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting, gathering, fishing, 
and later cultivation 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 1 crippled woman cited; 
types of disabilities found: rheumatism "often leading to lameness, 
deafness or blindness." ( 509) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: No special attention noted, but the fact 
that disabiling conrlllitions are listed and that disabled persons are 
Positive: .present in society indi.cates . that they are part of their 
· society. · · 
Negative: 
General :I:nfanticide/Sen1lcide: 
In£anticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: 
ther 
·Author: 25: Waugh 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: NM9 
Disability 
Group Data 
Card: 075 Category: 847 




Location of group 1 society 1 cuiture: Northern New York and Southern 
Ontario, Canada 
Time Frame: (-1912-1915 ), 1916 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting, gathering , f ishing 
and l ater cultivation. 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not cited. 
Type: In a description of "corn bread · liquor", the author notes that 
it was sometimes used·• as a food for infants. Infants "are said to have 
been sometimes put to death by the Onondagas, when the mother died, by 
way of making sure that they should not suffer f rom neglect." If the 
mother died, t he f ather "sometimes took corn mea l gruel in hismouth and 
Spex:ial Attention to Disabled: .'. let the baby suck it out." ( 84) . 
father· · 
Positive: SGciety/tri~d t~ find way to .feed infant if mother not 
alive to nurse it. 
Negative: 
General :I:n:fanticide/Sen1lcide: In e arly days, yes. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Probably not often or 
not known during this period •. · 
omments: 
ther 




HRAF Code: NT9 Card: 1'01B Category: ~88 
Name of Culture Unit: Hopi , Oraibi 
North America . 
NT9 
Hopi 
Location of group 1 society 1 culture: Center of Black Mesa, Arizona 
100 miles east of Grand Canyon; 60 miles north of Sante Fe railroad 
Time Frame: (1890-1940) 1942 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: ~~fr~fr~t~~~alists; 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not cite a. 
type: aged infirm 
crippled man 
insane man 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
1) Positive: Crippled m~ cared for by his family; the elderly were 
cared for. · One, "He was nearly blind now but an important old man, and 
whenever he talked everyone listened closely. 1 ."(306) 
2) "Although he vlaq somewhat deaf, he was still an important man in the 
Soyal ••• " "~¥then the Hopi rule of respect for old age was breaking 
down. • • "( 312) · 
Negative: "and, except on ceremonial occasions, some of the children 
teased Kayayeptewa, treated him unkindly, and even played practical 
jokes on him, such as throwing sticks at him and ty~ng dirty rags on hi ~ 
·back. • .But during the last two or three years of his life h~ was of nc 
use to anybody." \the storyteller's mother cared for the old man) (312 ' 
3) · Crippled man, Naquima, was c-ared for, but had to crawl or be carried 
~n order to ~et around ••• nothing rehabilitative was done for him. 
Whne Naqulma s. gr~~rather_.dled, ne w~rrled about WhO wou.ld care ror cjil~ 
General [nfant~c~de/Sen~lcide: Evldently not at this time, but 
probably earl~er 
In£anticide;senilicide (disabled only): 
.. 
omments: The insane were allowed to be free, and in the instance de-
scribed by the author , the family departed to "Shongepavi our ancestral 
home" in order to escape being around "a middle-aged ceremonial son" 
vvho had become violent. (74) 
ther Naquima , the cripple, had attempted to follow the family, and when 





·Author: 2 : 'l'itiev J)isability North America 
1: 'I'itiev NT9 
Reference: Group Data Hopi 
106 796, 84g card 078;732 HRAF Code: U'I'9 Card: 101 Category: 159, 32 
No.me of Culture Unit: Hopi , Or aibi 
Location of group, society, cuiture: Center of Black Mesa , Arizona 
Time Frame: (1932-1966) l972 
Horticulturalists; Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: agr1cu~ture 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: number not cited~ 
Type: albinos 
rSi?iat~ss 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
. ' 
Positive: "llis sister .is <¥1 albino 7 but is ~o:r:-mally accepted in the 
community. " ( 8$) 
"The nev,r leader ...,ias ·an albino who was nicknamed Qotctaka (literally,. 
whit~ man , but not to be confused with Bahana) . • • Nakwaiyamptiwa neve3 
marr1ed. "( -. 
Blindess ~ if1 father becomes blind, son will delay marriage so as not t 
Negative: 1 : Titiev : Nakwaiyampth;a never married, '"because in 
those days ' l adies did notlike albinos .'" 
*deprive household of his se:r:-vices."(card 078: 732) 
General !l:nfanticide/Sen1lcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: "The Hopi l a ck explanay:i.ons of this phenomenon, but do not 
as cribe it to the supernatural . 2 . [More than two decades l ater Ned 
repeated the same ideas on albinism but added that he knew of one case 
where a married man had had an albino child because he had stolen a 
sacred doll." ( 88 ) T~ere is a conflict here . 
ther Hopi also believe that "while crippled man 's mother was carrying 
him, she had an affair with a man in ceremonial costume. As sexual 
relations are taboo for all participants in rites , the child was born 
badly crippled ."(l59) (Is this same person that Talayesva called 
called "Naquima '{" This man's name: Nakwavei'ma . 
Footnote ' refers to Parsons , 1925, · p . 101 who noted that if a Powamu chie 
had sexual relations with women while engaged in a ceremony, the peeple 
will have rheumatism and be crippled ." (p. 206-A) 
·Author: Brandt , Hi -chard B • J.)isabili ty 
Reference: Hopi Ethics A Group Data 
Theoretical Ana l ys is 
HRAF Code: NT9 Card: Category: 
No.me of Culture Unit: Hopi 
North Americ -3. 
NT9 . 
Hopi 
Location of group, society, culture: Northern Ari zon~ , about 75 mile : 
nor t hv.fest of Winslow and about 100 miles ee.st of the Grand Canyon. 
Time Frame: c." 1950 's but author refers to Hopi's long occupation of 
area , c. a . d. 1200. Horticulturalists· 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: agr1cu~tura~ ' 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not mentioned. 
Types: blindness (15 6 ) 
insanity (35S) 




. .A.ged and he_lple:ss cared for by some families and in some 
Nothing restrictive· is done t'O 
"pos sessedf' this has advantages 
can be destructive. (35S) 
I 
an insane person because he/she is 
and disadvantages because insane person 
Negative: Punishment of children could be severe enough to kill then 
in th at case, some children were probably permanently disabled because 
of punishment. (7S ) 
Care of aged: "There is evidence ••• that the obligation tq care for 
even needy parents 2~s not .strong enough to induce some Hopi to undertak his burden." (193) "A man .or woman with ceremonial position or s ome 
other basis for respect is more likely to be -well treated; thos~ with 
af f ectionate relatives. The prospect of the others is more bleak ."(l93 
Gene:ral Infanticide/Senilcide: Yes, :r ~re, but ill~g:i timRt~ children 
are a d1sgr a ce. l'·'lother or r am1ry could k1~l 1nfant. \1~9-1':10) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Yes, "Th~ parents letting a 
child die becaus e it was born deformed." Total blin";l'ess was sugges ted 
t hat the parents . had in mind that the child would have · a hard, unhappy 
existence and be· a problem· to raise." (156) 
"We can't kill a child e.ve.n :if it suffers •. Ygu can P[ ;;J.¥ he'll be t aken 
away. II ( 359) In ·days 01' 1'amlne 1 t was 8ta~~~(1 hl?athgJ:irt~t;~n were er35~ . 
omments• "Hopi views about the neglect/were not investigated in the 
systematic survey in 1946."(193) 
ther 
iAuthor: Shuman , Malcolm K. Disability 
Reference: "Culture and Deaf- Group Data 
ness in a f·1o.ya Indian Village," in: _?sychiatry:, 
HRAF Code: N.VlO Card: Category: 




Vol. 43, November 1980 
Location of group, society~ cu~ture: 
of the Yucatan. Peninsula or Mex1co . 
Village of Nohya, in central par 
Time Frame: ··until about .1976-1977, Indians cut off from rest 
electricity installed in 1977. H t' lturalists· 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: a~f:~:t:alfture : tcorn') 
of world 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Predominance of deaf persons: 
In 1980(?) there were 300 inhabitants in village;"l2 persons or 4'fo of 
population was deaf. There were seven deaf males, and 5 deaf females 
v1ho ranged in age from 47 for oldest to 3 for youngest. 1 female is 
only partially deaf; the phenomenon appears to be rel~tively recent, 
appe~ring in o~ly two ~enerations." (359-360) Probably from a reces~~~~ 
Spe~1al Attent1on to D1sabl~d: f;ol 
.. . 
1) 
Positive:" ••• it is difficult to detect any overt stigma attached t · 
their handicap .... . the deaf villagers are regarded rather matter-of-fac· 
ly as disadvantaged persons •who are, nontheless, capable of functioning 
adequately within the society. They are referred to as mudos, the 
Spanish word for "mute," ••• but this term is not pejorative."(36l) 
Deaf use sign ~anguage to communicate. 2) 
3)* 
Negative: "However, there are subtle, or covert, differences between 
their position and that of the hearing. The fact that as yet no deaf 
person has married is one example·; also, there is some tendency for the 
deaf to "form a single association.•(36l) Deaf males associate more wi t 
the hearing than deaf wome~ who tend to aay more at home. "· •• for 
purposes of casual socializipg, the deaf are largely excluded by the na-
ture of the oral medium, and often prefer to converse among themselves, 
using their sign language. 11 (361) 
General [nfanticide/Sen1lcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Means of subsistence for deaf: same as other villagers. " ••• all the 
deaf seem to be excellent workers, the males going into the corn fields 
and participat:i.ng ilJ. cornmunal pro.iects1c;llong?.ide the hearing 1 and the wo men cook1ng and ~ar1ng ~or younger s1b 1ngs. '\aLso women maKe hammocks). 
Comments: 
The people of Nohya appear to have adjusted or adapted to the deaf in 
community in a non-traditional way. Shuman says: "Traditionally, the ~ ~handicapped have been regarded with fear and awe by the r~aya (Juan Ramo 
Bastarrachea , personal communication), but there is no indication that 
these attitudes exist toward the deaf in Hohya."(361) 
ther 
"In Nohya, everyone knows the manual communication system utilized by t l-
deaf, and there is no onus at t a ched t o ~L ts use ; on the ~ contrary, sign 
language is positively valued as another tool which people use."(367) 
But the author points out that there are problems of "ambiguity and im-
precision," which causes "confusion" and "insome cases increases isola-
tion. " ( 3 67) 
*3) There is a fatalistic tendency in the "cultures of MesoAmerica" which i : 
fouq_d in Nota and villagers exP,lai;! ~e~fness as "destiny." This ~nfers ~ha~ notli1n CQll be dane about it~\> blBut a~thor states toc;1t, v~~l?g~ ! 
may 'have a atent reaL1zat1on tnat \ earness) may oe fi~red1tary. \}biJ 
·Autr1or: l: Steggercla 
7; Thompson Reference: 
Disability 
Group Data 
HRAF Code: NVLO Card: 06~ Category: 732, 847 
No.me o£ Culture Unit: 08 r•layan Indians 




Time Frame: ( l9Jl-l9J9 )-.Steggerda ; ( 1927-1929 )-Thompson 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 




Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General Xnfanticide/Senilcide: "abortion and infanticide are rela-
tively unknown."( Steggerda : 87) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Senilicide--no; "Respe ct 
seems entirely reserved for :Yhose of considerable a~e ."( Thompson : 86 ) 
omments: 
ther 
Au t!H .... • 2 : Barton 
Reference: 
~ ;J. sabilJ. ty 
Group Data 
HRAF Code: 0Al9 Card: 8~73 Category: ~~~, 554, 732' 
Name of Culture Unit: Ifuago 
Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: (190$-1914) .1919 





Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not cite~. 
Types: "cripples and unfortunates ( 66 )· 
l) ichthyosis - skin disease 
2) paralysis from knees down; crawled on ... ih.ll fours . 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabl~~: 
l) Positive: Author quotes from legal provisions : "89a Cr~E Jles and 
Unfortun c. tes .--Cripples and those a fflicted by disfi._,urements or dlS-
f igurin_; dise c.ses a re often in- a desperate mood for t he re ason th :J. t 1 · 
i s not ~t all precious to them. They are li~ely to be erratic and ~o 
constitute exceptions in punishment of crimes 2nd procedure. " ) 6 j ) · 
2 ) There se~ms td be a fam~ly care system f or t he aged. (l$7) 
Negative: Ridicul~ of persons with disabilities (69) 
General [nfanticide/Sen1lcide: Infanticide not mentioned, but "parr: 
cide" of worthless fathers pra ctice ::: so senilicide seemed possible. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: *Author cites case of crippled man, (see individual form) but 
does not mention the punishment meted· out for the crime. Author also 
mentions "parra cide ''; this is related to disability in that "the be-al .~ 
c..nd end-all of Ifugao existence is the f amily, and not the individual." (120) 
ther 




Reference: P . d Dream Group Data Giants ygmles an 0Al9 others 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 
No.me of Culture Unit: Ifuago, Ilongots , Kalingas, Kankanai, Bontocs 
Location of group, society, cuiture: North Central Luzon, Northern 
territory of the Zimbales Mountains , 
Time Frame: c. 1950's 
-, 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting and gathering (30) 
Excepting for mentallyill, 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: /None mentioned but when de-
cribing deities and their powers author mentions: "The Taiyaban--
flying monsters--whom he mentioned as the twenty-sixth order of the 
gods, devoured t he Souls of the Dead and the Soul-stuff of the living, 
causing blindness, paralysis, deafness and the like ••• " (231,242-3) 
Disabled persons exist among the Negritos, 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General lnfanticide/Sen'ilcide: " practiced infanticide in that the 
natives killed the younger of all \twins." (161) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
ther 
!Author: Stewart, Kilton Disability 
Reference: p · d Dream Group Data Giants ygmles an 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 




No.me of Culture Unit: Ifuago, Ilongots , Kalingas , Kankanai, Bontocs 
Location of group, society, cuiture: North Central Luzon , Northern 
terri tory of the Zimbales I11ountains, 
Time Frame: c. 1950 's 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting and gathering (30) 
Excepting for mental]yill, 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: / None mentioned but when de-
cribing deities and their powers author mentions: "The Taiyaban--
flying monsters--whom he mentioned as the twenty-sixth order of the 
gods, devoured the Souls of the Dead and the Soul-stuff of the livin~, 
causing blindness, paralysis, deafness and the like ••• " (231,242-3) 
Disabled persons exist among the Negritos, 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General lnfanticide/Sen'ilcide: " practiced infanticide in that the 
natives killed the younger of a ll tv;ins." ( 161) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
ther 
1\'- .... 1w •• 
14: ~ambre cht; 9 : Lambrccht 
Reference: 




Name of Culture Unit: Ifuago, Mayawyaw 





Time Frame: (1924-1940) . 1955; 9 : L~mbrecht (1924-ca . 1940) 1932- 1941 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Number not mentioned . 
Type : The "U.lLap RitiBs" described, whichJlists the ~.: causes of blind-
ness. The Hayawyavl admit that, if some nne ' becomes blind after a long 
disease of the eyes, becoming worse year after year, no rites or s a cri -
f ices will ever cure the blindess; they also admit the incurability of 
someone. born bl~nd. But if someone is strua~ · blind suddenly, rites tho 
_e11lCaCJ..OUS. \':1)) ~pe~~al Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: Ritee and rituals for blind performed in order to restore 
l) them to sight. 
2 ) "~_ged "'l~dows and widovrers ... may live in the house of orfi::e of t heir rn2 r 
r1ed clnldren, or, if they ht:lppBn to h<1ve no children, even in the hou~ 
of one of ~heir n~i ces or nephews. "( 187) 
Negative: 
General :rnf'anticide/Sen1lcide: There does not appe<1r to be infan-
ticide or senilicide. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: See xerox for quotes from ritua l. "Here your victim/ Brig. t 
3ein~ Dugan wife of the Sun -and Lingan t he I/ioon/ \vho sent (/) t he blind-
ne.sses c;.l l of them,/ your blincness Bright- being Buge;m wife of the Sun 
Lingan the I.1oon , / ... "(95) 
"The I·,1ay c::.wyavl Hi tua.l - The priest repeats then the invoc <1tions of the . :· 
... He kills t~1en o. small chic:ccm sayin_::; : Here your vict:.im;/ !Ji_:;ht -be ~ 
ther of t he S~yworld ,::md Star-dei ties / we offer it .to you so t!l.at you 
mJ.y drive away t he clouds from the eyes of t'li gc::.n , etc. . . "( 96) 
·Author: Jensen , Erik J)isability 
Reference: The I ban and Their Group Data 
Religion 
HRAF Code: Card: Category; 
Name of Culture Unit: Iban, and Dyaks , Sea Dyaks 
· Oceania 
Ib<JU OCo 
Location of group, society, culture: Malaya, Sarawak, Borneo 
Time Frame: c. 1974 
. . Hortic~lturalists· Type of Society: Means of Subs~stence: agr~cu~ture , fishing 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Specific number'not mentione 
Types: "~hysical disability, in particular, their blindness or poor 
sight."(l45J 
Spe::cial Attention to Disabled: Disabled given special niche, "a legi-
timate .s~ci al place, "(145) as ' a manang. 
Pos~t~ve: The manang ."voGation" has several characteristics--1) it 
has to do with transvestites, homosexuals, and hermaphrodites, but it ,~ 
so deals with "the world of spirits." "This ties in with •.• their ph , 
ica l disability .•. their blindness or poor sight." "The world of men 
and the spirit world are asso ciated vli th certain opposi t@ values: vi sib 
and invisible, 'light and darkness, •.• which includes seeing and not se. 
~n O' 
oflegative: There is a question among [Ulthopologists about the "manan 
being phyacally incapable of fatherhood.(FN1,144-145) 
General :rn:fanticide/Sen'ilcide: 















HRAF Code: OC 6 





Category: 757-773; 888; 828;. 732 
Dyaks 
Location of group, society, culture: Mal aya ; Sa:rawak ; Island of 
Borneo 
Time Frame: ( ca 1890) 19.11 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: agriculture, fishing 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not mentioned. 
T~,qJ es: madness ( 322); Leprosy ( 322); "Only three cases had muscle 
wasting that might have been attributable to pol}.omyelitis, 
or encephalitis."(326) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: "Harmless lunatics and idiots are allowed their freedom. 1 
(322). No ~ention is made as ·to subsistence or care. 
Lepers, although the author only encountered a few, are allovmd at 
l arge until "the disease is so f ar advanced as to make it unsafe to le", 
t hem liv.e vlihth . others indthe long Dyak 11hQU.S~ '*R- separate little hut i s put up ror .t em a t some lStance away. \J~~J 
Negative: Violent lunatics who are dangerous to the society are 
p l a ced in a wooden cage ( bubong ). ( 322) "Ivladne s s is looked upon by t he 
Dyc:.ks as possession by some evl l .spirit. 11 (3 22 
. leper 
Author cites case of an ~ldjwoman; people generally brought•her food < 
vmter, but her firewas out for two days before anyo:re came and she cc 
not cook . She was isolated. and not necessarily careJ for~ 
General Infanticide/Sen1lcide; ):'.es ·''if mother died in childbirth, i 
'vva s former pr actice to bury live lnr ant Wl th her. " \vho would suckle ch ' 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): No mention is made of 
deformed infants. 
Gomes said it has· been a long time since such infanticide has been 
carried out; now Dyaks adopt them. (card o43) 
,(see card 048; catego!Vgovy 847: Roth for confirmation on infanticide. ) 
Comments: 
· *MThey are considerate to the a~ed--and parents who are past vTQrk are 





·Author: Du Bois, Cora 0isability 
Reference: The People of A lor Group Data 
Psycholog~[carstua:y-of-an-East Indi an Island , 
HRJfF Code: OF5 Card: Category: 




No.me of Culture Unit: Mountain people at Atime lang in the Barav-rahing, 
district. 
Locatiqn of grm~p,, societl, Icuiture: "c~mr:nl).P.:i, ty lies above the northwc 
coast 1n the raaJahshlp o A or proper . \~(} 
Time Frame: c. 1950 ' s 
horticulture 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: a~~rX; at the end of harvest of cassava crop, nat1ves burn over fields . 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Two insane women; a simpletor 
and · a man \'lho v-Ias considered crazy. Another man . was blind in one eye 
as well as crippled . (157-15 8, 285) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: The insane were allowed to remain among the villagers un ~' 
or when they became vimilient and destructive. In that case they bound 
them ordtiedhthe b?nd£eof(an7me~t&l~y ill woman wn~n they, $tole thi~~s 
o;r-. t,r:)_e 1--0 ur-r, Rt:Op~ • ..LJ -~J o 1 One woman was 1·1nally lUlled "wh1Ie th1ev1ng 1n a gartlen ." · 
There is no mention of special care for the simpleton . 
The blind/crippled man vms a seer who had"some standing but little wth 
Negative: · (285) 
There were no community mechanisms to try to help the insane. When 
their behavior became intolerable, it was appropriate for a person to 
1 ill them, or to restrain them by tieing them up. 
General Infanticide/Sen1lcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
ther 
·AUChor: Franks, et. al. uisability 
Reference: Group Data 
HRAF Code: OF7 Card: Category: 732 
N.::une of Culture Unit: Bali 
Location of group, society 1 cuiture: 
Time Frame: (1913-195$) 1960 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: OHortLaulture 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 
T o a 9ig tobe that is twisted 0 ype: 't.w1st:ed ack · 
poor sight or blindness 
or similar physical defects 




Positive: "They are n9t considered a person to be disguised, but 
are viewed as unsuitable for the service of the gods." 
1) Negative: Disabled persons not allowed to fill certain social roles. 
0 
2) The disabled listed above "must. be distinguished from the persons wit: 
specific contagious diseases who are banished from the vill"lge." 
General In£anticide/Senilcide: 










HRAF Code: OF7 Card: Category: 133,754,755, 164, 732,845 
Name of Culture Unit: Island of Bali 
Location of group, society, culture: part of Mal ay Archipelago 
'rime Frame: ( 1930-1933) .1938 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Horticulture; agriculture 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: number not mentioned. 
Types: lepers, madmen, epileptics, the deformed, albinos, idiots. ( 144, 303) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: A belief in witchcraft could bring harm to an enemy or cause disabi lity. Positive: 
Negative: Priesthood is denied "lepers, madmen, epileptics, and t he 
deformed ."(303) Not allowed to marry, have children. 
"Tabooed for sexual relations are albinos, idiots, lepers, and in 
general the sick and deformed."(l44) ' 
General Infanticide/Senilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
ther 
·Author: 2 : Wilkin uisability 
Group Data Reference: 




N.::une o£ Culture Unit: Sudra, Wes ja, Br ahman, Satrya, Igorot, Nissans 
Location of group, society, cuiture: Makassar , Southeast Asia 
Time Frame: 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Fishing and horticulture 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: None mentioned· 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General In£anticide/Senilcide: Yes, twins; some killed immediately ; 
others offered for ad0ption; if not adopted, they are stran~led, or 
Infanticide/senilicide {disabled only): buried alive. f29S contd ) 
Seni licide not mentioned; appears unlikely since the elderly maintain 
a great deal of authority .over younger people and family. 
omments: There is not "S47" infanticide category for Iviakassar which 
is incorrect since infanticide is practiced in the event of twins. 
Disabled infants not mentioned. 
ther 




HRAF Code: OG6 Card: 023 Category: 732 
Name of Culture Unit: Kampong Bontorama 
Location of group, society, culture: Makassar 
Time Frame: c. 1940's 




Number and/or Type of disabled persons: The author points out that t hE 
'Here a high percentage . of unmarried people in the population and that c 
that number there was a high percentage of deaf mutes: "Among the 15 r 
there were four deaf-mutes ••• Among the 24 women there were three deaf 
mutes (1) in addition to one blind and one allibino .woman."(,i,$,Sj-l60 i cont ' 
. . 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: The author infers but does not state that being deafmute · 
or otherwise disabled, prevented those persons from marrying. (160 con 
General :I:nfanticide/Sen1lcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
Other 
·Author: SPencer, Baldwin 
and lil.LLen, F . J. 
Reference: The Native 
Tribes of Central Australia 
~isability 
Group Data 





Name of Culture Unit: Arunta and other tribes of Central Australia 
Location of group, society, culture: Central Australi a 
Time Frame: (lS96-cl925) 1927 
semi-nomadic Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: hunters and gatherers 
Numbers not 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: / Not specifica lry mentioned. 
Types: aged or infirm people mentioned.(854) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: "There is no . such thing as doing away with aged or infirm 
people. "(S54) (book~ 51) 
Negative: 
General Infanticide/Sen'ilcide: Yes; infanticide is practiced when t h 
mother is still nursing an infann and does not think she can care for* 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
(book :264) 
another child.7 Twins are killed immedi ately.(S47) 
omments: The natives believe in magic and that it causes sick ness and 
disaster. In line with this "Near to Charlotte Waters ••• is a tree 
which sprung up to mark .the spot where a blind man died. • • it is cal l ' 
the Apera okilchya, the blind tree, and the spot wher.e it stands, the 
Mira okilchya , orblind camp."(552) If the :tree is cut down, the ' men i , 
t he bc ality would become ·blind or "if anyone wishes to produce blindnes 
ther in an enemy, he has to go to the tree alone and while he is rubb i 
i t , mutter his desire and an exhortation." (552) Another way a native 
can produce blindness is to point hE "pointing stick ". or he will "char 
a chilora or forehe ad band, and then present it to his enemy, who afte r 
time-Ios es his sight."(553) 
No mention is made about how blind get a long among n atives, but from t h 
above, the blind are present in the group, and much thought is given t o 
t he subject. 
· AUC!'l or: .Spencer and Gillen 
Reference: The Arunta 




Nilllle of Culture Unit: · Arunta 





Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunters and Jatherers 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: none mentioned ' 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General Xnfanticide/Senilcide: yes , infanti cide 
twins , yes infhnticide 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): yes , /probably . 
Senilicide : The authors do not mention, if so ; they mention howv 
t~e elderly men w~re respec~ed . see senile decay, p . 399 . v . li . 
pp . 300 and 381 - young men open the i r mm. veins and give blood to 
old men to strengthen them. 
omments: The Arunta had a well- developed sign language which they used 
to communicate with one another when they could see but not hear one an-
other and when there was . a ban on speech . . 
The author did not mention deafness or i de af persons , but if they had 
·deaf people , they could and v.rould have used it . VI ere there deaf person .:. 
ther 
• · Blainey, Ge off rey 
Reference· Triul'T!.2.h of the Group Da~a 
Nomads , A· i{i-story of' Aoorigina l P;~straJl a 
HRAF Code: 0Il6 Card: Category: · 
N~e of Culture Unit: 
Location of group, society, culture: 




Type of Society: ·Means of Subsistence: Hunters and Gatherers · 
Number 
Type: and/or Type of disabled persons: Number not cited : aged inf irm 
lame 
deformed infants 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: infanticide, invalidicide, senilicide 
General Ini'anticide/Sen1lcide: Yes , infanticide; yes , senilicide; 
a lso Gb::mdoned lame and infirm . ( 98 , 101, 102) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: Auther a ttributes inf3llticide, invalidicide, .and senilicide 
to fatal istic a ttitude of aborigines and not solely caused by ecologi£ 
pressures . "Heartless pressures were also a t work •.. "(102) 
ther 
!Author: Williams, F.E. 0isability 
1 Group Data Reference: OrC?._kaiva Societ..x 
HRAF Code: OJ23 Card: Category: 
OJ 23 
Oce apia 
Papua, New Gui: 
Northern Divis_ 
Orokaiva 
Name of Culture Unit: Orokaiva Society, Aigu and other tribes 
Location of group, society, culture: Northern Division, Papua, New 
Guinea 
Time Frame: c. 1930 
Hunters, fishers, gatherers 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Horticulturalists 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: A possible epileptic mentionc (275) . 
A young man with a congenitally malformed foot. (97) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: The young man who appeared to be an epileptic was evider: 
cared for by the tribe~ 
Negative: 
General lnfanticide/Senilcide: Possibly; (95-96) 
In fan ti cide/senilicide (disabled only): "It is said that abnormal 
children would be strangled at birth and buried, and this is prob-
ably true." ( 95) 
Comments: Explanations for disabilities, other than the most casual, 
are supernatural. Attributed to "fiend or hobgoblin the souvai. 
The epileptic boy \-;ho had been missing all day:-.~ias found in the even -
ing v'li th "cuts on his cheek and hand and traces of earth on his face 
and body. He offered the explanation that he was t aken by a souvai 
who caused the wounds by biting him. No one hesitated to belief him, 
Other though, as he was accustomed to fits of violence and was known t o 
fall into the fire on accasion, we should probably ••• suppose him, 
to be epileptic." (275) 







HRAF Code: 0Rl9 Card: 037 . Category: 757, 755 , 164 
Name o£ Culture Unit: · Tfuk ~~ 
Location o£ group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: (1907-1910) . 1932 
Fishing and gathering 
Type o£ Society: Means o£ Subsistence: breadfruit (main crop; 
cocunuts 
Number and/or Type o£ disabled persons: Numbers not cited. 
Truk words f>r disabilities listed :. "fe.ns," Trukese Beriberi. 
atrophy of the muscles of the limbs . 
"ligayecu," atrophy of the muscles on one side; "peteka ," paralysis of 
both legs; "djangan, blindness in one eye, selingabung , deaf"* 




Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: *"mesedjun , conjunctivitis, blindness; emot, stammering , unin-· 
telligible speech ; umues tabur, imbecility." This indicates that person 







· Aut.uor; 2 : 
Reference: 
Gladwin and SarasonJisability 
Qroup Data 
HRAF Code: OR19 Card: 086 Category: 754, 732 




fishing and gathering 
Location of group, society 1 culture: bread f ruit, main crop 
coconuts 
Time Frame: (1947-1951) Location: 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: (see above) 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: l ten ye~r old crippled boy; 
1 crippled man 
aged persons 
1 paralyzed man 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: crippled ma~ tr~ined to be a carpenter under Japanese· 
"able to be married and support his v-;ife's family.r ather munif:i,.cently. 
generally, elderly not well cared for with exception of those who were 
"master magicians," spirit mediums, ••• " "Even when they could no · 
longer lrvalk, 1they were sought after." They· were excei?tions because · they play"ed an important role in the community." (154) 
Negative: Crippled boy teased and ridiculed by children after he 
became angry "and rushed at the person." He used "a pole which he 
gripped with his hands ••• one l·eg wa s withere." 
Elderly aged feci enough to be kept alive, but neglected othe~wise. 
( 153) 
Paralyzed man. • . "was kept· cJ.ean and well but never had company."( 154 / 
I 
General !I:nfanticide/Senilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): "disposal of deformed in-
fants. Unsanitary conditions militate against the survival of any 
congenitally defo'rmed or traumatized infants. " ( 24 7) 
omments: Explan ation of dis ability: "Those cases of affli ctions, 
(blindness, psychoses, paralysis which were definitely attributed to 
given sorcerer{' itlere hard to check out and "always applied to another 
island." 
ther 
II. 0-'' ; 22 : Dollig 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: 0Rl9 0801' Card: 
Nrune o:f Culture Unit: Truk 
JJisability 
Group Data 
Category: ~32, 847 
Location of group, society, culture: 





Type o:f Society: Means of Subsistence: agriculture; breadfruit 
main crop, coconuts 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Numbers not cited. 
Type: deformed infants 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General Infanticide/Sen'ilcide: Some general infanticide . 
. In earlier time~, 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only):/Yes ; deformed infants were 
regarded as work of evil spirits and put to death. 
omments: 
ther 
vee ani a 
.OT9 
on a Rennell Is. 
Location of group, society, culture: Rennell Island, part of British 
. %at~m~R ~s1tru~gei~e~t!iMi~"Bs61:8~5nir~!RHa · ~~5f.¥p'?- Polynesi an subcul T~me •rame: 1915 +five yec;..rs(deaf7mut~ bo+;n on RI: enTJ.el.l) and March and _ Ju~y 6f ~~ ~ ~1en ~uscne VlSlted Henhe~L . 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: 8~~g~~r~~ and fishini! . 
. b 0 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: l mentioned, a· deaf mute who 
is the only deaf and dumb person ever knovm on the 'Island . The oral 
tradition goes back twenty-four generations .(J) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: "Despite his exceptional handicap ( as viewed 'Ttli th Rennel-
lese eyes) Kansob c:d. must. be considered as generally accepted and rela-
tively well integrated in the Rennellese society." (But not totally) 
( 6~7) ·. . 
:cangobai developed the sign l anguage he uses to communicate with the 
o~her n atives J but "\'Vi thout ,,the.ir c9ope:rati on and their wish. to bridge 
tue communlcat.lon gap . . • tne s:1.;rn . t.o_~n;,·u.a.e;e would not exlst today.( r/ 
Negative: ]e is not married which is "atypical" on the Island . 
One person remarked to Kuschel that Kangobai did not speak. "Everyone 
on the Island speaks ." And another man remarked that "Kangobai does · bs 
have like a monkey. 11 
General In:fanticide/Sen1lcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: Kangobai has developed the only sign language ever used on 
the island; there is not e ven a word for a "mute y)erson ." (4). 
ther Explanation of deaf mutism: There are two ·native versions of v;hy 
Kangobai cannot speak : l) his mother broke a t aboo when she was pregnan , 
and remar ked that "This coconut makes a lovely sound. I would de arly li 
for my son to be able to speak in the s ame manner."(5) She wished for 
"something not allotted to man." 2) Kangobai's father stole bananas 
from a burial ceremony his grandfather 's brother was performing. (5) 
·Author; Firth , Raymond i)isability 
Reference: we, The Ti kopi a Group Data 
~£!.i.E _in Priiilltl y_e 76!:¥_!!eSi §: 
HRAF Code: GTll Card: Category: 




Location of group, society, cuiture: Polynesi an island. 
Time Frame: c. 1950's 
Horticulturalists 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Agri culture, fishing 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 
Types: albinos 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
· . . 
Ttro albinos 
~~~entioned. 
Positive: Albinos may marry, "but usually not. People prefer as c. 
rule to have intercourse with such people merely and not to marry them. (17) 
The au thor kne-v; only one albino , "a little boy, • • • He -.....;as well treate c. 
by his companions and joined in their amusement~, but seemed clu;nsy· by 
comparison_. 1 
Negative: 
General Xni'anticide/Sen1lcide: Yes . Reason for infanticide is to 
limit the population to meet the f obd supply. (374) Varies by family . 
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of Culture Unit: 




7 __ Category: __ 847 
J I ,: -' . ! 
Location of Group, society, culture: 





Means of Subsistence: fishing , walrus, seal, i'Thale hunting 
other huntin~ ; reindeer g~a~ing; gathering in season 
Number of Disaoled in Group : --
j 
Types of Disabled: --
Special Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: ,.--
(:ro 1'\'-..1 ',_( _Lr\\ D ,,-,{ I r '· l' 
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Author:, .. Hooper Disability 
!Reference: Group Data 
HRAF Code: RY 2, Card: 114; Category: 758. 
Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee (Maritime) 
Location of group1 society, culture: 






Means of subsistence: fishing, walrus, seal, whale hunting; 
reindeer graz ing, gatheri~ in season. 
Number of disabled in group : Evidently significant number of 
people suffer from snowblindness/opthalmia 
Types of disabled mentioned: Snowblindness and opthalmia 
disabilities 
Special Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
I I Other: anthropologist surprised that no spectacles or protection 
used against "blinding glare of snow in springtime." 
•. ,1 
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i Author:b:Hooper 





RY2 ' . Reference: 
HRAF Code: RY2 Car<:J. 131, _Categ_ory::-8~ 7 
Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee 
Location of Group, society, _culture: __ ~ussia 
Time Frame: (1848-52) 1853 Hooper 
(1890-1901) 1904-09 Bogoras 
Type~' Of __ So_9iety:_ no~adi~ ___ _ 
Means of subsistence: fishing, walrus, seal, whale hunting, · 
other hunting; reindeer grazing; · gathering in se ason 
Number of disabled in group: 
Types of Disabled mentioned: 
Special Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
~) £. ,·' t ,. ( .. I . r I I · 
Other: / Never heard of instances of infanticide as reported by 
Wrangell, but also never saw any ··deformed children or "children 
t--IJ (• \ -· • ' ' ' 
with sickly constitution," so1Wrangall was probably correct. 
Bogoras stated, -"I know of-no such prac:tice (exposure of misshaped 
infants) in modern times. 11 (Bogonns cited Sarytcheff as first _ _ 
mentioning infanticide of disabled infants) 




HRAF Code: RY2 Card: lOS Category: 
No.me of Culture Unit: Chukchee 
Location of group, society, cuiture: 






Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Fishermen, hunters , gatherer 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 1 de a f - mute 




Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: Au thor stated tha t "Kvv-u.ro( JMR : a deaf hc.lf- idiot) was hov.rever 
an obli o·ing youth, \.•rho during our sta y i n the tent , did all 
he could to be of use to us . . . He was a skillful archer . . • ' 
ther 
' \ I (Author : · Bogoras Disability 
Heference : Group Data 
I HRAF Code: RY2 
I-I Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee 
Card: !£~. ; Category: 732,756 






I Time l<'rame: ( 1890-1901) 1904-09 
! Type of Society: nomadic 
I Means of subsistence: fishing, walrus, seal, whale hunting; reinde 
I gr azing ; gathering in season 
Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: 
1,) "two dwarfs;" one of them married with three well-developed children . ~) "several weak-minded peoplei· one was a deaf-mute; another had been )*~truck with palsy, and cou d not walk or move left hand."* Special Attention to Disabled: I . 
/ Positive: 
Other; Bogaras said, *"the Chukchee had no notion of supernatural 
power possessed by such people, as is held by the American Eskimo." 
la~b ~\--- c...._ L~- Bog or as noted that, "Satytchiff says that in his time the Chukchee 
exposed misshaped infants ••• I know of no such practice in modern timt 
· s J 5 1 1 , _ **"Blindness occurs often, especially among o d peop e." 
: Author:/'. Bogoras 
I 
j Heference: 
HRAF Code: RY2 
Disability 
Group Data 
Card: 057 ; Category: 201 
1
Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee 
! Location of group, society, culture: 
I 
Time F'rame: (1890-1901) 1904-09 
Type of Society: 




I Means of subsistence: deaf 
I pursuits of their camp. '' mutes "took part in all the daily 
l Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: Anthropoligist saic 
"5 deaf mutes; tfiree full-grown' 
Special Attention to Disabled: 
I Positive: Communicated with deaf by using simple signs, the same signs that were used in communicating wi.th people who did not under-
, stand their language 
Negative: 
Other: 
j Author: i~Bogoras Disability 
jneference: Group Data 
i 
1 llRAl" Code: RY2 Card: lOS Category: 732 
!Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee 
1Location of group 1 society 1 culture: 
I 
Time F'rame : (L$90-1901) 1904-09 
! Type of Society: 




Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: "physically fit men 
who remain bachelors because of a grafe physical defect which hinder . 
sexual life." 
Special Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: "incapable of sexual life and (man) cannot have a 
wife and a home of his own." 
Other: "Abnormality expressed in the Chuckchee language by a 
special verb ••• 'thou acquirest nhe swelling on the membrum virlble." 
t Author:l: Bogoras 
I 
Disability 
I Reference: Group Data 
1IITIAF Code: RY2 Card: Category: l5S 




! Location of group, society, culture: 
I 
!Time Frame : (1890-1901) 1904-09 
! Type of Society: 




Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: Nervous diseases: 
l) "ite'yun, akin to epilepsy 
2) "iu'metun, a kind of violent nervous affection which comes on at 
night like a violent nightmare." (nUmbers not mentioned) 
Special Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: Nervous diseases " ••• are dreaded and subject to shunni 
••• a man suffering from iu'metun (if afflicted while travelling) may 
be almost sure that he will not be allowed to enter any house, nor 
will he be given either fire or warm food." 
Otheri· 
i Author:\: Bogoras 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: RY2 
Disability 
Group Data 
Card: 0$4 ; Category: 476-4$4 
Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee 
1Location of group, society, culture: Siberia 
I 
Time li'rame: ( 1890-1901) 1904-09 








Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: no number mentione 
"Lame people use crutches of various shapes, madein the same way 
as those used by civilised people." 











1!1RAF Code: RY 2 Card: Category: 158 
Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee and Reindeer Division of Tribe 
, Location of group, society, cult~re: 
I 
I 
1 Time Frame: (1890-1901) 1904-09 
Type of Society: 
I I Tv1eans of subsistence: 
i 
I 
Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: 2 mentally dis-
abled mentioned. l) woman shaman; 2) man of Reindeer Division 
Special Attention to Disabled: · 
Positive: 
Negative: ·w·hen woman became violent and would v1ant to harm --· 
other people, her housemates would"tie her hands and bind her to 
one of the house-poles." 
2) When man became violent and tried to "injure his companions" 










I !WAF Code: RY2 Card: Category: 326, 342, 415 
Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee 
: Location of group 1 society 1 culture: 
I 
Siberia 




Type of Society: 
Means of subsistence: Shamans 
Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: No number but 
insane and mad persons mentioned; ~:x±Xx~±x±xxxxxxxxxMXz 
excitability and hysteria of shamans mentioned. 
Special Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
Other; Bogoras commanted that "Chukchee shamans are extremely 
excitable, and not a fe1·1 of them were half crazy." "Their cunning 
in the use of deceit in their art closely resembled the cunning of 
a luna tic." 
lAuthor: Sverdrup 
I I Heference: 
HHAF Code: RY2 
Disability 
Group Data 




~Name of Culture Unit: Chu~chee 
Location of group 1 society 1 culture: Russia , Siberia 
I 
' I 
Time Frame: 1919-1921(1938) 
Type of Society: nomadic 
Ivleans of subsistence: fishing; \valrus, seal, whale lunting; other 
hunting; reindeer grazing; gathering in season 
Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: general statement 
that "corralling reindeer was a risky busine.ss ••. and many a Chuckchee 
has lost an eye." Thus blindness or partial blindness not uncommon. 





, Author: VJafer 
i 
Disability Cuna 
SB5 I Heference: Group Data 
IIRAF Code: SB5 Card: 064 ; Category: 143 
, Name of Culture Unit: Cuna Indians 
! Location of group, society, culture: San Blas Islands and mountain I dwelling Cuna of int·erior. l •sland'.:> Indians>have._-pl.arita:tions on 
1 mainlana.: obtain fresh water; cut cooking wood; shoot game; bury 
I 
dead. Mountain and Island Indi~s appear to have same cus~oms anc 
beliefs. 
I
, 'Tryimpee li'rame: ( 16$0-81) 1934 
of Society: 
I Hunting, gathering fv'leans of subsistence: Fishing, ~horticulture 
\ Means of subsistence (disabled): 
I 
Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: Albinos form 
'' ..• 2 to 10 per cent of the population." Albinos do not see· well i n 
sun and are -considered weak wvhen compared to other Cuna; not fit for 
1hunting or other laborious exercise." 
1 Special Attention to Disabled: . 
I! Positive: Interaction between albinos (white) and other Cuna. 
Ablino girls allowed to marry. 
Infanticide/senilcide: Disabled (albino) infants only in earl~ times 
unless mother could hide infant for !1some days;" (Mtn. Indians) 
Negative: Infanticide. Brown Cuna did not respect white In-
dians as much as other Brown Indians, 11looking on them as somewhat 
monstrous." 
White male adults not allowed to marry. Albino males and female ~ 
not allowed to marry. "Albino girls maymarry but not at all admired. " 
Other: Wafer was a doctor who accompanied a Pirate, Dampier, 
in 1699. (Nordenskold: 41$) 






I HRAF Code: SB5 Card: 148; Category: 847 
!Name of Culture Unit: Cuna Indians 
1
1 
Location of group, society, culture: San Blas Islands off Panama 
Coast and interior mountains. 
. . 
~~ Time Frame : (no date) 1909--quotes early source [Lss: this section 
taken from Valdes Ramon, Geographia del istmo de Panama." 
Type of Society: 
I Means of subsistence: -- ~~~J~i~l~w;; fishing, hunting. 
Number und type of disabled persons mentioned: -- deformed infant, 
and illegitimate children. · 
Special Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: Infanticide. "'Children are buried alive or drowned 
if illegitimate; also those born deformed. ~~ (according to some 
writers)*" 
Other;· 
, Author: Nordenskiold Uiso.bility 
South Ameri ca 
Cuna 
I 
!Reference: pp. 417-421 Group Data 
SB 5 
llJn,w Code: SB5 Card: c?'"N,go{f8:, !B: H~,162, 847, 826 , 
! Name of Culture Unit: Cuna Indians, but not all of them; 
I Location of group, society, culture: San Blas Islands and mountain 
I interior; albinoes not · along Rio Caimanes, East of Gulf of Uraba, or among Choco Indians." (p. 420) 
I 
Time Frame: (1927) 193S; author cites historial data 
Type of Society: horticulture Fishing and~ and hunting. 
i 




Number and type of disabled persons mentioned: Qubtes Wafer, doctu 
who a ccompanied Dampier (a . pirate) in 1699. "estimated about one whi 
Indian to every ordinary Indian." (J?.41S) *Other defective§ ~eldom 
seen: 1 blind man, 2 deaf mutes; 4 1diots. (Nordenskiold:480) 
Special Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: Part of society and interacted with community if they 
survived infancy. 
In times 
Negative: !Early/infanticide of albino or deformed infants. 
( Nordenskiold:4~S) 
lbinoes not allowed to marry (Nordenskiold: 420) 
Explanation of Albinism: "The Cunas imagine a certain connection be-
tween the sun, the moon, and the white Indians ••• Wafer said (that) 
Chief Lacenta s aid that "an Indian woman would bear a white chilEi if 
if s~e hlooked at moon while pregnant. 
t er; Nordenskiold stated that many more albino children may 
have been killed than noted because "to some extent among the Cunas 
they are regarded as · children of evil spirits." (420~ 









HRAF Code: SB5 Card: 148 Category: 847,,826,-~16, 143, 
Name of Culture Unit: Cuna Indians 
Location of group_, soc;iety 1 cuiture: San Blas Islands and mountain dwelling Cuna of lnterlor. 
'rime Frame: (1940) 1950 . 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: ~; fishing, 
and hunting. 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: Albinos, significant per-
centage of population. 
r~1e ans of subsistence of disabled: Albinos not able to perform hard 
labor but "at night are able fishermen." (card 065:143) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: "At inter-island conference .•• albino councilmen frequentl~ 
~ntered disc-q.s_sion and enjoyed same confidence as other Indian spoksmer ~category 82b J; "albino accorded special place in tribal titual life; oc 
cupy high place in many councils; some becoming chiefs or even Neles;" 
(categories: 116,143); albinos thought tohave special place in heaven 
~d are specigl charges of God; brovm Indians need to associate with a. blnos on earth to have same home ln heaven.* 
Negative: Infanticide still practiced, but less prevalent than in 
seventeenth century and may be due to Christian influences. 
Albinos not considered good workers; they suffer marriage restrictio, 
I 
General [nfanticide/Senilcide: Illegitimate children. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): . Practiced in past; less 
prevelant in 20th century. 
*Special status in heaven counteracts the effect that albinos are not 
good workers and do not marry. . 
Comments: "There are medicines for preventing or producing albino 
birthe"from Shamans. 
ther *albino children not given as hard tasks as brovm children in 
family , but they are "considered to be of superior intelligence." 




HRAF Code: SC7 Card: 050 Category: 758 
Name o£ Culture Unit: Cagaba , Kogi 
Location of group, society, culture: 




Time Frame: ( 1891-1895 ) . 1903-Brette ): Bolender : ( 1914- 1915 ) 1925 
Type o£ Society: Means of Subsistence: hunting and gathering 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not meriti'oned 
Types : aged infirm/si ck 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General :I:nf'anticide/Sen1lcide: In the past the aged infirm were put 
to death . 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): (Brettes : "at t he present 
time XhK infirm old people are treated with indifferen ce , as are all 
sick people , They a.re not put to de ath any more ."( 330 contd) 
(Boldender) '~tirying sick or old people ali ve is not regarded as a cr: 
nor is suicide . " (114 contd) · . 
Bolen der : "Buryt ng stcl.< or 9l,.d people/~live is not regarded as a crlmc 
nor lS sulclde."\/114 cont ) 
omments: 
ther 
·Author: 1 : Reichell'- Do1matofl' uisability 
Reference: Group Data 
HRAF Code: SC7 Card: 88~ Category: 847 , 153 





Location of group, society, culture: South America 
Time Frame: ( 19~. 6-49) 1949-1950 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting and gathering 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: No numbers cited 
Types; aged infirm or sic~< and infants (v1ell or not) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: inf2nticide/senilicide practiced 
General Infanticide/Sen'ilcide: Yes 
Infanticide/senilicide. (disabled only): Yes , protJ ably (not speci f-
ically stated) (267-268) (145) 
"Infanticide is emphatically prohibited, but it occurs at times in a 
disguised f.arm when a mother 'sticks' a baby while it is sleepin~." 
"The rule a ccording to which babies ought to sleep apart from the~r 
mothers seems rather to be to protect children a~ainst this form of* 
omments: (1) "I ~ever en countered madmen or id~ots in Arthouaque 
territory.• (1349 cont ' d ) 




·Author: La Barre, Weston 
Refer ence: "The Aymara 
Indians of the Lake Titaca 
HRAF Code: SF5 Card: 
Disability 
Group Data 
Pla te au, Boli vi at'~ 
Category: 
Na.me o£ Culture Unit: Aymara Indians 
South America 
S£5 . 
in: "f,1emoirs" American Ar 
thropological Assn . 
Location o£ group, society 1 culture: DepaJmentor ( ~:r ~'states") o:f . La Paz, urur~ and Cocha bamba, centered about LaKe 11t1ca , on BollVl@ 
T. F . a ltoplano . ~me r ame. November l937 .... 1•1ay 1936 . . · 
Hort1cultural1sts ; 
Type o£ Society: Means o£ Subsistence: Bulk of food , vegetable stuf . 
mainstay is potato r &ther th~n corn i Animal husbandry and ~gr~culture 
N b d/ T 1' 1sn1pg~ ill db un t1ng__, means of subsistence· .. \ 70; um e r an or ype o u~sa ea persons: 
1 900 census shmved : 15 blind persons per thousand population, 14 . 1 l 
8 insane, 6 . 5 one-armed , 11 . 8 mute, 10 . 1- de a f, 3 . 1 deaf-mute , 11.4 on e-
eyed, 5.8 with the loss of the use of a member, and 14.2 with othBr in-
firmities a re traumati c and indica tive of the physically violent life 
which ~he Aym9-ra lead1· oth~r .. . inf irmiti$S or:i.~.:r ir:1 ated in dise~s~s . "(Q-6 , S 'llhin~smtteol.leos y;t' .IJ.::> an..lf Ydmen;t1oned 1n agd t1on to thos.e belmv;_ pe~~a~ A en~~on o u~sao e : Tne Aymara na a number o l' cures vhey 
have developed ; medicine , meteorology , other factors involved . 
Positive: The Aymara ~re ~on cerned about their he a.l th; have a highl . 
medical vocabulary with names for the blind, deaf , mute, l ame , one-eye~ 
one-armed , armless or handless ,· ha relipped ( 1vhi ch is very common), hunc 
ba cked , dwarfs , and hands or feet with too many digits, which indicate~ 
that the Aymara knm·1 something about their bodies . ( 46) 
Aymara try tolcure individual according to their ovm beliefs,knowledge 
Negative: Aymar as believe in wi tchra ft ; believe tha t dise a se is cau. · 
by "evil ma china tions."(2l4) Severa l methods of divination used to ric 
persons of evil spirits . (220) 
I n early times the Aymar ?- 'may h ave s a crificed children "in o1'der to t .. 
omens in the time of \·mr . "(.173) 
*induced 
General In:fanticide/Sen'ilcide: Yes, twins, especially if male and 
female , are allovmd to die bec ::tuse they brin~ "bad luck on house . ''( 120) 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Abortion is mentioned but . 
inf<:m ti cide ; however , the Aymara have a n ame for "Any unusual or monstr, 




Forbes , an earlier anthropologist , is cited by the author s aying tha t t 
infants who are not strong do not survive because their life is so h a r s : 
t hus only the sturdy survivors a re left . (126) · 
omments: 
"When children or babies have white hair (?albinism) the Aymara say it 
"beloved of the Lord . " ( 123) 
Practice of trephining ma y have been used as a cure for epilepsy as wel 
~s mi~raine head~ Ghes . . 1he A'YTnaras use 'r)Nympll;:,_e;:,_ dlbet " (a plcm t) to cure . epilepsy and hysteri c:. 
ther (13 ~ 
Aymar a probably do :tn1X practice ~.;en'il . i c-L <;.e ; "respect old age considerc.b 
and the oldest mt..m is often consulted , feared and obeved . " but, "It is 
knovm that the Indians ..• occas iona lly put an end t o the suf C'erings of t' 
relati v·e s, when about to die , by s trnngling them with a ro pe , under t '1c 
impressi·on that by doins so they ccm prevent the ?i10st of the dece as ed ~ 
turning to this world to haunt and trouble them . "\.135) 
At the t ime of the s tu¢y there was still a lot of sma llpox, scarlet 
feve r an d "i~ r.rre atly .(eared by the :r;ndians since,. in addition to th e: 
6re;;:t mortall t~r r <Jte , 1 t c..lso often 1.eaves , t hem blind, vii th twisted 1:.. 
and otherwise inc L"~?·:-~ ci tated . " ( 48 ) 





HRAF Code: SF5 Card: 066 Category: 847 




Location of group, society, culture: Bolivian and Peruvian Altoplanc 
around Lake Ti taca 
Time Frame: (1940-1942 ). 1946 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence·. HQrtic~~tur?li sts,. ~  hun~1ng , gathe1 ing, fi·shing , 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not ci ted . Types : deformed infants 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: 
Negative: 
General !nfanticide/Senilcide: Probabl y , someti mes . 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): Deformed babies , yes . 
"Infanti cide is not approved , bu t de f ormed babies are allowed t o die ' (548) ' . 
" •.. the high · ~n ci d:n ce. of child mortality serves effecti vely t o 
prevent the del1bera ~ e murder of unwan ted chi l dren f rom be coming public knowledge . " ( 
omments: 
Explanati on for di sability : 
ther 11If t he mother vi sits cemeteries , parti cularl y ancient burials , 
or handles human bon es , the child will be deformed ." (548) 




HRAF Code: SF5 Card: 051 Category: 732 
Name of Culture Unit: Aym ara 
Location of group, society, cuiture: 





Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: agriculture , hunting, gather ing , f ishing , 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: numbers not cited . 
Types: defective children 
aged infirm 
seriously ill (the s ame yardstick for treatment could be 
applied to persons ·who are disabled and dependent) 




Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): "They kill their de f ective 
children , and , as a philanthropi cal act, those who are sick with pro-
lon rred illnesses and the old vvho are fat ally ill are buried alive so 
that they may not suffer" so much .'( l )( 318 cant) 
omments: 
t her 
·Au thor: 12: Hae chler c:md 
Buechler 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: SF5 Card: 




Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: 




Number and/or Type o£ disabled persons: Numbers not cited. 
deformed infants 
Spex:ial Attention to Disabl~d.: 
Positive: "Ambivalent attitudes mark the birth of deformed infants 
as well (as those of t\·.J'ins) • . The following deformations were related 
to us: children with six toes· or fingers (pulu pulu), webbed fingers 
(karachi) , birth marks, children born with eyes open, deformed legs. 
and arms, club feet . These children are said to be "beloved of God. 11 
That is perha.~s the reason why they are asked to intercede at the aton 
ment ce:r:emony of the t\'lins. 11 1,. L'iega'tJ.ve: 
General In:fanticide/Sen1lcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: 
ther 
·Au thor :~rlouronde 1 C~rreon 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: SF5 Card: 




Location of group, society, culture: 
Time Frame: 
Type of Society: Means o£ Subsistence: 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 
Types: imperfections, malformations 




Positive: ''The Aymara .•• fatalistic accept sickness and pain with 
great modesty try to concea·l their imperfections, malformations. • . 
but never are n cause of ridicule or jokes on the part of others." 
Negative: 
General Xnfanticide/Sen'ilcide: 
Infanticide/senilicide (.disabled only): 
omments: 
ther 
. AU thor: Fh3lm#g1£l~ef4?an 
Reference: Nomads of the 
Longbow 
HRAF Code: SF2l Card: 





Location of group 1 society, culture: E. Bolivia 




Time Frame: July 15, 194~ to March 1942, excepting occasional returns 
to the outside world for medical care or "refreshing author's mental 
Type of .society: Means ~f Subsistence: Hunters and gatherers stat ' 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 
l) lation had club feet.(9) 
2) deformed infants 
3) a cripple, Ekwataia (260) 
4) aged infirm {225) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
some cultivation 
Number - about 15% of popu-
Positive: "Even clubfooted children and other deformed infants are 
shown no lack of partiality ih this respect." ( 202) (fondling infants) 
Negative: 'When a person becomes too ill or infirm to follow the for-
tunes of the band, he is a.bandoned to shift for himself.) ( 225) 
General :Z:nfanticide/Sen1lcide: " ... other offenses against life, 
abortion, infanticide seem to be unknown." 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
omments: Explanations of disability: "Anteater causes clubfootedness" 
if eaten by any except the old. (206) Porcupine also believed to cause 
clubfootedness.(213) 
Evil spirits, abacikwaia "enter the mouth or nose when a person is sleep 
(especially when he is snoring) and settle in the regions where the pain 








· He.ference: SI·IIJ 
HRAF Code: SM3 Card: 008 Category: 595-694 
Name of Culture Unit: Caingang of the States of Sao Paulo, Santa Cat arina , Rio Grande do Sul, l'i!:Lsiones, Argentina. 
Location of group, society, culture: See ?bove. 
Time I~'rame: (1932-34) 1946 (Metraux: 
Horticulturalists Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Formerly~; now 
Botocudo or Awoeikoma subsist by hunting/gathering; others agricultura _ 
Number and/or Type of disabled persons: 
No number or type given, but Metraux stated that "Although no 
we apons but cudgels are used, blows are so lustily administered 
that many are seriously wounded or killed.'' ( 467) 
(This would lead one to believe that there are disabled present) 




Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
ther 




SM.3 I Hcfer~ncc: 
HRAF Code: Sl'{l3 Card: 010 Category: aSS 
Name of Culture Unit: Caingang-Aweikoma 
Location of group, society, culture: State of Santa Catarina, Brazil 
rrime Frame: ( 19.32-.34) 194-1 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Nomads/hunters and gatherers 
Number und/or Type of disabled persons: No number given;aged infirm 
noted. " .•. Kaingang were handicapped by those who too old to move 
about easily •.• carried them on their backs both men and women when 
they could not walk or walked too slm'fly ••• Few of Kaingang lived to 
a ripe old age ..• but when they did they were cherished to the last. 11 
(2) man with only one arm mentioned. 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
Positive: Carried aged infirm on backs when the elderly were unable 
to \·TaL"k or to walk fast eriough. 
Allowed man with one arm to become a Quati (a type of Shaman) 
Negative: In extreme instances the Caingang probably left the 
aged infirm behind when they moved on. (116) 
General J:nfanticide/Senilcide.: Probably practiced both in extreme 
situations; but no mention oi' infanticide. 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): 
Explanations for Disability: Loss of arm attributed to his "refusa: 







·Author : Ch.1gnon visability 
Re f erence: Yanom.1mo, The Group Data 
_Fi_erc_~_Eeop_~~-
HRAF Code: SQl6 Card: Category: 




Location of group, society, culture: Southern Venezuela and adjacent 
portions of northern Brazil · 
Time Frame: 1964, later field trip 1975 
Type of Society: Means of Subsistence: Hunting, gathering , fishing, 
cul ti vat ion of go.rdens slash/bum agriculture r f . . , , · I 
I . 1 l man · 3 0 yr s · , l l e "" ( 2 0 ) Number and or Type of d~sabled persons: Numbers and types no~ c1ted. 
However , society is so violent that there must be injured/disabled 
persons , if ftwm no other cause • 
" .t~nother man chopped his wife on the arm \•li th a machete ; the mission-
aries in that village feared that the woman \•J'Ould lose the use of he1 
lrl~th b!gg~s~4.9~me of the tendons to her fingers \'lere severed . "( 83) 
Spe~ial Attention to Disabled: 
loss of limb (20)(30 years oid) 
Positive: '~hen sickaass ~s deemed to be the result of soul loss, t 
people who are closely related to the sick person hunt for his noreshi. 
(The Yanomamo are trying to help the disabled person in their way . ) 
Negative: 
General Infanticide/Sen1lcide: Yes , especially female infanticide . 
(74) "A child is killed at birth, irrespective of its sex , if the mothc 
Infanticide/senilicide (disabled only): already has a nursing ba·o. 
(74) (75) 
Little mention i;s made of . age ; "A woman gains a measure of respect "v; 
she becomes old . By then she has adult children \•Tho care for her and 
treat her kindly. (83) 
Senili cide (?) 
omments: 
"The Y.:momomo do not employ medicines made from plants or animals . • • 
they rely exclusively on the cures that the ~habori effect , fighting 
supernatural ills vli th supernatural medicine . ''132} · 
Dut"2Tvw oercent of all c.dult de<itths are due (to snake b:L. t~; 54 percent due to malaria , and other epidem1c disec.ses Chagnon l9b6J and 24 percc 
ther of adult males die in we?.rfare . "(20n) 
(Some of the persons 1·1ho have diseases or are injured are left vli th pe l 
maen t disabil ties) What lw.ppens to them? 
Loss of limb : Limb lost from snakebite when about 15 yrs. old and "w 
spend the rest of his life hopping on one leg , a form of locomotion h 
has mastered so thoroughly the he almost manages to keep up with the 
group when they visit other villages . " (20) 
Author: Embree, John I. 
J apanese Village ~ 
Hefcrence: Suy~_)'-'Iura 
HHAF . Code: Card: 
Disability 
Datu on Individual 
Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Village of Suye Iv1ura 
Asi a 
Japan 
AB . ( J '· • i · . . 
1\yushu IsL:nd 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: Suye Mura Village, Kuma County , 
Japan. 
Time Frame: c. 1940's 
Individual: Name or description: Blind Kitoshi in Suye,"most 
popular and influential one." He tended the Tendai temple in Oade. 
Type of Disability: Blind 
Age Disability Acquired : Not knovm. 
Status and Hole; The blind :i\ i toshi belonged to the Tendai sect, 
which combined Shinto and Buddh1st elements; he was a priest. 
Position in Family: Father 
Dependent: 
Independent: "The blind priest is so busy at his business that he 
follows no other occupation." Other priests served as farmers, etc 
(190) 
Infanticide/Senilcide-General- practically none. (134) 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): Evidently not. 
Comments: Embree refers to custom where the temple in which the bli 
Kitoshi served was one of ten from an originnl sixteen and was said t 
be 300 years old. "Formerly these t:emples had blind priests, but mo r 
recently seeing prieats had come in."(l89) This infers that the;;:e m.::: 
have been more blind persons in the past. 
Other: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ I 
Author: Embree , John F. 
Disability 
Reference: c.!_a_p~nese rrr Datu on Individual VliTage Suye J1ura 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Village of Suye Mura 
Asi a 
JiJ.pan /. 
7 I ' ·• I · 
AB 
Kyushu Isl:.. 
(\ ,. •. 
Location of Group 1 Society 1 Culture: Suye Mura Village, Kuma County, 
Japan. 
Time Frame: c. 1940;~s 
Individual: Name or description: "One deaf and dumb woman .•• "(l? 
Type of Disability: Deaf and dumb 
Age Disability Acquired: Not known; probably at birth. 
Status and H.ole; Widow and housekeeper. 
Position in Family: Widow two times (she had two successive husbam 
Dependent: 
Independent: 11 • ·• • runs her household remarkably well. " ( 129) 
"Attends all buraka functions, and talks to her friends by means of 
graphi c signs. She even dances at the ~rinking parties. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): Not practiced. (134) 
Comments: 
Other: 
Author : Embree, John F . 
Disability 
Reference: Japanese VillagEDatu on Individual 
Suye Mura 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 




( J ; ... i .. . 
!~ yushu Island 
Locution of Group, Society, Culture: Suye Mura Village, Kuma County 
Japan. 
Time Frame: c. 1940's 
Individual: Name or description: "A feebleminded boy more handicapp 
by blinCfuess than a weak mind." (129) 
Type of Disability: blind (the author leaves some doubt as to the 
extent of the boy's feeblemindedness. 
Age Disability Acquired: 
Status and Role; son in household and permanent nursemaid 
Position in Family: son 
not .totally 
Dependent: Probably/dependent on family, but able to take care of 
babies or children. 
Independent: Independent to the extent that he could be useful 
to the household. 






Wiser and VViser 
Disability 
Datu on Individual 
HRAF Code: AVJ19 Card: 010 Category: 732 
Name of Culture Unit: Village of Karimpur 
Asia AW.i9 
India 
Uttar Prap.~sl;li :, , 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: United Provinces 
Time Frame: (c. 1925-1930) 1930 
Individual: Name or description: "Shanti," living ·living just aero ~ 
the road from our camp, in the outcase section of the village." (120 ~ 
Type of Disability: blind from-smallpox 
Age Disability Acquired : Sometime during childhood. 
Status and Role; Daughter, attends Missionary School; engaged to 
man V·lho turned out to be a thief 




Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): no mention 
Comments: The missionaries made arrangements for Shanti to attend 
' school for the blind, but her parents would not let her go, first ge-
"Her mother will cry if she has to p·art vli th her," and secondly, be-
cause parents feared that they V"TOuld lose opportunity to marry Shanti 
if she was away at school. 
Other: 
Au thor: Griaule, I·ilarcel 
Reference: Conversations 
vri. th Ogotenunne. 
HRAF Code: FA16 Card: 
Disability 






,Name of Culture Unit: Dogon Country, Lower Ogol, ~vest Africa 
I 
Location of group, society, culture: same as above 
'l'ime Frame: 1946 
'Individual: Ogotenun@le 
"' i Name or Description: Ogotenunele, "a venerable individual ••• This 
,mc.n, a hunter vlho had lost his sight by an accident, was able, as a re-
: ~ult of his infirmi~y~.to devote lon~ aqd*careful study to these things \. \cosmogonyb.a m~t~puy~lc ana a reil6Xon;. ' Type o1' lSablllty: l Blind adult 
Age Disability Required: As an adult, he became.totally blind, but 
;he had lost the sight in one eye in childhood from smallpox. (15) Hav-
:ing only one eye had not prevented him from being an expert hunter. 
i· I 
Status and r~ole: Dogon elder. 
Position in l1'amily: ~ Father of 21 children. 
Dependent: Probably for food. but he had a family and they pro-
bably took care of his needs. 
Independent: Intellectually and probably economically 
/'\ Means of Subsistence: Ogotemmele did not have to work like or-
dinary men because he . occuppied such a high status in his com-
munity and country. 
*Endowed with exceptional intelligence, a physical capacity which 
was still apparent despite his affliction,~d a wisdom, the fame 
fame of which has spread throughout his coVtry. (2) 
i' "His skill as a hunter was the fruit of his profound knowledge of 
.! nature, of ~imals, of men and of gods. After his accident he ) tratR~ ~iitts~~{I5 ) .. he had become one of the most powerful min 
! Other: Ogotemmeli's gun had exploded in his face, but he told Griaule 
:\ that although losing his sight was an "a ccident," "But it was also a i last warning. I knev-1 by divination that I was to give up hunting if I 
( wanted to protect my children. Hunting is a work of death, and it 
~ attracts death. I have had twenty-one children, and now only five are 
left."(l4) 
13: 
Au thor ;/Evans-Pritchard 
ltefcrence: 
Dis.ubili ty 
Datu on Individual 
HRAF Code: F07 Card: Category: 736 
Name of Culture Unit: Azande 
Location of Group 1 Society 1 Culture: . - 1 . .. J 
Time Frame: (1926-29) 1933 
Individual: Namt3 or description: Bitarangba 
Type of Disability: Hands and gemi tals cut off. 




Status and Hole: 
of the neighborhood. 
Blood brother ~1fth 11 t·vm or three influential men 
II . 
Position in Family: 11He was not on good terms with his relatives. 11 
Dependent: Yes, but not completely. 11 He lived with one of his blo 
brothers, whose food he ate and whose household he assisted by making 
nets and by snaring guinea-fov.l1. Besides this man v1hose home he 
shq.red-1-- Bitarangha .had exchanged blooe with several other neighbours* 
.~.nael-'enaent.: 
*and was ·arways a welcome guest at their meals. Being physically help 
less he made a point of contracting alliances of blood ~th 2-3 influ-
ential men .•. who were able to assist him through their influence at 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): court andtheir authority in 
the locality. 11 
Comments: 
Other: 
Author: 20: Czel\:anowski 
Di$ability 
Reference; Data on Individual 
HRAF Code: F07 Card: Category: 752 
Name of Culture Unit: Azande 
Africa 
Az.al;lrlf? : . ' 
1 r · ·•, · 
F07 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: "in Faradje , (author photograph 
Babandara) 
Time Frame: (1907-08) 1924 
Individual: Name or description: Babandara, (son of Delaw) who had 
tp atone bitterly for seducing a wife of Sanango's. 
Type of Disability: Mu~ilated . "The unfortunate man was mutilate ( 
by Sanango, (son of Ngerria) vlho lives along the Gada, a tributary of 
the Duru . He had lost his genitals and both hands. His testicles haL. 
been cut off, as \'/ell as his penis, and only a rm'l scar was left." 
Age Disability Acquired: A d lt 
s an a u • 
Status and Role; 
Position in Family: 
Dependent: 
Independent: 





2 cl1ildr e 
Au thor: Crowley, ·Daniel J. 
Disability 
Reference: . in: d'~z ~vedo, Data on Individual Warren. Tne Trad1.t1.onal 
Artist in Afri can Societies; 
letter from Crovlley, 6-19-84 
HRAF Code: Card: Category: 
Africa 
.Chokwe·. 
( } ' I I 
FP4 
Katanga Chokwe 
Name of Culture Unit: Village of Chokolatwe probably in Alto Zambezc 
Province; later Zaire and Congo. 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: see above 
Time Frame: 
Individual: Name or description: "K,;.wina Limema, he was a younger 
b!Ootizei 01 sidekick of Sanjolombo (artist) •••• "He lived in Sanjo-
lombo's village ••• "(letter) 
Type of Disability: "H~ walked with both knees slightly bent and 
legs stiff, possibly from an injury."(letter) 
Age Disability Acquired: ? 
Status and Hole; Kawina Li:w:ema ••• was in every way a full member 
of the community. A carver under tutelage of S<m jolombo 
Position in Family: Kawina Liwema lived in Sanjolombo's village , 
since villages are family affairs in Zaire, and he carvedt helped S& jolombo in the fields. · •• "(letter) 
Dependent: no 
Independent: yes; "· •. even though he couldn't do stoop labor 
or hard harvesting. Remember \-;omen do the planting and weeriline; 
and most harvesting there ••• ~'In··;that line, 'Li\-;ema was able to do 
almos-t --everything needed." (letter) 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
Other: 
,/ Au Llwr·: Evans, I'ileryle Dioubility 
Hefcrence: New York Times Data on Individual 
S-15-84 
FVl- Botswana 
HRAF Code lXlS-I·IIatt?ard: Category: 
N arne of Culture Unit: Maun, Botswana 
Afri ca 
Botswan ~ 
( ) ; I I. 
FVl 
Maun ( FXl 
Location of Group, Doc~ety, Culture: Maun, Botswana , Safari lodge: 
San~t a-wani on the Okovanggo River in the middle o~tti£~th Central 
Afr1can Country. 
Time Frame: 1984 
\' 
Individual: Name or description: Witness~ a native of the area, who 
is a blind gardner for the safari lodge 
Type of Disability: Blind 
Age Disability Acquired: Born with. 
Status and Role; Gardner 
Position in Family: not known 
Dependent: 
Independent: works as gardner. ''Walking barefoot, \'li tness counts 
the numiDer of steps between the rows of cucumbers, eggplants, cabbage 
and beans he has planted. He can point out each variety, and by gent 
touching bhe tops of the plants he knows when to pull up carrots and 
onions. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
Other: 
/ Au tlwr: Evans, Meryle Disability 
Heference: New York Times Datu on Individual 
S-15-84 
FVl-Botswana 
HRAF Code lXlB-I·,Iattrar.d: Category: 
N arne of Culture Unit: Maun, Botswana 
Africa 
Botswana I J • • i . . 
FVl 
Maun (FXl 
Location of Group, Soc~ety, Culture: Maun, Botswana, Safari lodge: 
San~ta-wani on the Okovanggo River in the middle oftti£~th Central 
Afr1.can Country. 
Time Frame: 1984 
,. 
Individual: Name or description: Witness; a native of the area, who 
is a blind gardner for the safari lodge 
Type of Disability: Blind 
Age Disability Acquired: Born with. 
Status and Role; Gardner 
Position in Family: not known 
Dependent: 
Independent: works as gardner. '"'vl alking barefoot, Witness counts 
the nuin:lDer of steps betv;een the rows of cucumbers, eggplants, cabbage ·. 
and beans he has planted. rie can point out each variety, and by gent: 
touching the tops of the plants he knows when to pull up carrots and 
onions. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
Other: 
/ J\ut.lwr: Evans, r.ieryle Dioubility 
Hefcrenc;e: New York Times Data on Individual 
8-15-84 
FVl-Botswana 
HRAF Code tXl8- f'ila't?ard: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Maun, Botswana 
Africa 
Botswana 
I) ' I I ' ' 
FVl 
Maun (FXL 
Location of Group, 0oc~ety, Culture: Maun, Botswana, Safari lodge: 
San~ta-wani on the Okovanggo River in the middle . o~th£Mth Central 
Afrlcan Country. 
Time Frame: 1984 
\' 
Individual: Name or description: Witness~ a native of the area, who 
is a blind gardner for the safari lodge 
Type of Disability: Blind 
Age Disability Acquired: Born with. 
Status and Hole; Gardner 
Position in Family: not known 
Dependent: 
Independent: works as gardner. "VI alking barefoot, Witness counts 
the nuin:t>er of steps betv.reen the rows of cucumbers, eggplants, cabb age , 
and beans he has planted. He can point out each variety, and by gent. 
touching bhe tops of the plants he knows when to pull up carrots and 
onions. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
Other: 
THE NEW YORIC 'l'IMES, WBDNESDAY, AUGUST 
r ~ '3 ·-
L Botswana~,:'·Recipes From Rochester. 
B~ MERYLE EVANS 
· · MAUN, Botswana 
ACH evening at 8 a rhythmic drum roll ·. 
summons guests to dilmer at San-ta-wani, 
a small safari lodge on the Okovanggo 
River in the middle of this south-central 
an country. As the drums beat the candles arc 
·d in the boma, a round, roofless enclosure 
uf tightly woven reeds, high enough to dis-
Je an inquisitive giraffe from peering over at 
micfrcle of tables arranged aroW1d a crack-
Ire. 
en the diners have taken their scats under a · 
·Y of brilliant stars, two waitresses of the · 
.vana tribe from a nearby village serve bowls 
·aming mushroom soup and pass thick slices 
,grant freshly baked white and whole-wheat 
I. At a sideboard across the boma, Bruce 
) !' carves n succulent roast leg of lamb and 
"Come on up and bring your napkins- the 
. . ue hot!" There is mint sauce and gravy, an 
.ment of fresh vegetables - braised yams, 
.. \Jakcd stuffed summer squash- and tossed · 
. with crisp lettuce and ripe tomatoes . 
. l.! r culinary surprises await guests at this de-
Jl outpost in the wilderness, but the biggest 
•.se of all is the cook: a young American from 
)Stcr. How did Nanette Ebersol, a soft-spoken 
y-psychology major at the University of 
ster come to San-ta-wani? And how did she 
1 o cope with such problems as marauding · 1 
.:ys and temperamental gas generato~? · l ·Z•••(·'''"""'·': 
Corps training is the answer. 
ver since high school," the 25-ycar-old Miss 
;o! explained, "I had wanted to join the corps, ! · 
·pplied and was accepted during my senior · 
1t college.'' Assigned to a school in the mining · 
Jf Lobatsi, Botswana, she taught mathemat- . 
,d science to 55 students aged 12 to 23. Virtu- · ~ ....... -..-. .... .-.....-.-...... ...., .............. 
u scientific equipment was available, only a· .,,Nanette Ebersol is caterer-housekeeper at a.n African g·ame lodge. 
l!O!}rd, so she made do with ingenuity and . 
:nee and was awarded a coveted commenda- ' , · 
·~~~cember 1983, at the end· of the two-year .'; ··~'II!J1W£~fl\1{~1llfilfgtf&ii\~fill1a\i%II~l\J 
ing a Cl;lristmas vacation, when Miss Eber • . , .. 
1arents, two sisters <i;nd brother came for a . :. . . • , .· · • 
lhe family spent a week in Botswana's vast, ' •' Culinary surprises 
·led wpdlife reserves l Their photographic sa- ·; . 
tas arranged by Gametrafi:kers International, : · 
;ortium of local compiuties and the Botswana . • ·d d • n 
nment, which operates four camps in remote ''prepare eep I 
. Miss Ebersol loved the atmosphere at the , 
;, so, after completing her stint in the Peace A£ • · b £ 
, she applied to Gametrackers for a job and . rica y a ormer 
ffere~nhat of caterer·housekeeper at San-ta- ' 
''I had never had the least interest in cook- ., \'' c • d 
sne ,acknowledges, "but I came from a :t-. ~Peace orps ai e ~- of excellent cooks." Soon letters were flying . \ • . · • , . , , 
<illd forth between Botswana and Rochester :, •,;. • ,. 1 ': 
equests for favorite recipes and re~lies from · ~\tj[ijjl][iliiliijiiiiiB 
·other, Rita Ebersol. 
re was also on-the-spot assistance from Wit-
.l native of the area, who, though blind since 
tends a flourishing vegetable garden behind 
Lchen. Walking barefoot, Witness coW1ts the 
·J r of steps between the rows of cucumbers, 
1nts, cabbages and beans he has planted. He 
1int out each variety, and by gently touching 
,JS of the plants he knows when to pull up car-
nd onions. His garden, protected by a strong 
from the hippopotamuses that lumber 
h San-ta-wani at night, supplies all the· 
GamEjtracker camps with fresh produce. 
Like other perishables, including egg'> and the 
Stilton, Camembert and cheddar scrvea for ties- , 
sert at lunch, the vegetables are transported (when 
there is space) in the single-engine Cessna that 
·, flies guests to the camps. Haphazard airborne 
deliveries are a minor inconvenience for Miss 
Ebersol. The havoc wrought by hungry hyenas is 
more of an annoyru1ce. Each dawn she chcck.s to 
see if the uight prowlers have attacked the garb a~ 
cans or chewed up the upholstery in the lowtgt 
Then the stove is lighted for wake-up tea and cuffl' 
sent to the cottages at 7. 
Half an hour later a dozen guests and staff met . 
bers with huge uppetitcs plow through a break fa~ 
of papaya, cold cereul and hot porridge, cowtLJ 
sausage, thick slices of bacon, scrambled cgu 
and, perhaps, com fritters or broiled tomatou, 
Then everyone is off for the morning game drive, 
bouncing around the bush in Land-Rovers or pat 
dling canoes through the winding Okovangg 
waterways, while the caterer-housekeeper stay~ 
behind to supervi!.ie the staff, plan meals and chcd 
supplies. Culinary staples are brought by true! 
from Maun, a 70-mile trip over rough dirt roads. 
Some fresh chickens arrive, and when the guest 
return at 1 P.M. there is chicltcn stew with cot . 
and peppers, shrl'<.IJcd carrot salad auJ colesla \', 
. tossed with pineapple cubes. There is also a gre.~ 
deal of animated table conversation - a Texa 
· ·drawl mixing with German and New York acct?t 
a~1d clipped New Zealand English- as the gro1• 
. dtscussns the herJs of zebra, muting lions, u 
triches and crocodiles seen lazing in the sun. 
After lw1ch everyone - even the staff - ha5 
nap. Dut by teatime Miss Ebersol has bal\etl 
batch of raisin cookies. They disappear as quic!1. 
at San-ta-wani as they would in the family kitchl 
in Huchcster. 
Author: Marshall,· Lorna 
ltefcrence: 
The !Kung of Nyae Nyae 
HRAii' Code: FXlO Card: 
Disability 
Data on Individual 
Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: !Kung of Nyae Nyae 
AFrica 
B~srrr.?i ..  , 
FXlO 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: Nyae Nyae area, Kalahari Dese 
Time Frame: c. 1976 (probably 1952-53)(187); 1961(187) 
Individual: Name or description: !Kham 
Type of Disability: !Kham crippled by a bone disease. (186) 
11Both legs v1i the red. ! Kham propelled himself by lifting himself 
by his hands, holding on .to two forked sticks taller than himself , 
and swinging his whole body forward between his sticks."(l87) 
Age Disability Acquired: 
11 as a young man" ( 186) 
Status and Role; Husband and father of four children; but they hal 
few relatives, "if not utterly unattached, was on edge of being sot" 
Position in Family: Husband and father of four children. l ~ 
Dependent: ! Kham could not hunt; his wife Be, "the smallest of t h< 
! Kun6 women. • • gathered for ! Kham and herself and their four dimin L· 
tive children ••• r~ham and Be had six children by 1961. They travelle ( 
almost constantly, and"People in the bands they v~sited gave them me 
Independent: · 
semi-independent; Be gathered roots and vegetation, b~ 
others gave the family meat. 
Infanticide--general (166 ) 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): not disabled only. 
Comments: !Kham adapted to his disabil:i.. ty and he and Be "made then 
selves useful by carrying messages and gifts from one person to an-
other and brought the news and gossip to the countryside"( 187) in ex· 
change for meat from the people they visited • . Marshall associ ates 
their "hold on a group and a place to belong," as the most "tenuous" 
of any other BuslLmen she knew. This was part~ because they were 
"larotfiess and unatta ched" and partly because o:l his disability. 
er: !Kham's marriage, despite his inability to hunt, indicates 
that the band did not prevent him from marrying. 
Au thor: Marshall~ Lorna 
Heference: 
The ! ·\ung of Nyae Nyae 
HRAF Code: FXlO Card: 
Disability 
Datu on Individual 
Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: !Kung of Nyae Nyae 
;.Irica 
.dushmen 
- (J . . . Fxi6 1 • 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: Nyae Nyae area, m~ corner, Kala-
hari Desert, 
Time Frame: 1950's to 1960's 
Individual: Name or description: LameftGao 
Type of Disability: one leg withered from bone disease. (186-187) 
"he limped with a cane. " -
Age Disability Acquired: Probably around 17 years of age. (l94,9n) 
Stat_us and Hole; . He a~hi. eved m9J1hooQ."by ~ill~n~( a httck and was 
marrled to a charmlng glr name Xama ln Kal Kal. ~94; 
Position in Family: H't,1sband. · 
Dependent: After he became crippled LameftGao 's mother N/aoka 
carried him on her back for years. (28$) 
Independent: Hunter. This had occurred by 1959. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: This account ties in with that of Elizabeth Marshall 
Thomas's, The Harmless People ( 197.). 
Other: 
Author: Marshall ~ Lorna 
Heference: 
The ! ·{ung of Nyae Nyae 
HRAF Code: FXlO Card: 
Disability 
Datu on Individual 
Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: !Kung of Nyae Nyae 
Africa 
Bushmen 
• ( ) : ., • • ,J 
FX10 1 
Location of Group 1 Society, Culture: Nyae Nyae area, M~ corner, Kala 
hari Desert, 
Time Frame: 1950's to 1960's 
Individual: Name or description: LameJGao 
Type of Disability: one leg withered from bone disease. (la6-la7) 
"he limped with a cane." · 
Age Disability Acquired: Probably around 17 years of age. (194,9n) 
Stat_us and Hole; . He a9hi. eved mgmhooc;i "by ~ill~n~( '-1 httck and was 
marr1ed to a charm1ng g1r name Xama 1n Ka1 Ka1. L94; 
Position in Family: H1,1sband. · 
Dependent: After he became crippled LameJGao 's mother N/aoka 
carried him on her back for years. (2aa) 
Independent: Hunter. This had occurred by 1959. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: This account ties in with that of Elizabeth Marshall 
Thomas's, The Harmless People ( 197.). 
Other: 
Au thor: Marshall~ Lorna 
Reference: The ! {ung of 
of Nyae Nyae 
HRAF Code: FXlO Card: 
Disubility 
Data on Individual 
Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: !liung of Nyae Nyae 
A..i'ri ca 
Bushmen 
• ( ) • J ; 'I . 
FXlO 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: Nyae Nyae area, Kal ahari Deser 
Africa 
Time Frame: Contemporary, c. ~1950's-1960's. 
Individual: Name or description: Short/Qui 
Type of Disability: Lost leg after being bitten by a puff adder; 
wears a wooden leg~. The band saved his life by sucking out the pois -
but gangrene set in and he lost his foot. The Marshall's took him t c 
Windhoek where he was operated on and given a wooden leg. (142) 
Age Disability Acquired: Adult, considered best hunter in Nyae 
Nyae area. (142) After accident, continued to hunt. 
Status and Role; Respected member of community; best hunter. 
Position in Family: Short/Qui's family took care of his needs whc 




Independent: Hunted after accident, but/last contact \vi th him, 
Short/Qui "evaded giving a direct answer to question about his huntin 
by making a joke. His wife now did the running he said."(l42, ?n) 




Author: Thomas, Elizabeth r.r . 
Disability 
Reference: Datu on Individual 
The Harmless People 
HI~AF Code: FXlO Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Nama VJarf Bushmen 
Africa 
Bushmen 
. /l . ' FX o'i , 
Location of Group, Society 1 Culture: Nama Pan, Kalahari Desert, 
N. \'/ . Corner, Africa 
Time Frame: c. 1958-1959 
Individual: Name or description: Short Kwi, the same person that 
Lorna Marshall refers to as Short/Qui. 
Type of Disability: Shqrt Kwi lost lower part of leg as a result 
of being bitten by a puff adder. His foot became gangrenous, fell of 
The band buried his foot "as if it was a person."(238) 
Age Disability Acquired: Adulthood, best hunter in band. 
Status and Hole; His status probably changed when he became crippl l 
Thomas says: "It depresses Bushmen terribly to see one of their mem-
Position in Family: bers crippled, vvhich of course, in almost 
every case means the end ·of that person's productive life ~s a suppor~ 
of the people. · 
Dependent: Short Kwi was dependent during the time his foot was 
gangrenous and fell off. 
Independent: Short Kwi became independent after being fitted with 
a peg leg that he could repair; he resumed hunting and was still con-
sidered the best hunter for a time. (See Marshall, Lorna: l42,7n) 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: Thomas points out that a disabled person becomes "a poor 
person and depends upon the enforced charity of one's near relatives 
while suffering avoidance by one's remoter kin." (246) 
Als o, Thomas that even with his peg leg Short Kwi "was still a crippl · 
and always would be. They did not relate his type of disability with 
that of the "lame boy" who had hunted successfully. (250) 
Other: The Band had hoped for a miracle to occur to heal Short 
Kvfi 's· gangrene. Their attitude linked to supernatural events. 
Author: Thomas, Elizabeth ~~1. 
Disability 
Heference: The Harmless Data on Individual 
People 
HRAF Code: FXlO Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Bushmen , Gautscha Pan 
Africa 
~u;:>hmeq . I ) ' .,, I 
FXlO 
corner 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: Gautscha Pan, N. W./Kalari Des( 
Time Frame: c. 1958-1959 
Individual: Name or description: Tu's brother, lame boy. 
Type of Disability: "crippled in one leg since childhood."(l97) 
Age Disability Acquired: childhood/"He could hobble only with aid 
of one stick."(l97) 
Status and Hole; IVIember of band and family, but "despaired of eve 
becoming a hunter or inheriting headmanship."(l97) 
Position in Family: son. 
Dependent: while growing up. 
Independent: After he shot Kudo, he had been scarified and in-
imitiated into adulthood. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
Other: 
Au thor :2: Masters , · 
Reference: 
HRAF Code: M:A ll Card: 034 
Disability 
Datu on Individual 
Category: 732 
Name of Culture Unit: Kurds in Rowanduz 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: Rowanduz 
Time Frame: c. 1950's 
Individual: Name or description: Hajji Mustafa who is considered 
slightly demented. 
Type of Disability: slightly demented/mentally ill 
Age Disability Acquired: Not known. 
/ "The worst barber in the bazaar."(329) Status and Hole; Colorful tovm figure--"The town people are fond 
of Hajji I'<Iustafa"' who a~ds colour andbnoise tho. everydft-Y life ••• " 329) 
P · t' · F· . 1 • dearly .l;.oved y the c lldren. OSl lOn ln ~ Y· H~sband and father 
Dependent: Yes. " .he and his family are tacitly supported by 
the house of Shakir Effendi \vi th 'g±fts' of food and money. " ( 329) 
Independent: To the extent that he lives outside an institution 
and moves about the tovm freely; lives with his family; and evident · 
has some say about how family resources are used. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): Evidently not; (255) 
Islamip~~f>recepts prohibit any type of birth control, abortion . 
Comments: 
Other: "A cheerful egotist 1 he ( Hajji r-Iustti.fa , • • • discovered so. 
thing in the DarwJ.sh movement wln.tch offered hi:n the socL:d st, c_~_t-,u ;; }le 
desired, havin.s been d.issatisfied with ot.ber fields of endee.vor. ~~c 329 
~ = 
Author: / Stefansson 
Disability 
Heforence: Datu on Individual 
llRAf Code:NDS Card: 072 Category: 736 
Name of Culture Unit: Copper Eskimo 
North Americ o. 
Copper E~k;i.mo .· , 
NDS I ) ( 'I 
Location of Group 1 Society 1 Culture: Coronation Gulf area of the 
Canadian Northwest 
Time Frame: (1908-1912) 1914 
Individual: Name or description:l) "Avranna 1 " about forty-five 
totally blind, Clouston Bay 
2) "a t Prince Albert village--old man--about 60) 
Type of Disability: blind 
Age Disability Acquired: as an adult (both) 
Status and Role; Husband 
Position in Family: Husband 
,~Jependent :t "a char.2:e uoon t);\ebcommuni tv."( cate.r.:orv: T~6) . h~ seems enaeriy ~areu tor y chl~aren ~a auu~~s lfi communlty. 
Independent: 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): General infanticide and 
senilicide,but practiced in situations where food is scarce ••• 
and the (disabled/aged cannot keep up with group. 
Comments: 
l) Explanation for blindness: Avranna \'las seal fishing; other men were 
distance. He killed a large seal (b'earded) without anyone seeing hi .. 
the group v1ere supposed to share large seals but not small ones; "he 
pledged his wife to secrecy"when he cut it up. But others found out 
and were angry with him and took away the skin and meat. He was 
Other· "crushed" by the "disapproval" of the people; in a year he 
began to go blind. (736) 
He attributed his blindness to his selfishness. 
2) The blindness of the other old man was attributed to selfishness 
too because 11he grudged to :tet them help themselves" when he kill 
a large ugrug. (category: 736) 
Au thor: Shuman , I·lal colm r. . 
Disability 
Reference:"Culture tind Data on Individual 
Deafness in a rJlaya Indian 
Village," in: Psychiatry, Vol. 4}, Nov. 1980. 
HRAF Code: NVlO Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: ~ Mayan Indians 
North America 
NVlO . Ll ....... Juc o. tan '· • t · 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: Nohya Village, Central Yucat~ 
peninsula, Yucatan, ~v1exico 
Time Frame: 1970's 
Individual: Name or description: Lorenzo, is the oldest and first 
eledf perSOn in village. "Alert and intelligent" (3 61) "Lorenzo, •. 
a t alented artist and cuts out tissue papaer decorations for the oc-
(360_3 6 )cas ional dances; indefatigable worker, a leader, not officeholder." 
- Type of Disability: dea~ 
Age Disability Acquired: at birth; Lorenzo's deafness, probably 
7enetic in n~ture.(360-361). 
Status and Role; Highly respected. Village proud of Lorenzo's ac-
complishments.(361) 
Position in Family: Loretl30- is r.xJltMi:: 
~. a brother and ·an uncle. There are 11 four families"in \'lhici1 
deafness occurs, "are related, each having the same surname and the 
~en~ oldest deaf person; Lorenzo, is the brother of the heao 
of two of those families, ru1d nephew of the other tvTO heads." 
Dependent: No. 
Independent: Lorehzo is not only a hard worker, but he is meticulou 
about detail and insists on performing tasks properly; he tends to do 
ineer to tell others how to do things. In addition to his artistic 
ability,-00--is a "talented weaver," and "makes baskets as well as ham 
mocks :." He also works in the fields and on communal vTOrk details. 
- t n Ji 'IT ~'-/1··- SPt.j lolfv lt.. \ ,..~ ·· ···( · · , .., ": ~~ ·! , ., ._L .t · 
J • 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: Lorenzo is not ,;T.ncluded in two major social activities; 
he has not married (although he has tried), and he has never been as!-~ 
to be a godfather; t.h;i.Jarlriis important because the "institution of co-
parenthood, compadr azgo, is an important social force in I~iaya society 
(363) "It is significant that Lorenzo has never been asked to serve 
in this capacity 7"( 364) it helps the godfather to "forge 9- +i:q.k vri. th 
other family that- may be able to help in in time ofreea. "~3o4J 
Other: Explanation for _deafness: negarding the failure of the deaf 
to marry, the author point~d out that, "People in Nohya do not know 
what causes deafness and tend to attribute it to destiny, but one su::; _ 
pects that they have a latent realization that it may be hereditary. " 
(3 61) 
Author: 2 : Barton 
Hefcrence: 
Disnbility 
Datu on Individual 
Oceu.nia 
Ifugao 
0Al9 ' () ' ·,I' , ' 
l!RAF Code: 0Al9 Card: 067 Category: 164, 627 , 732 
Name of Culture Unit: Ifugao 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: 
Time Frame: (1908-1914) 1919 
Individual: Name or description: Piklud, a fairly wealthy man of 
1\urug 
Type of Disability: "paraly~ed from the %ees down and in his loco-
motion he had to crawl on all fours. 11 ( 6~) 
Age Disability Acquired: not kno~m 
Status and Role; wealthy man 
Position in Family: 
Dependent: 
Independent: Prbbably , since he was wealthy 
I ' Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
quotes from :L.aws : 
Comments: ri~he author ~: "Cripples adn those afflicted by 
' disfigurements or disfiguring diseases are often in a desperate mood 
for the reason that life is not all precious to them. They are like l 
to be erratic and to constitute exceptions in punislli~ent of crimes an 
procedure . ~~c 69) Author ci tEls · example: Piklud loaned a neighbor 2. 
chicken and the¥ ouarrelled over rep.:1ymen t of it; bad feelj,_ng betvveen 
the tvro men. ",1. Li tile wil.ile c::..fter the quc.rrel, the neighbor met 
Other: Pi~<lud craw lin-" c::..l on;; the pa th throu;;h the villc:.ge, and 
c ~lled to him as to a doG •.. Piklud pretended not to notice and even 
feigned ami ability. He gossiped a little about the drou~ht which W.:l'' 
parching the rice fields . Finally he said , 11Let me see your spear . " 
He felt the edge with the words , ' It is pretty sharp, isn't it?' he 
thrust .it U'->WCLrd i,n to the q Llt e r ' s .:.bclomen ." ( 69 ) Author does not 
note r~klua 's punlshment, ll any. 
Author: Dubois , Cora 
Disability 
Reference: The People of Datu on Individual 
Alor, Psycholog1cal Study of an East Indian Island 
HRAF Code: OF5 Card: Category: 
Oceania 
A} or . .. : . 
Of5 1 . ·• 1 ·. 
Name of Culture Unit: Mountain people at Atimelang in the Barawahi: district. 
Location of Group, Society, Culture: "community lies above the nort 
west coast in the radjahship of Alor proper." (17) 
Time Frame: c. 1950's 
Ailpada : 
Individual: Name or description: 1 11He is about thirty-six, the midd 
of five siblings ••• He is a seer ••. He is a dreamer and an inte1 
preter of dreams .•(285 ) "He is as much of a mystic as one can expe 
to find in this society."(284) 
Type of Disability: " • . • .he is blind in one eye, is crippled and 
emaciated, and has an irritating skin disease ."(285) 
Age Disability Acquired: Probably as a young adult. (241-242) (about twenty~six) (243) 
Statu~ and Role; "He is a seer, and has some standing but little 
wealth . " \ 2 d 5 ) 
Position in F~mily: He is one of five children; his father is de~ 
but was a "prominent seer ••. The son not only follows his ,father 's v 
cation as a seer 1 but he .is constantly occupied with" father's financ 
Dependent: Rilpada is married to a woman who is ten years older th 
he and who has two daughters from a previous marriage. (285) 
Independent: He is probably independent receiving food and other 
necessities from offerings of villagers. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: 
Other: 




Oc e.:::_ni2 . 
UT9 
The Data on Individual Rennell 
by t he On l y De~.f-I:lu.t.e oa 
Sign Language Studies 
Creation of a Si gn Lan~u a3e 
c' ?olyne:~ .i ~;1. Isl2nd." in: 
HRAF Code: OT9 Card: Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Rennell Island 
() ...  ( · . 
IsL;nc}. 
Locution of Group, Society, Culture: Rennell Island, part of Britic 
Soloman Islands 
Time Frame: 1915~ 5 years; and March and July 1972 when Kuschel vis~ 
Rennell Island. 
Individual: Name or description: Kangobai the only deaf mute on 
hermell *sland in twenty-four generations of oral history. He was bo 
in 1915 - five years. "His handicap notwithstanding Kangobai is phy 
ically anf~ insofar I have been able to rletermine~ menta~ly)well deve 
ope.a... .t-' .r.s;Lca..L. Y. S\Jrong, d1J.1gent and. fiarawor.Klag ••• \.) Type o D~sao~~~ty: 
Deaf and mute. · 
Age Disability Acquired: Born with disability 
Status and Ro].e · Respected as hardworking and "skilled at whatever 
he undertakes." ( o') 
Position in Family: Son from.a high-status family on the island. 
Dependent: 
Independent: "He· often plants large gardens and frequently gives 
away food according to the Polynesian custom. He is also a skilled 
fisherman . These two skills are prized in Polynesian culture and brir. 
KangobaL_s.o..cial status. ( 6 ) 
rCangobai stayed and \vorked on the Russells Islands for eight months 
on a sugar plantation.· ( 7) 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: Kangobai invented the sign language he uses. which shmvs 
"creativity and imagination." He ge~s along with the hearing members 
of population as well as possible. However, he is not married, and 




HRAF Code: RY2 Card: 
Disability 
Data on Individual 
Category: 158 
Rmss i u 
Sib.eria 
Chukchee RY2 
:Name of Culture Unit: Chuckchee and Reindeer Division of Tribe 
I 
Location of group, socie~y, culture: 
:Time F.rame: (1890-1901) 1904-09 j 
·Individual: 
N arne or Description: l) woman shaman, "out of her mind for three 
;years. 
!2) Man of Reindeer tribe afflicted with fits. 
) Type of Disability: madness and fits 
Age Disability fiequired: ? 
Status and Role :1 )Sl;l.aman 2) man (?) 











Other: l) Wommn "frequently would want to harm other people, and the1 
her housemates would tie her hands and bind her to one of the housepol t 
2) Man " ••• for a long time afflicted with similar fits, (and) kept me:. 
ing attempts to injuce his camp companions, and ultimately was put out 
of the way by common consent." 
Author: De Smidt 
Heference: 
Disability 




HRAF Code: SB5 Card: Category: 826, 116, 143, 582, 81 
,Name of Culture Unit: Cuna Indians 
' 
Location of group, society, cult,ure: San Blas Islands and mountain 
interior. 
1Time Frame: (1947?) 1948 
:Individual: :bm 
i Nnme or Description: "two albino brothers about 50 years of age." )Both highly respected. 
' 
Type of Disability: Albinoes 
Age Disability Required: at birth 
Hot 
S,tat\lS and Role: lJ chanter of/Pepper Feast and official 'Chicha 
maKer ana a 'tovm co nc~.L man; 2') regu.lar medicine man and ch2nt.er." 
.• i. Position in l''runily: l,mmarried 
\nO~ a.l.lowed to marry or most persons would 






Independent: As council.men 1 medicine 111en; .::..nd other official 
posiDtions, they must be independent, but no feferences found as to 
their specific means of subsistence. 




HRAF Code: SM3 Card: 
Disability 
Datn on Individual 
Category: 
Name of Culture Unit: Caingang--Aweikoma 
South America 
Cuna-Aweikoma , 
SI'-'13 . ( J ' ' I . ·. ' 
Location of Group 1 Dociety 1 Culture: State of Santa Catarina, Brazi 
Time Frame: (1932-34) 1941 
Individual: Name or description: "Kemblin was one of those rare 
~nd~V!l.dlials about whom supernatural influences seemed to cluster." 
Type of Disability: Kemblin had only one arm. 
Age Disability Acquired: As an adult when he"refused power from 
snake, who therefore bit him in anger." 
Status and Role; As Kemblin "_grev'l older he gradually accumulated 
the powers of Quati' r~Ionkey 7 Wind 7 and Fish ••• II 
Position in Family: unknown 
Dependent: 
Independent: Probably independent but hot known; he had power. 
Infanticide/senilcide (disabled only): 
Comments: His death was attributed to the day Quati "was out of 
sorts with Kemblin for some unknown reason, and he feil.l sick and 
died." (77) 
Other: 
Author: Bogoras Disability 
Reference: Data on Individual 
JIRAF Code : RY2 Card: 108 Category: 732 
,Name of Culture Unit: 
·i 
Location of group, socie~y, culture: 
;Time F.'rame: 
'Individual : a man with sexual abnormality 
Name or Description: an old man 




· Chukchee RY 2 
Age Disability Hequired : /infancy from mother not cleaning infant's 
bottom frequently and thooo~ghly. 
Status and Hole: 
! 
i· Position in Family: no family; not allowed to · marry 
Dependent: 
Independent: "lived as herdsman in a camp of a rich reindeer-
breeder. He slept in the house of his master •.• " 
r 
1 .Means of Subsistence: herdsman 
! 
' f 
Other: "Sometimes when feeling dull, he would take a drum and begin 
to drum and sing, 'Oh, oh, oh! From the hands of my mother I got a 
swelling on my penis.'" 
Note: Bogoras did not meet this man, but had heard about him. 
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HRAF CODE: FiX2; Card: 
Name of Group: Chukchee 
Location of Group: Russia 
' Time Frame: (lS26- - )1844 
1 Individual: 
Disability 





Name or Description: ''\valetka's father"; · "one. of richest and 
most respected chiefs •. " 
Type of Disability: aged infirm 
Age Disability Acquired: old age 
Status and Role: 
Position in Family: Respected chief and father 
Dependent: 
Independent: 
Means of Subsistence: rich 
-- ------- - - ----------- ---·- .... __ -- ___ ,.. ___ _ --------- - -------------------
Other: 
'Waletka 's father became infirm and tired of life, and wa 
put to death at his own express desire, by some of' his 
'nearest relatives." 
' ' 
·. ~ . --;-;-;-. --~.- ·. 
. . .. . . . . . . . ::.. ... . .. ' . :.~~; ' \ · 
.· ... -. .... . ... -....... ·-~--. 
.. . ~· .-~~~ ~~~ -;~.,·~ ' ·· .. . · ·~· 
. .::. .. _. .. 
' .. 
' . 
Author: Nordenskiold Disability 
Heference: Data on Individual 
.HRAF Code: RY2 Card: 108 Category: 7 .~ 2. 
,Name of Culture Unit: Chukchee/Reindeer 
,Location of group 1 socie~y, culture: Russia 
;Time F.rame: (1878)1882 
: Individual: 
Nwne or Description: "Keuto(JMR: a deaf half-idiot) 
Type of Disability: a deaf half-idiot 
Age Disability Required: born with 
Status and Role: worked for anthropologists 
Position in l"wnily: --
Dependent: 
* 




Independent: at lea~t to some extent--Nordenskiold reported that 
'Keuto was "an obliging youth who did all he could to be of use to them 
\' and was a skillful archer." 





Other: *r·1any deaf persons consicfred to be idiots; perceived in the same way in Russia. 




Author: Hooper Disability 
Heference: Data on Individual 
·HRAF Code: RY2 Card: 10$ Category: 
,Name of Culture Unit: 
Location of group, socie~y, culture: 
,'l'ime Erame: ( HL'.', -5 
·Individual: 
? 
Russ i a 
Siberia 
Chukchee RY 
Name or Description: "Oldest limhabitant brought out to meet 
anthropologists." 
Type of Disability: . "stone blind" 
Age Disability Required: ? 
Status and Role: 
Position in lt'amily: 
Dependent: 
Independent: 
Means of Subsistence: 
Other: 
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Location of the Basongye 
:Aller Boone 1961) 
Neighbors of the Basongye 
JMH 
- The Golo of Liberia 
2 ·- The Ashonfi of Ghana 
3 - The Yorubo of Nigeria 
4 - The House of Nigeria 
5 - The Morghi of Nigeria 
6 - The Anong of Nigeria 
7 - The fang of Rio Muni and Gabon 
8 - The Chokwe of Angola, loire, and Zambia 
9 - The Bolo of Zaire 
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A Princtpal concentrehons of 
1r Fullulde·speakers (aller 
Westermann end Bryan, 1952) 
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N•oe11a end Cameroons only (tiler Nash, 1~) 
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FRENCH W E S T AFRICA 
[Foe. 1. Distribution o( Fulani in relation to the Savannah Zone of West Africa 
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NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 
Figure 1-1. Area of the Copper Eskimo. 
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t~r ~TUtest ~naion ia the midrlle of the 19th century. 
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Slurch Map 2. Showing the DistribUtion of the lban in Sarawak. (Based on the: 
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FIG. I.--ot.:TLI:SE MAP OF THE CE:STRAL AREA, SHOWI:SC THE DISTRIBUTIO:S 
OF THE TRlEES REFERRED TO. 
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